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FOREWORD
Calculation of the configuration partition functions presented in 
this work was achieved through use of the LSU IBM 370/3033 electronic 
computer. The corresponding programs were written by the author in 
FORTRAN IV language, and compiled with the IBM FORTRAN IV(G) compiler. 
PARFUN6 is based on Eq. (3), Chapter 2; PARFUN8 is based on Eq. (7), 
Chpater 2; and PARFUN8A is based on Eq. (30), Chapter 2.
The probability profiles of Chapter 2 were plotted with the aid of 
a plotting package in SPEAKEASY language (Cohen and Pieper). The pack­
age PR0BPR0F, with members DRAWPLOT, MRDODECK, MRDOKECK, NUMTOLIT and 
PLOTRES, was written and developed for the author by Robert R. Zinn, and 
modified by the author as needed for each special case.
S. Cohen and S. C. Pieper (1979), "The Speakeasy III Reference 
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ABSTRACT
Recently extended theoretical methods and existent experimental 
methods have been employed for the determination of conformational- 
dependent properties of polymers of biological interest like synthetic 
polyamino acids, natural polypeptides and proteins.
Calculation of theoretical properties, like for example average 
helical content and average helical length, as derived from the config­
uration partition function has been achieved by making use of the Rota­
tional Isomeric State approximation through modifications and innova­
tions of a nearest-neighbor interaction version of the Zimm-Bragg model 
of helix-coil transitions as presented in a matrix format suitable for 
use in an electronic computer. The scope of the theory allows for the 
numerical evaluation of properties devoid of experimental counterparts, 
like for example helix initiation and helix propagation probabilities. 
Application was made as well of various theoretical formalisms (devel­
oped elsewhere) to the analysis of the thermal denaturation profiles of 
a two chain coiled-coil crosslinked a-tropomyosin dimer.
In addition, the conformations of a synthetic copolymer of L-lysine 
and L-glutamic acid, and of the natural pituitary opioid peptide 
dynorphin-(1-13) have been determined in the presence of various deter­
gents and lipids. This has been achieved by means of ultraviolet circu­
lar dichroism spectroscopic methods.
INTRODUCTION
The Concept of "Macromolecule"
Hermann Staudinger introduced the term macromolecular to charac­
terize substances with molecular weight Mr > 10,000 (Moore, 1972).
Staudinger and his many coworkers pioneered the field of very large 
molecules (macromolecules) from 1920 to 1950. A system is called macro- 
molecular if it shows the qualities (viscosity, light scattering, ultra­
sedimentation, colligative properties, etc.) characteristic of this 
special state.
Although the basic principles used by physical chemistry are 
equally applicable to large and small molecules, many of the methods 
most useful with small molecules are either experimentally inaccessible 
with high polymers, or else have to be modified before they can be 
utilized (Morawetz, 1965). This limitation particularly concerns tech­
niques used in the determination of molecular weights. In the case of 
low molecular weight compounds, it is in general possible to determine 
molecular weights by analyzing the x-ray diffraction pattern obtained 
from crystals of a given substance. With polymers, this approach is 
feasible only in the exceptional case of crystalline globular proteins 
where the individual macromolecules represent the repeating unit of the 
crystal lattice. In the vast majority of cases polymers either do not 
crystallize at all, or else the repeating unit of the crystal lattice 
bears no relation to the length of chains, whose ends occur randomly
1
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dispersed within the lattice structure. The estimation of the molecular 
weight of insoluble polymers can, therefore, be achieved only by indi­
rect methods.
Another vivid expression of the specificity of macromolecules in 
terras of polymers in a mass is the property of high elasticity 
(Volkenstein, 1970); this is a property found only in natural and syn­
thetic rubbers. The high elasticity of rubber is determined ultimately 
by the structure and properties of its macromolecules.
In contrast to small molecules, polymer molecules may have two 
characteristics which require statistical analysis: i) A sample may
contain a mixture of molecules with different numbers of monomer units 
per molecule, ii) Intramolecular forces may be so weak that all possi­
ble configurations of a single molecule possess essentially equal energy 
and are thus equally probable (Tanford, 1961).
As to the first characteristic, molecular weight distributions may 
be treated statistically to yield several possible means which could 
serve as a description of the average molecular weight. Unfortunately, 
the laws governing the dependence of a given physical property on molec­
ular weight also dictate the kind of averaging procedure which must be 
applied. Thus, in considering different physical properties we are 
compelled to use different molecular weight averages. Especially im­
portant are the number average molecular weight (Mn), and the weight 
average molecular weight (Mw). Expressions for these quantities, along 
with higher averages may be found, for example, in Tanford (1961).
Through knowledge of Avogadro's number, the number of molecules in a 
known mass of material leads to the number average molecular weight. In 
other experiments, such as light scattering, the contribution of a
3
molecule to the observed effect is a function of its mass. Hence, heavy
molecules are favored in the averaging process and the weight average
molecular wieght results. Mw is equal to or greater than Mn. The ratio
M /M , sometimes used as a measure of the breadth of the molecular w n
weight distribution, ranges from 1.5-2.0 to 20-50.
A homopolymer is a large molecule composed of molecules with formu­
la Xn, made by repetition of n identical structural units X. n is the 
degree of polymerization. Combination of two (^Y^) or more structural 
units leads to copolymers. In some cases, the repetition of units is 
linear; in other cases the chains are branched or interconnected to form 
three-dimensional networks.
The specific physical properties of macromolecules are due to their 
flexibility, although some important polymers are not flexible. The 
stiffness in non-flexible polymers may be due, for example, to the 
presence of planar bonds, like the conjugated double bonds in poly­
acetylene, the product of polymerization of acetylene (CH = CH). Re­
striction in the internal degrees of rotation may also be due to steric 
hindrances arising from the presence of bulky side chain groups, like in 
polyisocianate, whose repeating unit is ^N(R)-C(0)}. Flexibility, then 
is related to the large number of internal degrees of freedom determined 
by rotation about single bonds (Birshtein and Ptitsyn, 1966).
High polymers can be synthesized from small molecules by different 
types of polyreactions.
The special biological and physical properties of proteins and 
nucleic acids are determined to considerable extent by their macromolec- 
ular structure (Volkenstein, 1977). The general laws that have been
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established for comparatively simple synthetic macromolecules are also 
of fundamental importance for much more complicated biopolymers.
The properties of the homopolymer macromolecule model only those 
properties of the biological macromolecules which do not depend on the 
specificity of the primary structure.
Synthetic macromolecules differ from proteins and nucleic acids not 
only by their lack of varied primary structure but because synthetic 
polymers are heterogeneous, i.e., they contain molecules of hetero­
geneous molecular weight. Real chains often contain various groups and 
the chains branch in a random way. Every sample of a synthetic polymer 
contains chains of different lengths. Consequently, the molecular 
weight of a polymer sample is an average molecular weight of all the 
polymer homologous molecules. On the other hand, all molecules of a 
given protein are identical in that they possess a definite molecular 
weight, composition, and primary structure.
A polymeric chain of known covalent structure and molecular weight 
has to be characterized by its configuration. In discussing the shape 
of polymer molecules, one must distinguish carefully between configura­
tions and conformations. Configurations of a molecule are steric ar­
rangements which are symmetrically related to one another but which 
cannot be changed from one to another without breaking bonds. Examples 
are cis-trans isomers of unsaturated compounds or cyclopropane deriva­
tives. Conformations are steric arrangements that can occur through 
rotations about single bonds, and are due to the fact that certain 
orientations have lower energies than others. Examples are the gauche 




Rotations of atomic groups around single bonds are not free.
Hence, conformations of ethane produced by internal rotation do not 
possess the same free energy, i.e., internal rotation is always hin­
dered. The ethane molecule has an energy minimum at its staggered 
conformation and a maximum at its eclipsed conformation. The eclipsed 
conformation corresponds to the situation in which all C-H bonds in 
ethane have the same coordinates when projected into a plane that is 
perpendicular to the C-C single bond. The staggered conformation cor­
responds to a 60° rotation along the C-C bond of the C-H bonds of one 
-CHg group.
The ethane molecule has an energy minimum at its staggered confor­
mation. For a 60° rotation an energy barrier of 2.90 kcal/mole must be 
overcome (Herschbach, 1963).
For molecules with C^ symmetry like ethane, the dependence of the 
potential energy of the internal rotation U on the rotation angle if can 
be approximated by
U(<t>) = \ UQ(1 - cos 3<J>) (1)
where Uo is the height of the potential barrier and if is the angle of 
rotation measured from the staggered form. The zero of energy is de­
fined for the staggered form (if = 0, ±120°).
If, unlike ethane, the molecule lacks axial symmetry, U(<f) is
nonsymmetrical. Thus, for n-butane the curve of the dependence of the
internal energy on if looks as in Fig. 1 (Flory, 1969). In this case,
the lowest of three energy minima present corresponds to the trans 
conformation. The other two, which are isoenergetic correspond to
6
Figure 1,1 The conformational potential energy of 
n-butane as a function of the dihedral 
angle The black circles represent the 
-CH^ groups of and (After Flory, 
1969).
-«J
conformations obtained from the trans by rotating the groups by ca.
±120°. These conformations are called "gauche plus" (g+, (|) ~ 120°\ and 
"gauche minus" Cg » 4* — -120°).
The effects of nonbonded interactions of substituent groups in the 
torsional potentials of bonds in larger molecules are manifested in 
n-butane. Calculations (Borisova and Volkenstein, 1961; Borisova, 1964; 
Abe et al., 1966; Scott and Scheraga, 1966) and experiments (Bonham and 
Bartell, 1959; Bartell and Kohl, 1963; Kuchitsu, 1959) indicate a dis­
placement of the gauche minima of perhaps 5-10° from their symmetrical 
locations at ±120°, owing to the incipience of the large repulsions 
occurring in the cis conformation (Flory, 1969). In Fig. 1, the minimum 
has been situated at 112°.
n-butane exists then as a dynamic mixture of rotamers, a mixture of 
the trans (t), gauche plus (g+), and gauche minus (g ) conformations.
If the barrier heights are of the order of several kilocalories per 
mole, the rate of rotational isomerization is of the order of 10 sec 
(Volkenstein, 1977). Therefore, the rotamers can not be isolated in a 
pure state at ordinary temperatures.
Rotational isomerism was discovered by Kohlrausch by means of Raman 
spectra (Kohlrausch, 1943).
The Rotational Isomeric State Approximation
We have seen that the appearance of rotational isomerism becomes 
possible in the absence of internal rotation symmetry.
The rotational isomeric theory (RIS) of linear polymers 
(Volkenstein, 1950) starts by assuming that it is possible to replace 
approximately the U((j>) curve by a discontinuous function of the form
U(4>.) = F. ; U(<t> f <t>.) - «> (2)
In other words, each rotational isomer i has definite values of the 
rotation angle <|k and the free energy F̂ . Thus, the continuous function 
U(<J>) is replaced by a finite and small number of narrow wells of differ­
ent depths (Fig. 2). Although fluctuations about the minima are ig­
nored, they can be taken into account by either of two methods, (i) In­
crease in the number of rotational states accessible. For example, 
instead of the three states associated with <(i = 0, ~±120° for n-butane,
9 states could be used with 0=0°, ±x, ±(120° - x), 120°, ±(120° + x)» 
where x is a small number of degrees (the fluctuation), (ii) Use of the 
average values over the range of fluctuations of the sin an(* the cos <|) 
in the transformation matrix for a given state, i.e., for g+ use
<sin <|> +> and <cos <|> +> (The transformation matrix T. is the orthogonal S £
matrix which by premultiplication transforms a vector v expressed in
reference frame i + 1 to its representation v’ in reference frame i.
T. is used in the calculation of geometrical properties of chain 1
molecules).
The assumption of finite and small number of potential wells obvi­
ously requires experimental verification. Information about rotamers 
has been obtained by means of radiospectroscopy, nuclear magnetic reso­
nance (NMR), dipole moments, etc. (Volkenstein, 1963; Birshtein and 
Ptitsyn, 1966; Mizushima, 1954). RIS theory was also confirmed experi­
mentally in studies of the thermomechanical properties and the stretch­
ing of polymers (Volkenstein, 1963; Birshtein and Ptitsyn, 1966; Flory, 
1969).
Figure 1.2 Rotational Isomeric State approach. (After 
Birshtein and Ptitsyn,1966) . U(<t>)> the 
potential energy function, is a function 
of the dihedral angle <)>. In the figure 
<(> adopts values of 0-360°.
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RIS theory gives a quantitative explanation of the physical proper- 
ties of macromolecules in solution, of the sizes and forms of coils, of 
their dipole moments and their anisotropic polarizabilities.
The RIS approximation is well founded for those bonds having dis­
tinct rotational minima separated by barriers substantially greater than 
RT. For bonds not subject to rotational energy barriers exceeding RT, 
the rotational isomeric state approximation is deprived of its primary 
physical basis. It may, however, be adapted as a suitable mathematical 
device (Volkenstein, 1963), nonetheless useful, since integrals of 
continuous functions like the bond rotational partition function may be 
approximated by a summation. Thus, use of the RIS approximation may be 
justified even in those cases where rotational barriers are low in 
height.
In polypeptides a small hindrance to rotation also occurs because 
of an intrinsic torsional potential associated with single bonds. Thus,
the rotation also occurs because of an intrisic torsional potential
Gtassociated with single bonds. Thus, the rotations about the N-C bond 
orangle <J> and the C -C bond angle if* each have intrinsic rotational hin­
drance potentials that are probably threefold. These minima occur at 
rotation angles of approximately 60°, 180° and 300° (Cantor and 
Schimmel, 1980). The barrier heights between minima are believed to be 
fairly small, on the order of 1 kcal/mole (Brant and Flory, 1965a; idem, 
1965b) compared with ca. 3.5 kcal/mole for the C-C bond in the n-alkanes 
(Abe et al., 1966). Since the energy barriers separating the three 
minima are not sufficiently large treatment of the configurational 
statistics in terms of discrete states located at the minima in the bond 
torsional potentials is therefore inappropriate. Instead, the partition
13
function for a residue may be approximated as the sum of Boltzmann 
factors, taken at equal intervals of <|> and i|j throughout their ranges. 
That is
The energies E(<}»,40 are furnished by the conformation energy represented 
by the contours in calculated energy maps (see the section "Steric Maps 
for Polypeptides" in this Introduction). Then, the transformation 
matrix T , averaged through choice of intervals of 30° for (j> and 4* and 
use of the conformation energies produced by the conformational energy 
maps, may be numerically evaluated for the prototype residues glycyl, 
L-alanyl and L-lactyl (Flory, 1969; Eq's VII-13 to VII-15). Although 
the computation of T could be refined by choice of an interval smaller 
than 30°, the value for the characteristic ratio is little affected by 
reducing the interval below 30° (Brant and Flory, 1965).
The Configuration Partition Function in Statistical Mechanics
The partition function Q characterizing a canonical ensemble (V,N,T 
specified) is of central importance in statistical thermodynamics. Once 
Q(V,N,T) is known, all the thermodynamic functions of the system can be 
determined (Blinder, 1969).
The quantum-statistical distribution law for a canonical ensemble 
follows by a derivation closely analogous to the classical one. The 
most probable distribution is given by




/I e /Q(V,N,T) (4) = e
i
where Q(V,N,T) is the partition function - also known as 'sum over 
states' or 'Zustandssumme'.
If Q(V,N,T) represents sums of states, it is given by
P = 1/kT and is the i-th allowed energy level, determined, in prin­
ciple, by solution of the Schrodinger equation for the thermodynamic 
system of specified V and N. The form a discrete set.
The partition function can be reexpressed as a sum over energy 
levels
The Lenz-Ising Model
As a consequence of the interdependence of the links in the chain, 
a macromolecule is a cooperative system (Volkenstein, 1977). Coopera- 
tivity is a fundamental feature of molecular systems in biology and is 
responsible for many important phenomena. The state of a given link 
depends on the states of its neighbor links.
Consider now the model of the ferromagnet suggested by Lenz (1920) 
and developed by Ising (1925). We assume then that the physical system 
can be represented by a regular lattice arrangement of molecules in 






where fi.(V,N,E.) represents the degeneracy of the j level
One-Dimensional Cooperative Systems
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that can be oriented either up or down relative to the direction of an 
externally applied field. Depending on whether the spin has the value 
+1 or -1, we say that the molecule has spin up or down respectively 
(Brush, 1967).
A configuration of the lattice is a particular arrangement of all
Nthe spins; if there are N molecules, there will be 2 different config­
urations. A typical configuration is represented by
We assume that the interaction energy U depends only on the configura­
tions of neighboring nodes (molecules) of the lattice. Then, each 
nearest-neighbor pair contributes an interaction energy:
where U is either positive or negative. In addition, we assume that the 
total energy of a configuration also includes a term of the form
for each spin. |J may represent the magnetic moment and H an external 
magnetic field. pH may also play the role of a chemical potential. 
Thus, the total energy of the ferromagnet is
• • • (+1)(-1)(-1)(“1)(+1)(+1)(+1).• •
-Uct . o. i J
N N
E(i-l,i) = - 2 Uo.-CL + pH I a.
i=l 1 1 i=l 1
(7)
The summation is over all nearest-neighbor pairs only, and it is neces­
sary to add to the beginning of the chain an additional (zero-th) mono­
mer unit so that would have meaning for i = 1. For N >> 1, the
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addition of one extra monomer has no effect on the physical properties 
of the chain. Eq (7) neglects end effects of terminal monomer units in 
a macromolecule.
The mathematical problem associated with the model is to find a 
closed-form analytic expression for the statistical mechanical partition 
function
Z - I e-E(i-l,i)/kT (8)
config
From the partition function one can derive all the thermodynamic func­
tions of the system by the usual procedures of statistical mechanics 
(Blinder, 1969).
If the applied magnetic field is absent the partition function is 
given by
N JU0. .o./kT
Z = I ••• I n e 1-1 1 (9)
o =±1 a =±1 i=l1 N
where J is a constant determined by the exchange energy for a given 
lattice distance (Isihara, 1971). After some mathematical manipula­
tions, Z becomes
Z = (2 cosh K)N + (2 sinh K)N (10)
where K = J/kT.
Z is thus arrived at by the expansion method of Ising (1925). The
matrix method of Kramers and Wannier (1941), expresses the configuration





Then, Z is given by
(12)
Since all the elements of matrix G are positive, then, in accordance
with the theorem of Frobenius, G has a largest eigenvalue \ which ism max
real, positive and nondegenerate. Then, for N >> 1
The above results show that the partition function of a one­
dimensional Ising lattice does not have a singularity and does not yield 
a phase transition.
Polypeptides are long-chain polymers, whose monomeric units are the 
peptide residues. The polypeptide chains which occur in most proteins 
are linear and unbranched although occasionally, there may be cross­
links between regions of a chain, mainly through -S-S- bonds. The 
problem of theoretically working out the possible configurations of such 
a chain therefore consists of two steps (Ramachandran, 1963):
(a) finding out the bond distances and bond angles between the 
atoms of an individual unit; and
(b) finding out the relative configurations of two units linked to 
each other.
max (13)
Z ~ (2 cosh K)N (14)
Conformations of Polypeptides and Proteins
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In the case of polypeptides, step (a) was carried out by Pauling 
and coworkers (Pauling and Corey, 1951; Pauling et al., 1951; Corey and 
Pauling, 1953). The geometry and dimensions of the peptide bond are 
shown in Fig. 3. The data were derived by Pauling from crystal struc­
tures of molecules containing one or few peptide bonds.
Step (b) concerns the study of the nature of the linkage between 
two peptide groups, and it will be dealt with under the section 'Steric 
Maps for Polypeptides’.
An important aspect of polypeptide structure is that the amide bond 
usually occurs on the planar 'trans' conformation. This can be ration­
alized to be a result of a resonance form that imparts double bond 
character to the amide bond
The hybrid structure contains 60% of I and 40% of II. Thus, the dis­
tance between the C'- and N- atoms (the amide bond) is shortened by
known from aldehydes and ketones (Schulz and Schirmer, 1979, p. 18). 
Since structure II is planar, the hybrid structure, too, is planar, the
result of the planar 'trans' form of the amide group, the distance
the conformation of the chain as a whole is determined by the rotations
I II
about 0.l8. Moreover, the C'-O double bond is 0.028 longer than that
a asix atoms, C., C!, 0., N.._, H... and C.., lying in one plane. As a ’ i’ i’ i’ i+l’ i+l l+l J ° r
between successive alpha-carbon atoms is fixed at 3.88. This means that
Cf (Xabout the N-C and C -C' bonds. A virtual bond connecting successive
alpha-carbon atoms is shown by a dashed line in Figure 3.
Figure 1.3 The trans peptide bond. Distances are in 
Angstroms and angl es in degrees. (Taken 







The Dihedral Angles (<t>,t|Q of the Polypeptide Chain
With a stiff peptide bond and with rather rigid bond lengths and
bond angles, the conformation of the polypeptide chain backbone as a
whole is specified by enumerating the value of the dihedral angles 
Cfand i)k at the C -atoms (see Fig. 4). Following the recommendations of 
the IUPAC-1UB commission of 1969, the zero positions of dihedral angles 
are defined as follows (Schulz and Schirmer, 1979):
w. = 0 for C?-C! cis to N..,-C® i 1 1  i+l i+l
i|j. = 0 for C?-N. trans to C'.-O.l 1 1  1 1
<t>. = 0 for C^-C! trans to N.-H.Ti 1 1  1 1
X- = 0 for c“-N. cis to C?-0?i 1 1  1 1
Steric Maps for Polypeptides
In theory, a chain molecule can adopt an essentially infinite 
variety of backbone conformations, each corresponding to a unique set of 
values for the backbone rotation angles $ and iJj. However, many of these 
conformations can be excluded from consideration on the basis of unfav­
orable steric overlaps (Cantor and Schimmel, 1980).
In studying steric interactions, Ramachandran and coworkers 
(Ramachandran et al., 1963, Ramachandran and Sasisekharan, 1968) looked 
first at overlaps between atoms whose distance of separation depended 
simultaneously upon the values of both and i|k . By determining the 
steric overlaps that occur when varying these angles, we can exclude
certain values of <}k and 4̂ - Because of these overlaps, rotations about 
Of OfN.-C. and C.-C! are said to be interdependent.1 1 1 1  r








Thus, Ramachandran and coworkers determined those values of (|k and 
iJk that are sterically allowed by investigating contacts between all 
atoms whose distance of separation depends solely on these two rotation 
angle. The resulting diagram, or steric map, is shown in Fig. 5. The 
dark zones (continuous lines) show normal contact radii for the various 
atom pairs, whereas the light zones (dashed lines) show some of the 
shortest contact radii observed in crystal structures of relevant mole­
cules. Notice that the steric diagram for alanine is asymmetric, and 
the sterically allowed domain is small compared to the whole domain 
covered by -180° ^ 5 180°. This smaller domain is due to the addi­
tional unfavorable contacts that involve the “CH^ side chain. Steric 
diagrams for residues with longer side chains not branched at the p- 
carbon (i.e. leucine) are essentially the same as Fig. 5. A side chain 
branched at the p-carbon (i.e. valine) reduces somewhat the sterically 
permitted domain below the areas of Fig. 5.
The inspections performed by Ramachandran and coworkers revealed 
however that the interactions associated with rotations of one such 
interdependent pair (4̂  ,i|k ) are quite independent of the angles assumed 
by neighboring pairs (4>j,»J»j) (Brant and Flory, 1965a; idem, 1965b).
Thus, the distinction is well defined between short-range and long-range 
interactions. Short-range interactions are those occurring between 
atoms or groups that are neighboring or close to each other in the 
sequence. Long-range interactions are those between groups that are far 
apart on the sequence, even though they are brought into close proximity 
by the foldings of the chain. Long-range interactions may be presumed 
to have been nullified by correcting experimental conditions. In conse­
quence of the planar, trans structure of the amide group, interactions
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Figure 1.5 Ramachandran steric map for the L-alanyl 
residue.(Taken from Flory,1969 after Ramach­
andran, 1968) •«. : right and left-handed 
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of short range are virtually confined to those involving peptide units 
which are first neighbors (Flory, 1969).
Thus, the polypeptide chain exemplified the case of pairs of rota­
tion angles, with members of the same pair strongly interdependent while 
those of neighboring parts are virtually independent.
Thus, of the various interactions affecting conformations of chains 
considered so far, steric encounters between non-bonded atoms and groups 
assume foremost importance.
The intramolecular energy associated with the configuration speci­
fied by the set of rotation angles can be expressed as a sum of
contributions:
Ê (<t>,i|0 = E^(intrinsic torsional potential)
where k,l are indexes for individual atoms. The summation term includes 
interactions for every nonbonded atom pair whose distance of separation
+ E^(non-bonded interactions) + E^(coulombic interactions)
E^.tlO = (EJ /2)(1 - cos3<t>.) + (EJ /2)(1 - cosS^)
(15)
depends on (|>̂ and exclusively. These non-bonded interactions are 
generally expressed as
(16)
where the parameters a ^  and c ĵ are characteristic of the atom pair k
and 1.
The term Ec represents the eoulombic interactions arising from the 
dipole interaction between adjacent amide groups.
A map of the conformational energy for the glycyl residue (R = H) 
calculated through the use of Eqs. (15) and (16) is shown in Fig. 6. 
Energy contours above 5 kcal/mole relative to the lowest minima (marked 
by crosses) are not shown. Fig. 6 was calculated with Ec as the energy 
of interaction between the sets of four point charges specified for each 
of two neighboring amide groups. The absence of an asymmetric center in 
the glycyl residue requires equivalence of energy, and statistical 
weighting, for rotations and Consequently, the diagram is
symmetric with respect to reflection through its center at <J) = ^ = 0°. 
These are four distinct regions in the glycyl map in which the residue 
energy is less than 5 kcal/mole. These regions are comparable to the 
"sterically allowed" regions of the corresponding Ramachandran steric 
map. The range accessible to the positions of lowest energy (<|),»J< ~ +80° 
±90°) considerably exceeds that of the other regions of low energy 
((f),~ ±60°, ±60°).
The a-Helix Conformation
A helical form is generated when every ({l = ^  and every <Jk = «|k . 
For the right-handed Of-helix, <)> = -57° and »Jj = -47°.
The p-pleated sheet - the parallel chain is generated when 
$ = -119° and t|j = +113° - is closest to the planar zig-zag structure of 
the all trans form of the Of-L-polypeptide chain.
The a-helix is the classic element of protein structure (Richardson 
1982). A single a-helix in proteins can order as many as 35 residues
3whereas in homopolypeptides the number can be as high as 10 . One helix
Figure 1.6 Energy contour diagram for a glycyl residue. 
(Taken from Flory, 1969 after Brand and Flory, 
1967). Contour lines show 1-kcal intervals;
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in a protein can have more influence on the stability and organization 
of a protein than any other individual structure element. The regulari­
ty of a-helices and the fact that helix formation is governed by inter­
actions of relatively short range makes them the only feature readily 
amenable to theoretical analysis.
The Of-helix was first described by Pauling in 1951 (Pauling et al., 
1951) as a structure predicted to be stable and favorable. As Pauling 
first realized, the a-helix has 3.6 residues per turn, with a hydrogen 
bond between the CO of residue i and the NH of residue i + 4. The 
closed loop formed by one of those hydrogen bonds and intervening 
stretch of backbone contains 13 atoms (including the hydrogen) as illus­
trated in Fig. 7. The a-helix is known as the S.bj^-helix, where 3.6 is 
the number of residues per turn and 13 is the number of atoms in the 
hydrogen-bonded loop. The rise per residue along the helix axis is 
1.5&.
Experimental support for the a-helix was provided by Perutz in 1951 
(Perutz, 1951) and by ellucidating the structure of myoglobin from 
high-resolution x-ray analysis (Kendrew et al., 1960).
With 3.6 residues per turn, side chains protrude from the a-helix 
at about every 100° in azimuth. Although not reliable for prediction, 
there is a tendency in some proteins (myoglobin is an example) for side 
chains to change from hydrophobic to hydrophilic with a periodicity of 
three to four residues.
a-helices are important for prediction of secondary structure from 
amino acid sequence. As much a 80% of a structure can be helical. For 
example, myoglobin, a globular protein, is built up from eight connected 
pieces of a-helix, arranged so that they essentially form a box for the
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Figure 1.7 The 13-atom hydrogen-bonded loop of the 
alpha-helix (3.6^ helix).
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heme group (Kendrew et al., 1961; Kendrew, 1962); tropomyosin, a skele­
tal muscle fibrous protein, is a coiled-coil a-helix, in which two 
a-helices are wound around each other, forming a left-handed superhelix 
with a repeat distance of about l4oJi (Caspar et al., 1969).
The p-Pleated Sheet Conformation
The other major structural element found in globular proteins is 
the p sheet. Pauling and Corey (1951a), described the correct hydrogen- 
bonding patterns for both parallel and antiparallel p-sheet, and also 
realized that the sheets were "pleated," with a-carbons successively a 
little above and below the plane of the sheet (Richardson, 1981). P 
sheet is made up of almost fully extended strands, with (|>, t|* angles 
which fall within the wide, shallow energy minimum in the upper left 
quadrant of the Ramachandran plot (see Fig. 5). Globular proteins 
contain about 15% sheet structure. The average length is about six 
residues (2oX) (Richardson, 1981).
A configuration partition function which properly describes the 
existing interactions in the pleated sheet has not been formulated yet 
in a closed form.
The problem of the spatial configuration of a long chain molecule 
separates into two parts. One part, the so called short-range interac­
tions has to do with the bond structure and local interactions between 
groups which are near neighbors in sequence along the chain. The other 
part of the problem pertains to interactions of long range, i.e., inter­
actions involving pairs of units which are remote in the chain sequence, 
though of course near to one another in space when involved in mutual 
interaction. It turns out that long-range interactions between pairs
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separated by numbers of bonds commesurate with the total chain length n 
assume dominant important. These so called long-range interactions have 
prevented the theoretical treatment of the p-pleated sheet conformation.
A protein that contains p-pleated sheets as part of its structure 
is carboxypeptidase A, an enzyme that digests polypeptide chain from the 
carboxy terminal end and contains eight a-helices of various lengths and 
a p sheet made up of no less than eight parallel or antiparallel ex­
tended chains. The a-helices are exposed to the solvent and constitute 
35% of the residues approximately. The P sheet is the structural heart 
of the molecule and roughly 20% of the residues are involved in this 
massive pleated sheet. A single irregular region uses another 20%; the 
remaining residues occur in the chain segments needed to tie these 
features together. Instead, the main structural feature of concanavalin 
A is the p-sheet ("jellyroll" Greek key p-barrels; Richardson, 1981). 
Concanavalin A is a protein from the jack bean; a lectin, it stimulates 
the division of many types of cells from animal tissues.
Thus, the a-helix being the only structure amenable to theoretical 
treatment at the present time due to its predominantly short-ranged 
characteristics, we seek the interpretation of experimental data like, 
for example, Circular Dichroism suggestive of the presence of a-helical 
and random coil structures mainly.
Helix-Coil Transition Theory
The conformations of macromolecules, both in the solid state and in 
solution, can be greatly influenced by specific short-range and long- 
range interactions between different regions within the molecules. A 
single macromolecule with a-helix secondary structure is essentially a
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one-dimensional crystal. Such a one-dimensional ordered system can 
undergo a sharp transition with change in temperature or solvent compo­
sition, i.e., the molecule 'melts' going over into the structure of a 
statistical coil. Helix-coil transitions were described in 1954 by Doty 
et al. (Doty et al., 1954) in poly-y-benzyl-L-glutamate (PBLG).
Polyglutamic acid (PGA) has been studied in detail also (Doty 
et al., 1957). Obtained from PBLG by addition of HBr in acetic acid, it 
is soluble in water and has ionizable groups. PGA exists in the form of 
rigid rods in aqueous solutions at pH's below 5 and undergoes the tran­
sition into the coiled state at pH's above 5 (Fig. 8).
The dependence of ionization, intrinsic viscosity ([i"|])> and spe­
cific rotation ([a]) of PGA on the pH of the medium is shown in Fig. 9.
The helix-coil transition that takes place around pH 6 is accompanied by 
an increase in the ionization and a sharp drop in the viscosity and 
specific rotation. Similar results have been obtained for polylysines, 
for example, copolymers of lysine and glutamic acid.
PBLG (see Appendix for chemical composition), with no ionizable 
groups, forms a-helices or random coils in solution depending on the 
composition of the solvent and the temperature of the solution. For 
molecules with ionizable groups any change in pH may bring about a 
helix-coil transition.
The formation of a-helices in PBLG is corroborated by its hydro- 
namic properties (sedimentation coefficients, intrinsic viscosity, etc.) 
and by its optical properties (optical rotatory dispersion, light ab­
sorption, light scattering, etc.). The helix-coil transition in PBLG is 
very abrupt and occurs within a quite narrow, finite interval of the 
variable in question (temperature, solvent composition, etc.). From
Figure 1.8 Degree of helix as a function of pH for 
Poly(L-glutamic acid). c=0.0188 N. Curve 
1: 0.005 M HaCl; 2: 0.200 M NaCl. (After 
Nagasawa and Holtzer,1964).
DEGREE OF HEUX.
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Figure 1.9 Helix-coil transition in poly(L-glutamic acid). 
(Taken from Steiner,1965 after Doty et al., 1957), 
[otj is the specific rotation in deg/dm-g/ml, 
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these observations, some of the conclusions that were drawn for PBLG 
(Doty et al., 1954) are: (1) The a-helical configuration is the stable
form of high molecular weight PBLG dissolved in weakly interacting 
solvents like dichloroethane, chloroform and formamide. (2) In strongly 
interacting solvents such as dichloroacetic, trifluoroacetic and tri­
chloroacetic acids the configuration is that of a randomly coiled poly­
mer due to intermolecular hydrogen bond formation between PBLG and the 
solvent, i.e., the heat of the transition for the helix-coil reaction
PBLG(h) + xSolv -> PBLG(c) • (Solv)
A
is negative, whereas the change of the total entropy, which combines the 
configurational entropy of PBLG (ASj > 0) and the translational entropy 
of the solvent molecules (ASjj < 0 ) is negative
AS. . = ASt + AStt < 0 tot I II
This is so since the gain of configurational entropy by the polymer in 
the forward direction is more than offset by the loss in translational 
entropy by the very large number of solvent molecules which solvate the 
coiled form. Thus, the free energy change for the solvation of PBLG is
AG = AH - T(ASj + ASn )
such that
Thus, the sharpness of the transition shows its cooperative nature. 
The cause of the cooperativity finds its motive in the interdependence 
of the peptide units. The interdependence is due because the hydrogen
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bond linking residues i and i + 4 constrains the conformations of units 
i + 1, i + 2 and i + 3. Thus, the liberation of a given peptide unit 
requires the breakage of no less than three successive hydrogen bonds. 
Therefore, peptide units can be liberated only in a cooperative way.
The state of macromolecule in which the monomeric units take part in 
intramolecular H-bonds is usually more favorable energetically, while 
the state of a free macromolecule is favorable entropically because of 
its flexibility.
The Zimm-Bragg Model for Helix-Coil Transitions in Polypeptides
Zimm and Bragg (1959), adapted the one-dimensional cooperative 
system of the Ising model to the helix-coil transition of homopolymeric 
peptide chains using matrix methods. This problem has also been inves­
tigated in detail in a large number of other theoretical studies (see 
Birshtein and Ptitsyn, 1966, p. 246 for a rather complete bibliography; 
see also the scientific publications reprinted in Poland and Scheraga, 
1970).
The conformational partition function of the polypeptide chain is 
determined by the conformations of all its monomer units. These confor­
mations are not independent of each other, as a result of the presence 
in the chain of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, the ones that form the 
13-atom closed loops as illustrated in Fig. 7. In fact, the formation 
of a hydrogen bond, for example, between the oxygen atom of the CO of 
the i-th residue and the hydrogen atom of the NH of the (i - 4)-th resi­
due imposes a strict restriction on the conformations of three consecu­
tive residues. Furthermore, the breaking of one or two hydrogen bonds 
in a segment of the chain of bonded monomer units does not enable the
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corresponding monomer units to come out of the helical conformation.
Only when the number of consecutive nonbonded monomer units is equal to 
or greater than three will the chain possess a larger number of confor­
mational degrees of freedom. These two effects lead to the interdepend­
ence of monomer unit (residue) conformations, i.e., to the cooperative 
nature of the system.
Averaging over all the conformations of the polypeptide chain can 
be carried out in two stages: first, over all the conformations of
monomer units with a given distribution of intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds, and then over all possible distributions of hydrogen bonds. Only 
the latter stage is cooperative in nature. From the point of view of 
the statistical physics of cooperative transitions, we shall be inter­
ested only in the second stage of the averaging, assuming that the 
thermodynamic functions of each monomer unit have been calculated al­
ready.
So let us examine a polypeptide chain which can have hydrogen bonds 
as follows:
7 !i-4 ri-3 ri-2 ri-l *i "i+l "i+2 
'------1=7—  I  * |
where the letter ' r1 represents a residue. As stated before, the forma­
tion of a hydrogen bond between the residue i and i - 4  results in the 
restriction of conformation of residues i - 1, i - 2 and i - 3. To 
calculate the configuration partition function of the chain let us 
distinguish between two states of each residue, nu = 0 and uk = 1. The 
first state corresponds to the absence of a hydrogen bond in the link,
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the second to its presence, i.e., m^ = 0 represents residue i in the 
free state, while iik = 1 represents the same residue in the bound state.
It is evident that the free energy of the chain, as a function of the
states of residues i, is given by the sum:
n
GOiij, ra2, ..., mn) = I G(mi_1, mi, mi+1, mi+2) (17)
i=l
where n is the number of residues in the chain (degree of polymeriza­
tion) .
Although a complete analysis of the problem can be carried out with 
Eq (17), almost the same result may also be obtained with a treatment 
which takes into account the state of only two, and not four, consecu­
tive residues. Then, the free energy of the chain is given by the sum
n
GOnj, m2, ..., m^) = 1 G(mi_1, iik) (18)
i=l
If n »  1, it is possible to neglect the effects of the end residues, so 
that the terms in the free energy may be expressed in the form
G(m. m.) = G(m.) + G(m. m.) (19)i-l’ i i i-l’ i
Here G(m^) is the intrinsic free energy of residue i, including the 
energy of the hydrogen bonds, and G takes into account the dependence of 
the free energy of the i-th residue on the state of the preceding resi­
due. If m. = 0, theni ’
G(m._lf0) = G(0) = Gfree (20)
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since the state of a free residue is independent of the state of the 
preceding residue (G(0,0) = 0).
Since the correlation between the states of the residues is deter­
mined entirely by intramolecular hydrogen bonds, the free energy of the
i-th bonded residue is dependent on the states of the preceding resi­
dues, i.e., on the state of residue i - l .  Let us designate the free 
energy of a bonded residue which follows a bonded residue by
0(1,1) = G(l) = Gbound (21)
where G(l,l) = 0.
The free-energy change in the liberation of residue i is
AG = AH - TAS
AG = G, . - G, (22)bound free
AH(<0) is the energy difference (enthalpy) of the intramolecular hydro­
gen bond and the hydrogen bond of the free residue with solvent mole­
cules, i.e., is the energy change when two hydrogen bonds between the 
macromolecule and solvent molecules are broken and an intramolecular 
hydrogen bond and a hydrogen bond between the solvent molecules are 
formed instead (Birshtein and Ptitsyn, 1966). It should be pointed out 
that intermolecular hydrogen bonds do not have a sharp cooperative 
character and, as a result, the number of bonded groups is a smooth 
function of temperature. On the other hand, intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds are highly cooperative, so that in the helical conformation, all 
residues capable of forming them are in a bonded state. Thus, even when 
the energies of the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds are equal;
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intramolecular bonding may be predominant (Nemethy et al., 1963). AH is 
usually negative.
AS is the change in entropy as a result of the rigid restrictions 
imposed upon the conformations of the residue by the formation of an 
intramolecular hydrogen bond when the residue follows already bound 
residues. AS is usually negative.
When a hydrogen bond is formed in a residue which follows a free 
residue, additional free energy (relative to AG) must be expended during 
this process. This additional free energy has an entropic origin. In 
this case, four residues are fixed at once (i - 1 to i - 3), an entire 
helical region is formed, and the entropy drops at the same time. So,
= Ginit <23>
and
G(0,1) = G(1) + G(0,1) (24)
G(0'1) = Gbo.md + Glnit t25)
where is the free energy of initiation of a helical region deter­
mined by the decrease in entropy during the restriction of the conforma­
tions of two monomer units.
Each monomer unit (residue) has two bonds about which internal 
rotation is possible. In order to get an estimate for let us
make use of Rotational Isomeric State theory, by assuming that three 
rotational isomers are possible during rotation about each bond, while 
the rigid structure of the a-helix corresponds to one isomer. In such a 





As can be seen, the free energy for the initiation of a helical region 
with respect to the growth of an already existing helical region has 
significant value.
Equations (20), (21) and (25) determine completely the free energy 
of a macromolecule for the model under consideration. Although the 
possibility exists in real chains, ^  *-s assumed to be independent of 
the number of preceding nonbonded atoms, and of the interactions between 
the hydrogen bonds of neighboring turns of the helix; these effects, 
however, play a secondary role in the transition curve (Nagai, 1961).
Setting the free energy of a nonbonded residue equal to zero, it is 
found, according to Eqs. (17)-(25), that the contribution of a given 
state of the chain to the partition function Z is determined by the 
product of the following factors:
(1 ) the digit 1 for every residue in the free state («iu = 0 );
(2 ) the factor s for every residue in the state hk = 1 , where
s = e-AG/kT
s - e-(AH-TAS)/kT (27)
is the equilibrium constant of the hydrogen bond formation reaction in a 
residue which follows a bonded residue, i.e., for the propagation of the 
helical segment, s is called the propagation parameter;
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(3 ) the factor o for every residue in the bonded state uk = 1 , 
following one non-bonded residue (m^_j = 0 ), where
o  = e
-AG. . /kTmit (28)
is the equilibrium constant for the reaction of formation of one break
in a sequence of hydrogen bonds, their total number remaining unchanged.
a is called the cooperativeness or nucleation parameter. (From the




n m. m.(1 -m. ,)
7 - v n „ 1 „ 1Z - 1 FIs o
{miJ i=l
(29)
where the summation is carried out over all possible sets of {d k}.
As has been shown in the section concerning one-dimensional cooper­
ative systems, the partition function can be expressed in the form:
Z = Tr U (30)




u(m2 ,m1) u(m2 ,m2)
(31)
whose elements u O i k , i i k )  represent corresponding statistical weights. In 
our case, each residue of the chain may have only two states, and the
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free energy of the chain contains components which are a function of the
states of two consecutive monomer units. That is, matrix G of Eq. (11) 
is of order ;
Flory, 1966)
2* = 2, and is given by (Zimin and Bragg, 1959; Hiller and
m. , m. , i c h i-l
G = c 1 as (32)1“ 1 as"!
h L1 s J
whre m. = 0 has been renamed c (coil), and m. = 1 has been renamed h 
J J
(helix); columns index the state of amino acid residue i, while rows 
index the state of amino acid residue i-l. If the free energy of the 
chain had contained components that were a function of the states of 
four consecutive residues, the order of the matrix G would have been
32 =8. Again, Zimm and Bragg observed that the simpler 2 x 2  matrix
leads to practically the same results (Zimm and Bragg, 1959).
The secular determinant of the 2 x 2  matrix of Eq. (32) has the 
secular equation
(A - 1)(A - s) = os (33)
The roots of Eq. (33) are
\lj2 = (1 + s ± ^(1 - s)2 + 4os )/2 (34)




Z = (1 + s)n
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(36)
Thus, in this case the partition function of a macromolecule is equal to 
the product of the partition functions of the individual monomer units. 
This means that cooperativeness is completely absent in the system.
In a more general form, the partition function for a copolypeptide 
containing n residues in a definite sequence can be recast into the 
following product of matrices (flory, 1974):
where th represents the matrix of statistical weights u(nK_j,nu) 
applicable to rotational isomeric states for bonds i - l
and i, respectively.
The roots in £q. (34) (and for n >> 1, the largest root of this 
equation, A ) characterize all the statistical properties of the
system. Thus, the mean fraction f of hydrogen-bonded monomer units 
(helical content, average helical fraction), the mean fraction v of 
bonded monomer units following free units (average fractional number of 
helical segments), and the mean length I of regions in which all 
monomer units are bonded (average length of a helical segment) are given 
by Eqs. (43), (46) and (48)j that is, for chains containing v helical 
segments




7 _ 1 r , n v,n f - ■= 1. n(s a )
Z {m.}
(39)
Z ~ hn =max 1
and
3 InAj
n f ~ ---3 Ins
7 ns 1
n f  ~ N  § r
f . h J i L  
A 1 A 2
The average number of helical segments
n V - \ Z VsnCTV 
Z {m.}
3 InZ
" v = 5TS5
for n >> 1
3 InAj 
n 0 ~ 3“Ina"
(\j - 1)C1 - \2)
A1 ^ A 1 ~ A2 ^
The average length of a helical segment
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for n >> 1
x i
<«>
In what follows we shall use only the letter f to represent the average 
helical fraction.
Figure 10 shows the dependence on s of the average helix frac-
-2 -4tion f for three values of a, namely 0,10 and 10 It can be seen 
easily that the transition takes place over a variation in s from 1 + sfa 
to 1 - V5 (Flory, 1961). The smaller a is, the steeper the transition 
is and the stronger the cooperativity. In the hypothetical case in 
which 0 = 0  the helix-coil transition, which takes place according to 
the all-or-none principle, is a true first-order phase transition, since 
the energy of the chain is equal to (Birshtein and Ptitsyn, 1966):
E = kT2 (49)
= nkT (50)n d InTI1 + s. „ d Ins . ,nkTs 0 5 T 5 < 1 (51)
S >  1
i.e., as n ■* ®, the energy of the macromolecule changes abruptly at 
s = 1. On the other hand, for a t 0, the helix-coil transition, while 
it is cooperative, is not a true phase transition, even though it takes 
place over a narrow temperature interval, and the energy of the system 
is a smooth function of the temperature in the region of transition. 
Furthermore, the coexistence of helical and coiled regions of the chain
Figure I.10 Dependence of the fraction helix on the
parameter s for an infinitely long homop-1* 




in the region of transition does not have the character of a phase 
equilibrium. The conclusion that different phases cannot coexist in 
one-dimensional cooperative systems was reached by Landau and Lifshitz 
(1969), from a purely thermodynamic point of view.
In subsequent chapters of this work we will he dealing with the 
application of the aforementioned methods to specific sequence copoly­
mers of finite length for which partition functions homologous to that
one expressed in Eq. (37) is required. Also, effects associated to the 
ends of the finite chain, or the ends of helical segments will be intro­
duced.
Circular Dichroism in the Analysis 
of Protein and Polypeptide Conformations
Among the specific terms commonly used to refer to different levels
of protein structure are "primary structure," "secondary structure," and 
"tertiary structure" (Lehninger, 1977). "Primary structure" refers to 
the covalent backbone of the polypeptide chain and the sequence of its 
amino acid residues, "Secondary structure" refers to a regular, recur­
rent arrangement in space of the polypeptide chain along one dimension. 
Secondary structure occurs in fibrous proteins, where the polypeptide 
chains have an extended (p-pleated sheet) or a longitudinally coiled 
conformation (a-helix); it also occurs in segments of the polypeptide 
chains of globular proteins. "Tertiary structure" refers to how the 
polypeptide chain is bent or folded in three dimensions, to form, for 
example, the compact, tightly folded structure of globular proteins.
Nearly all molecules synthesized by living organisms are optically 
active. The optical activity of a macromolecule can be affected by its 
conformation. Thus, considerable information concerning the structure
of proteins in solution may be obtained from measurement of their opti­
cal activity (Adler et al., 1973). The great asymmetry of protein 
molecules is responsible for the large signals they display in the 
methods of optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism 
(CD). Such methods are interrelated: ORD is the measurement, as a
function of wavelength, of a molecule’s ability to rotate the plane of 
linearly polarized light; alternatively, CD measures the molecule's 
unequal absorption of right- and left-handed circularly polarized light, 
also as a function of wavelength. Although all the amino acids commonly 
found in proteins, except glycine, contain at least one asymmetric 
carbon atom, most amino acids display only small ORD and CD bands. It 
is the conformation of the protein, that is, the asymmetric and periodic 
arrangement of peptide units in space, which gives rise to their charac­
teristic ORD and CD spectra.
In this work, our main concern is centered on the CD technique.
In recent years x-ray diffraction analysis has lead to the complete 
mapping - down to 2 - 3& resolution - of the peptide backbone and side- 
chain positions of many enzymes and proteins in the solid state (Blake 
et al., 1965; Phillips, 1966; Phillips, 1967; Blow and Steitz, 1970; 
Davies, 1967; Dickerson and Geis, 1969). Techniques such as neutron 
diffraction (Schoenborn, 1969) and high resolution nuclear magnetic 
resonance (Roberts and Jardetzky, 1970) have yielded information about 
the hydrogen atoms of proteins that is beyond the resolution of x-ray 
analysis. Although the CD technique lacks the capacity for exact struc­
tural determination, one can rapidly approximate the percentages of the 
conformations present in dilute solutions of proteins with the use of
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very small volume and concentration - protein samples of less than 
0.1 mg mass are often sufficient for a CD determination.
The fundamental importance of protein solution spectroscopy is in 
the elucidation of protein conformation in solution (Cantor and 
Timasheff, 1982). For example, what is the relation between protein 
conformation in solution and in crystals? While it appears that these 
structures are often similar, it is an extremely difficult task to 
establish exact identity.
The advantages of CD over ORD for protein conformational studies 
are that (Adler et al., 1973) (1) each optically active electronic 
transition gives rise to only one CD band (instead of positive and 
negative ORD signals), and that (2) CD, unlike ORD, bands are of finite 
width, since CD is an absorptive phenomenon and ORD is a dispersive 
phenomenon.
The Phenomena of CD
A beam of linearly polarized light of wavelength k can be con­
sidered to be the superposition of exactly equal intensities of left- 
and right-hand circular polarized radiation, with electric vectors E^ 
and respectively, of the same frequency and in phase. When such 
light interacts with an asymmetric molecule, CD and ORD are observed.
ORD arises from the following: electric vectors E^ and E^ travel at
different speeds through the molecule. This difference in refractive 
index leads to rotation of the plane of polarization, a^, measured in 
degrees of rotation. In a region where the molecule does not absorb 
light, the dependence of rotation upon wavelength (ORD) yields a plain 
curve. In the region of light absorption, however, the rotation first 
increases sharply in one direction, falls to zero at the absorption
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maximum and then rises sharply in the opposite direction. This anoma­
lous dispersion is called a Cotton effect (Fig. 11).
In the region of its Cotton effect, an asymmetric molecule exhibit­
ing ORD will also show unequal absorption of left- and right-handed 
circularly polarized light; circular dichroism is the difference in 
extinction coefficient (£l~£r )• When CD occurs the emerging light beam 
is no longer linearly polarized; instead, it is elliptically polarized. 
Thus, the ellipticiy of the resulting light, 0̂ , is another measure of 
CD, and is proportional to (£jj_£jj) • An absorption band, along with its 
associated ORD ad CD Cotton effects is shown in Fig. 11. CD and absorp­
tion bands usually have the same shape. Since dispersive and absorption 
phenomena are caused by the same charge displacements in a molecule, ORD 
and CD are closely related to each other. ORD curves can theoretically 
be computed from CD data for all wavelengths, and vice-versa, by means 
of the Kronig-Kramers transform equations (Moscowitz, 1960, 1967)
It is possible to perform these transformations even if data over a 
restricted wavelength range is available only. The accuracy is close to 
that of experimental measurements themselves.
Experimental Methods
Our CD measurements were carried with the commercial instrument 
Durrum-Jasco Model J-20 (CD, ORD) and modified to perform absorption 
measurements as well. The Jasco measures CD directly in differential
[«(*)] = * I (52)
0
dichroic rather than in ellipticity (A, the optical
Figure I.11 Absorption, ORD and CD model spectra.(After
Adler et al., 1973). e is the extinction
“ 1 rcoefficient in It mole cm ; [m'J is the
reduced mean residue rotation
[m1] =̂ ~----5— K a  in deg cm^ dmol ^
1 0 0  (n +2 )
(MRW: mean residue weight; specific
rotation; n: refractive index of the solvent
at wavelength A ); |V] is the molar elliptic-
2 -1 ity in deg cm dmol
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Positive co tton  e l le c t Negative cotton e l te c t
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absorption is related to the extinction coefficient e through Beer- 
Lambert's law: A = eel, where c is the concentration in moles/lt and 1
is the path length in centimeters). A simplified diagram show the 
optics for the Durrum-Jasco is shown in Fig. 12.
The compound commonly used for calibration is d-10-camphorsulfonic
acid in 0 .1% aqueous solution, which displays an ellipticity band at
290 nm. The intensity of this band is calculated theoretically, by
means of the Kronig-Kramers transform, from accurate ORD data on the
same 10-camphorsulfonic acid sample. The intensity at 290 nm is
2[0 ) 2 9 0  = 7840 deg-cm /dmol (corresponding to (ĉ  - e^) = 2.37).
Solvent, protein concentration and cell path length must be chosen 
so that the solution remains relatively transparent in the wavelength 
region of interest, but so that enough solute is present to register an 
ellipticity with high signal-to-noise ratio. Water is the usual solvent 
for protein and polypeptide spectral studies.
Only fused quartz, circular cells should be used for CD. Path 
lengths vary from 1 mm or less to several centimeters.
Baselines should be measured under same circumstances (same cell, 
same temperature, same solvent and/or buffers and/or other components) 
as sample.
The noise-averaged baseline is substracted from the sample spectrum 
at each wavelength of interest in order to obtain the true, net CD 
spectrum.
Circular dichroism data are reported either as [0], the molar or 
residue ellipticity, or as (ê  - e^), the differential molar circular 
dichroic extinction coefficient. [0 ] and are proportional to each
other [0] = 3300(ê  - £^).
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Figure 1.12 The optical components for the Durrum-Jasco 
spectropolarimeter.
A- 1 0 1
LIGHT SOURCE (Xe) LINEAR POLARIZER ELECTROOPTICAL 






The molar ellipticity or the mean reside ellipticity is defined as 
6  . x MW (or MRW)[0 ] =    ( j
A. d x c1
where A : wavelength; • observed ellipticity, in degrees; MW :
molecular weight; MRW : mean residue weight in g/mole • res; c' : con­
centration in milligrams per milliliter; d : path length in millimeters.
Evaluation of Protein Conformation 
from CD Measurements in the Ultraviolet
For proteins, the major objective has been to deduce the average 
secondary structures of the peptide chain from measured CD spectra.
Optical activity in the region of the spectrum between 190 nm and 230 nm 
is usually dominated by the peptide backbone. The nature of particular 
aliphatic side chains does not markedly affect the CD spectrum in this 
region. Thus, as an approximation, one considers a protein simply as a 
linear combination of backbone regions with a-helical, p-sheets, or 
random coil structures. Estimates for the spectra of each type of 
region can be obtained by using the measured CD of homopolypeptides 
known to be pure a-helices, p-sheets, or random coils. Thus, the el­
lipticity at each wavelength is given by
l01\. = V 6°l". ♦ y e°]£. + frcle°ir (54)
1  1  r  1  I
where ffl, f^ and ffc are the fractional compositions of secondary struc­
ture types (a-helix, p-sheet and random coil; f^ + fp + frc = 1 ), and 
[0 °] are the ellipticities for the pure a-helix, p-sheet and random 
coil. Thus, to compute the fractions f once [0] is known, one chooses a 
set of wavelengths (Â ) and solves simultaneously a set of corresponding
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equations; three wavelengths are the minimal number required. The 
precision of such a calculation depends on the extent to which the basis 
spectra ([0°]'s) are linearly independent functions.
CD spectra for the three reference conformations of poly-L-lysine 
(of-helix, p-form and random coil) are shown in Fig. 13. Greenfield and 
Fasman (1969), utilized these curves to calculate CD spectra expected 
for various mixtures of the three fundamental conformations.
Homopolymeric model compounds like poly-L-lysine used to set up the 
basis spectra possess structures much larger than typical helices or 
sheets in a globular protein. Since CD is a function of the length of 
the secondary structure, this represents a problem. Also, there are 
contributions between packed helical and sheet regions in globular 
proteins that cannot be adequately modeled by extended helical or sheet 
homopolymers.
Saxena and Wetlaufer (1971), have introduced a method to circumvent
these problems. Rather than polypeptides, a set of proteins is chosen
to compute the basis spectra. Because each protein of this set has a
known three-dimensional structure, f„, fQ, and f can be estimated’ a’ p* rc
reliably, assuming drastic conformational differences do not exist 
between the crystalline protein and its aqueous solution. With the 
experimental spectra known, by solving the set of Eqs. (54), one can 
extract values for the [0°]^'s. One can then construct a typical CD 
basis set derived from protein spectra.
Both methods, the Saxena-Wetlaufer and the polypeptide basis set 
are fairly successful.
Figure 1.13 Circular dichroism spectra of poly-L-lysine 
in the three conformations. 1:alpha-helix; 
2: beta-structure; 3:1 random'coils. (After 
Greenfield and Fasman,1969) .
[ 0 ]  MtO~s  D tqrM  c m * /0 * c tm o lt
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CHAPTER 1
A THEORETICAL APPROACH TO THE ROLE OF THE ALPHA-HELIX DIPOLE 
IN BINDING OF IONS BY POLYPEPTIDES AND PROTEINS
Introduction
It has been reported (Hoi et al., 1978) that negatively charged 
phosphate moieties of coenzymes and substrates bind frequently at the 
N-termini of helices in proteins, suggesting that several proteins 
utilize the electric dipole of the helix backbone as a tool for such 
binding (Wada, 1976; Perutz, 1980; Van Duijnen et al., 1979).
Examples of proteins binding negatively charged compounds at N 
terminus of helices are presented in Table I, along with the binding 
units.
Accordingly, from the dielectric point of view, the helix can be 
viewed as a dielectric model (Fig. 1) in which the electric dipole 
moment of the structural unit originates in the
\\'C— N
\H
group. The moment of this group may be given simply by a vector sum of
the bond moments of the C=0, N-C and N-H groups which are known to be
1.31, -0.22, and 2.3D, respectively (Smyth, 1955). The moment for the




Proteins Binding Negatively Charged Compounds 
at N Termini of Helices
Protein
Phosphate 
Binding Helix Compound Bound Reference
LDH 34-36 NAD Holbrook et al. (1975)
LADH 205-216 NAD Branden et al. (1975)




Biesecker et al. 
(1977), and 
Olsen et al. (1976)
+Table taken from Hoi et al. (1978).
Although the specific NAD binding sites for LDH, LADH, and GAPDH as 
presented in Table I were not found when consulting the original sources 
of information, it is at least clear that NAD bounds nearby the amino 
end of several helices in this series of homologous hydrogenases. These 
helices that belong to the nucleotide binding domain are the alpha B, 
alpha C, alpha D, alpha E and alpha IF helices (Rossmann et al., 1975). 
(The nomenclature for this protein fragment was first described by Adams 
et al., 1970; and Hill et al., 1972).
LDH: Lactate dehydrogenase
LADH: Liver alcohol dehydrogenase
GAPDH: Glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase
G3P: Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
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Figure 1.1 Orientation of polar groups in the alpha- 
helix. Residual electric dipole moments 
localized in the HN-CO group are represented 




Figure 1.1a Geometry and dipole moment of the peptide
unit. Numbers in boxes give the approximate 
fractional atomic charges(in units of elem­
entary charge) according to Poland and 
Scheraga(1967), with the charge of C changed 
into +0.42 in order to preserve charge neut­
rality (After Hoi et al.,1978). 6 represents







shows the moment of peptide unit i, and the formal charges assigned to 
its atoms.
A resonance effect of the type
° (f
V n * \=N+
\ " \H H
will add about ID to the original dipole moment. The effect must be 
partially responsible for the experimentally obtained moment of 4.39D 
for N-methyl acetoamide in carbon tetrachloride (Mizushima, et al. 1950, 
as cited in Wada, 1962).
The effect of the hydrogen bonding should also be considered in the 
case of the alpha-helix, since the electronic state of the system N-Hi*0 




For an alpha-helix composed of several residues, the helix dipole moment 
points in the direction of the N-terminus.
In an alpha-helix, the dipole moments of the individual peptide 
units are aligned nearly parallel to the helix axis. If the field of an 
alpha-helix can be approximated by the field of a continuous line di­
pole, the field of such line dipole is equal to the field of a positive
charge at the amino end and a negative charge at the carboxyl end, each
*19of magnitude 0.8 x 10 C (% elementary charge) or 3.5D per 1.5A (Hoi 
et al., 1978).
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Originally, the interest in this research arose because the alpha- 
helix dipole seemed to offer a physical basis for a model proposed by 
Mattice et al. (1976). The model quantitatively explained the variation 
in circular dichroism experienced by several proteins in the presence of 
sodium dodecyl sulfate and dithiothreitol. One assumption made then was 
that the arginyl, histidyl, and lysyl residues had an enhanced probabil­
ity of propagating a helical segment in the presence of the detergent. 
Values for the parameter 's' around 1.7 produced a linear relationship 
between the ellipticities at 2 2 2  nm as measured in aqueous solution 
containing SDS and the calculated helical contents f. The corresponding
values of a were obtained from an empirical correlation between o and s
5 5for the N -uu-hydroxypropyl-L-glutaminyl, N -w-hydroxybutyl-L-glutaminyl,
glycyl, alanyl, seryl, leucyl, phenylalanyl, valyl, and the ionized and
un-ionized glutamyl residues in water (see Mattice et al. (1976) and
references therein). To an s = 1.7 corresponded a o = 0.05.
However, new values of a and s for the threonyl, isoleucyl, arginyl,
aspartyl, asparaginyl, glutaminyl, lysyl, triptophanyl, tyrosyl and
methionyl residues obtained more recently (references may be found in
Table V of Chapter 2) demonstrate the invalidity of such correlation, as
depicted in Fig. 13 of Chapter 2.
Let us now consider the first step in the formation of a helical
stretch in a homopolymer:
C. „c. ,C,C.., c . . „ c . ^  c. „C. .C.C.,.C.,nU..« i-2 i-l i i+l i+2 i+3 «- i-2 l-l l i+I i+2 i+3
then, the chemical equilibrium constant is given by
for a propagating helix:
c. „c. ,c.c.,,c.,„c.c. „c. ,c.c.,,h..„h. . 0  i-2 l-l 1 l+l i+2 i+3 + 1-2 i-l l l+l i+2 1+3
this constant becomes
2K = as /as eq
K = s eq
We can also formulate the equilibrium constants when helix forma­
tion and propagation take place in a saturated solution (~3.6 mM) of an
anionic detergent like SDS. To do so, several assumptions must be made
in order to keep the number of newly introduced parameters to a minimum. 
Let us then assume that
based on the effects of sodium dodecyl sulfate on synthetic 
homopolypeptides (Fasman et al., 1964; Lotan et al., 1965; 
Sarkar and Doty, 1966; Grourke and Gibbs, 1967; Sataka and 
Yang, 1973, 1975; Igou et al., 1974; Mattice and Harrison, 
1976), the parameters a and s for a particular amino acid
residue as determined from random copolymers on water are
unaffected by the detergent unless the amino acid residue 
possesses a cationic side chain, in which case a and s are 
larger, i.e., aH 2 0  - aDet and sH2Q ~ sDet> exception made of 
the arginyl, histidyl and lysyl residues.
a parameter t is associated with the electric dipole of the 
helix backbone, and only its average value t is used.
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t is the same for all amino acid residues, i.e., it arises 
from the backbone, not the side chain.
binding of the detergent by an amino acid residue does not 
occur when that residue is in a non helical state.
That is, let c denote the state of residue *i' as coil, h as heli­
cal, h+ as helical with a positively charged side chain, h(rD) as heli­
cal with r £ 1 number of detergent molecules bound, and let 6 + and 6  
represent the partial positive and negative charges present at the poles 
of the alpha-helix dipole. Then, the equilibrium constant for the 
binding process
6+  6"  
8 D + c i - 2 c i - l c i c i t l c i + 2 c i t 3 " c i - 2 h i - l ( r D ) h i h i + l h i t 2 c i + 3 t ( 8 ’ r ) D
is
K - Os^t eq
if residues i and j are the same for all i and j, i.e., if the entity is 
a homopolymer. Here D denotes an anionic detergent like SDS, and 1g 1
the number of detergent molecules present in solution. Amino acid
residues i - 1 and i + 2  at the end of the helix both contribute to end 
effects in a like manner (Mattice et al., 1980; Eq. (1), this chapter).
For a sequence in which residues with positively charged side
chains are present, we have
6+ 6- 
« D + c i - 2 c i - l c i + c i + l C i + 2 c i ^ c i - 2 h i - l ( r D ) h i + ( r D ) h i + l h i + 2 c i + 3 + ( 8 - 2 r ) D
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and the binding constant
K = os s. -t eq +,D
o+ ^ and s+ ^ will represent the parameters o and s, but when associated 
with the charged residues in a saturated aqueous solution of detergent.
The parameter t is defined also for a saturating concentration of SDS.
Binding of D by a charged amino acid residue situated on the inte­
rior of a helical segment increases the probability for propagation of 
an existing helix because s+ ^ > s. If a positively charged residue 
appears at the amino terminus of a helix in the equilibrium
6+  6- 
8 D + c i - z V l \ c i + l c i + 2 W c i - 2 h l - r t c l , ) h i h i + l l l i + 2 c i + 3 + ( 8 - r ) f ’
the equilibrium constant is given by
K = o nV  f.o'̂ t eq +,D + ,D
because residues i - 1 and i + 2  contribute to end effects in a like 
manner. Notice then that t is the equilibrium constant for the binding 
of detergent at the alpha-helix,
6+  6- 6+  6- 
8 D+ci-2hi-lhihi+lhi+2Ci+3"Ci-2hi-lCrD)hihi+lhi+2ci+3+(8"r)°
it it K = as t/as eq
K = t eq
Binding at the end of a helical segment increases the probability of 
helix initiation.
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The stability of the alpha-helix dipole varies with the length of 
the helical stretch, so t is actually a function of helical length.
Since this dependence is not known, let us assume that t represents an 
average value when associated with average helical lengths v.
The objective of this study then is to determine whether binding of 
D by a residue takes place when that residue is located at the end of a 
helical segment. To pursue the answer, we make use of statistical 
mechanical methods that calculate the partition function of an ensemble 
of unperturbed molecules that adopt a large number of conformations.
Via matrix methods, the partition function is based on a version of 
Rotational Isomeric State (RIS) theory developed for helix-coil transi­
tions in polypeptides and proteins. Such version assigns two states to 
each residue of the polymer-the random coil and the helical (Zimm and 
Bragg, 1959).
Methods
The state of a peptide unit is defined in terras of the oxygen atoms 
alone, i.e., by describing whether or not the oxygen atom of a peptide 
unit i is bonded to the hydrogen of the third preceding peptide unit 
(i - 3).
The statistical weight matrix lh used here is based on a weighting 
scheme that is independent of whether indexing commences at the amino or 
carboxyl terminus of the polypeptide chain (Mattice et al., 1980). IL 
is then of order three, and takes the form:
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c(Ch) he hh
c(Ch) 1 0 CT̂ St
u. = 
~ 1
he 1 0 0 CD
hh ^ 0 CT% 8 s
index states of amino acid residues i - 1 and i; columns those of
residues i and i + 1. The configuration partition function is thus 
calculated as:
Z(o,s,t;n) = rowflOOjUjU^ .. . col(llO). (2)
Since the second element of the first row in U. is null, helicesi ’
consisting of only one helical residue are not allowed. The last ele­
ment in the same row contains the parameter t. The statistical weight 
that corresponds to the amino end of the helix is now modified, and it 
is expected that this weighting scheme produce results that are differ­
ent when XL is that given by Mattice et al. (1980), in Equation (3) of 
their paper:
c( h) he hh
c(Ch) 1 0 h ~o^s
= he 1 0 0
hh 0 A s
(3)
Matrix (1) differs from matrix (3) in that the last element of the 
first row of matrix (1 ) includes t as a multiplicative factor.
Since the strength of the electric field in the alpha-helix in­
creases with the helix length up to about 10A (Hoi et al., 1978), it is 
assumed that 't' represents the alpha-helix dipole contribution to the
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partition function of an alpha-helix of seven (7) helical residues long 
in the average.
The probability of a helical state at amino acid residue i is
f. = [row( 1,0,0) U. U- U.V.. U col(l,l,0)]/Zi ~i ~n (4)







0 O S s
(5)
In order to obtain an expression for the helical content of an 
infinitely long homopolymer the following 2X2 statistical weight matrix 
will be used
V. = 1 CTSt 
1 S
(6)
At this limit (n -»■ »), the helical content is given by (Schulz and 
Schirmer, 1979; Zimm and Bragg, 1959)
9 In A,
n-x» 3 In s
= (Aj - D/CAj - A2)
where Aj,A2  are the eigenvalues of the secular determinant
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fv - AE I = 0I IW M  I
Diagonalization of the matrix of Eq. (6 ) yields two eigenvalues.
2  = + s ± ^(1 - s) 2  + 4ast) (7)
and f becomes
= (s - 1 + ^ ( 1  - s)^ + 4ost)/2^(l - s) 2  + 4ast (8 )
Notice how 1 1 * appears together with 'o' in the same term. The role of 
t is that of an helix end effect also, although its appearance is re­
stricted to the amino end of the helix. This characteristic cannot be 
inferred from Eq. (7), since this equation is derived from the 2X2 
matrix in which the burden of helix initiation is placed solely at one 
end of the helix. Diagonalization of the 3X3 matrix of Eq. (1) yields a 
third-order equation in A, whose roots cannot be obtained in a simple, 
closed analytical expression. Thus, values of helical content as de­
rived from Eq. (7) are used for comparative purposes only.
In the case of a copolymer, each of the matrices 1L can still be 
diagonalized by using the appropriate similarity matrices A..~ L
A.U.A. " 1 = A.~ i ~ i ~ i  ~i
(A. is the corresponding diagonal matrix.)
However, since
U. t U .A 1im i wit 1
then
and A. * is not the inverse matrix of A.,,~i ~i+l
where E is the identity matrix.
Consequently, the partition function Z has to be evaluated in full as 
described in Eq. (2).
Although f̂  for a copolymer can be calculated through Eq. (4), a closed 
form for f̂  analogous to that of the homopolymer can not be obtained 
even in the limit of n •* ».
Results and Discussion
Effects of t in Homopolymers
Using Eq. (1), the dependency of the overall helical content on ’s' 
for several values of t is depicted in Fig. 2. The nucleation parameter 
' t* is assigned the value 1 0  * and the number of residues used for the 
calculation is 349. As is the case with o, the curves are sigmoidal in 
shape, and the transition becomes more cooperative as t decreases. The 
point at which all curves intersect is shifted from s = 1.00 to s = 1.05 
due to the finite length of this hypothetical molecule. Their transi­
tion midpoints occur also at values of s higher than one; moreover, the 
midpoint of the transitions ('s’ for which f = 0.5) occurs at a differ­
ent s for each curve. For an infinitely long homopolymer,treated using 
the 2X2 matrix, all would occur at s = 1.00 since:
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Figure 1.2 Dependence of the helical content f on the
parameter s for a=10  ̂and n=349. Curves A,
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fn-K»(s = ’ D/CAi - \2) (9)
W s = 15 = '
When t is unity 'o' is both an initiation and a termination parameter, 
and both ends are treated alike; instead, if t differs from unity, its 
role is that of a nucleation parameter at the beginning of a helical 
segment; its contribution to the partition function is of equivalent 
form as that of a. For example, for n = 3, the partition function 
becomes, based on Eq. (6 ):
Z = 1 + 3ast + 2as2t + as2 t2 + crs3t (10)
and based on Eq. (1)
Z = 1 + 2os2t + os3t (10a)
The configurations from which the terms in the partition function (10a) 





Notice how for each term in the summation the order of t is the same as 
that of o.
Fig. 3 depicts the helical content as a function of molecular 
weight (number of residues) for polyarginine based on Eq. (1); it con­
tains 2 sets of curves - those for which t Z 1 and those for which 
t < 1. It is seen that for t > 1 changes in helical content are of a
Figure 1.3 Dependence of the helical content f on the 
chain length n for poly-(L-arginine), (o=10  ̂
s=1.017) at 30C. Curves A, C and D belong to 
to t= 1 0  , 1 and 2 ,respectively.
a
2
o 900 1 1 0 02 0 0 500 700100
\0o*
somewhat less cooperative nature than when t < 1 , as expected of a 
parameter whose contribution is confined to the ends of helical amino 
acid stretches.
In the limit of infinite n (1 /n 0 as represented in Fig. 4),
helical contents are different for polymers that have been assigned 
several values of t.
That the extrapolated helical contents as calculated from Eq. (1 ) 
are within reasonable magnitude can be seen by comparing these values to 
those calculated in the basis of Eq. (8 ). For s = 1.017, o = 1 0  ** and 
t = 2, Eq. (8 ) yields
f = 0.9416 n-wo
and from Fig. 4 we obtain
f J = 0.94 ± 0.01 n-*°
These results are the same within computational error as they must 
since for a homopolymer, the distribution of statistical weights as­
signed to amino acid residue i is inconsequential for the calculation of 
2 , the configurational partition function.
For example, based on the 2 X2 matrix (Eq. 6 ) with t = 1 the parti­
tion function for a dimer made of residues 1 and 2 is
2 = 1 +  CTSj + o2$2 + aisis2
When element (1,2) of matrix (8 ) is made equal to Os, i.e., helices of 
one residue are allowed, Eq. (3) produces as partition function:
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Figure 1,4 Dependence of the helical content f on the
parameter 1/n for poly-(L-arginine) at 30C.




These partition functions correspond to the configurations
ClC2 tClh2 ’hlC2 ’hlh 2
If residue 1 is identical to residue 2, (the case of a homopolymer),
Oj = â  ~ ° and Sj = ŝ  = s. In this case, the configuration partition 
function for both becomes identical:
Z2*i = 2 3x3 = 2
where
Z = 1 + 2os + os2 (13)
In conclusion, effects originating from either end of the helical seg­
ment in a homopolymer are one and the same.
As may be seen from Pig. 3 and Pig. 4, the configuration partition 
function Z and thus the helical content depend on chain length, f(n).
At sufficiently large n, smaller values of t yield higher helical 
contents for s larger than one (Pig. 4), i.e., with values of s greater 
than one propagation is allowed, and smaller t's impose more restric­
tions in the number of interfaces between helical segments; thus, heli­
cal contents are higher. Finally, curves that were of a cooperative 
transitional character in Pig. 3 preserve their cooperativity in Pig. 4.
Using the statistical weight matrix of Eq. (1), Pig. 5 shows how 
molecular weight affects the helix-coil transition as a function of ’s’ 
for a molecule with a = t = 1 0  The transition curves are identical 
for n ^ 350, indicating that for this case, 350 is the minimum number of 
residues required to assume limiting behavior of the helical content as
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Figure 1.5 Dependence of the helical content f on s 
for different chain lengths n.a =10 ^ and 
t=10 \  Curves A, B, C correspond to 
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n -*■ ®. As is the case, for this limit, at s = 1, the transtion is at 
its midpoint, f =
Effect of t on Proteins
Since a mathematical relationship between a and s at a given tem­
perature is not apparent, helical contents for 1 6  proteins studied by 
Mattice et al. (1976), were computed by using the values of a in water 
as reported by Scheraga and coworkers for the 2 0  amino acid residues and 
by using an s value of 1.7 for the arginyl, histidyl and lysyl residues.
Then t was to be found that reproduced a linear relation between 
and helical content f, as in Fig. 4 of Mattice et al., (1976). The
straight lines in that figure are based on assuming a value of -300 deg-
2  . . .  . . .  cm /dmol as the typical ellipticity obtained from complete random coil
homopolypeptides like poiy(N^-U)-hydroxyethyl-L-giutamine) and poly(L-
2prolyl-glycine). The lines extrapolate to -36,000 deg-cm /dmol for
f = 1 . This value for [0] 2 2 2  *'s ^ypical f°r the helical forms of poly(L-
glutamic acid) and poly(L-lysine) in aqueous solution. A constant
2experimental uncertainty in the ellipticity of ± 1 , 0 0 0  deg-cm /dmol is 
assumed throughout.
No adjustment in the values of t could provide a reasonable fit to 
the straight line, even with values of t that would enhance stabiliza­
tion of the N-terminus of the helix in presence of the detergent as 
originally intended. Values of t ranged from 1 to 8 . It was noticed 
that helicities did not change significantly for values of t larger than 
5.
Fig. 6  provides the results obtained for a) Myoglobin (sperm whale); 
b) Hemoglobin (horse, alpha-chain;Beta-chain); c) Histone 11 B2 (bovine); 
d) Lactate dehydrogenase (dogfish); e) Concanavalin A f) Beta-
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Figure 1.6 Correlation between experimental ellipticity at
2 2 2  nm and helical content f.
O • ^ y=l• 7,t=l• 21 A  : s^ ^ h- -̂*̂ * t=2.3 j
x: s =1.7, t=2.3. For all data a is that K, K j H.
used for water. Proteins are denoted by the 
letters used in the text of this chapter.
The straight lines represent a linear relat­
ionship between the experimental ellipticities 
and the calculated helical contents, assuming
throughout an experimental uncertainty in the
2ellipticities of +1,000 deg-cm /dmol.
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Lactoglobulin (bovine); g) Thermolysin (bacillus); h) Serum albumin 
(bovine); i) alpha-Lactalbumin (bovine); j) alpha-Chymotrypsinogen 
(bovine); k) Lysozyme (chicken); 1) Elastase (pig); m) Ribonuclease A 
(bovine); n) Subtilisin (bacillus amyloliquefaciens); o) Papain. The 
helicities to be fit lie in the line and are, correspondingly: 0.4,
0.38, 0.37, 0.36, 0.22, 0.28, 0.24, 0.36, 0.32, 0.28, 0.27, 0.21, 0.26,
0.10, 0.16, 0.03.
Initially, values of t between 1.1 and 2.3 were assigned homogene­
ously to the 20 residues, in addition to s = 1.7 for the arginyl, 
histidyl and lysyl residues. With these parameters (the points in 
Figure 6 are indicated by and 'x') helical contents for the proteins 
with more negative ellipticities are overestimated. In Fig. 6  too the 
points for s = 1.4, t = 2.3 are depicted. The proteins with more nega­
tive ellipticities are myoglobin, hemoglobin, histone, lactate dehydrog­
enase and serum albumin. Exception made of subtilisin, elastase, con- 
canavalin A and ribonuclease, with t = 1.2 helicities are for most part 
underestimated. For the latter proteins, calculated helical contents 
lie within experimental error of ±0.03. When values of s for the posi­
tively charged residues were reduced from 1.7 to 1.4 and 1.3 with 
t = 2.3 and 3.1 respectively, only 3 points fell within reasonable fit.
Further reductions and/or increments in the values for sj( p jj and t 
did not produce satisfactory results.
Effects of t on Synthetic Polypeptides
In order to get an estimate for the magnitude of t, a system of 
simple amino acid composition should be chosen that is suitable for 
testing the existence of a helical dipole moment in solution.
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Experimentally determined helical content in water and SDS are 
available both, for poly (N^-ui-hydroxypropyl-L-glutamine [PHPG] and 
poly(N^-w-hydroxyethyl-L-glutamine)[PHEG]. These homopolypeptides do 
not bear ionized side chains. PHEG adopts a statistical coil conforma­
tion in water at all temperatures (Lotan et al., 1966; von Dreele 
et al., 1971; Mattice and Lo, 1972; Igou et al., 1974); PHPG, partially 
helical in water at low temperature becomes less helical upon heating 
(Lotan et al., 1965; von Dreele et al., 1971; Lotan et al., 1969; Okita 
et al., 1970; Igou et al., 1974). In both cases, dodecyl sulfate has 
either very small or no effect in the conformation as measured by 
changes in the dichroic bands.
Thus, when in aqueous SDS, conformational changes as measured by CD 
spectra are small for both polymers, due to the absence of electrostatic 
interactions with the detergent. For PHEG the change is null, and 
within 3% of f for PHPG (Igou et al., 1974). But if an helical dipole 
for synthetic polypeptides in solution exists at chemical equilibrium, 
then a significant interaction should take place between the polar head 
group of the detergent and the partial positive charge at the N-terminus 
of a helical segment, provided the average number of residues in a 
helical stretch is such that it produces a dipole of at least 3.5D per 
1.5A. This interaction should be due only to the helix dipole and 
should take place in the absence of electrostatic interactions with side 
chains.
The mean residue ellipticity for PHPG as determined at 30°C in 
water and in the presence of SDS is (Igou et al., 1974):
Solvent_______ 6̂ ) 2 2 2  x ^  (deg-cm /dmol)
H20 -4.0
SDS -4.5
If 2 ero ellipticity is assigned to a completely random coil homopolypep-
2 -tide, and -36,000 ± 3,000 deg-cm /dmol for complete helical forms in
solution, then, in water the helical content for PHPG is 0.11 ± 0.02 and
0.13 ± 0 . 0 2  in SDS (Uncertainties in ellipticity are dominated by the
uncertainties in the ellipticity of the completely helical form). Thus,
even if a conformational change was in order, it is insignificant and
within experimental error.
Now we wish to examine the consequences on f, as obtained from
theory, by changing the values of t. For this purpose we use values of
a and s of 1.7 x 10 and 0.975 at 30°C as reported by von Dreele and
coworkers (1971), for PHPG.
Fig. 7 shows a pronounced dependency of f on t for values of t less
than 5, and especially for t around unity when Eq. (1 ) is used. A t of
1.0 ± 0.1 reproduces the experimental heiicity of PHPG at 30°C. Let us
now recall that t always occurs with o in the statistical weight for any
configuration containing helical segments. Since o is in the range 1 0   ̂
- 2to 1 0 , while t differs from unity by no more than 1 0 %, the product at
is dominated by o to the extent that t can be ignored (or rather t can 
be approximated as one).
The Dipole Moment in Solution
The dipole moment of a molecule or of an atomic group expresses the 
asymmetry of the distribution of electric charges in an electrically 
neutral system. In solution the polypeptide chain is not isolated. If
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Figure 1.7 Dependence of the helical content f on the




the solvent is water, the polypeptide chain is surrounded by a solvate 
layer consisting of water molecules. Each of the water molecules pos­
sesses a permanent dipole moment. It is very common that waters bond to 
the first free backbone -NH or -CO groups at the ends of segments of 
secondary structure (Richardson, 1981). Consequently, it is expected 
that the dipole moment of the alpha-helix in solution is greatly reduced 
by solvent water molecules. Studies have found that many of the tightly 
bound waters have energies substantially lower than the bulk water 
(Hagler and Moult, 1978).
Surface waters will tend to order themselves around charged side 
chains and protein surfaces (Richardson, 1981). When they are bound to
protein surface, waters are usually part of an approximately tetrahedral
network of hydrogen bonds to the protein and to other waters.
In addition, the side shain of, for example PHPG
0
II
r = -ch2 -ch2 -c-nh-ch2 ch2 ch2oh
contains two groups bearing appreciable dipole moments-the amide and the 
terminal hydroxyl group. If the side chain prefers conformations in 
which these dipoles oppose the one established by the helix backbone, 
the net dipole moment of a helical segment may be markedly reduced as 
well.
The electric dipole moment of the polar groups in the side chain of 
poly-y-benzyl-L-glutamate (PBLG) - the C=0 group - is given to be at an 
angle of 53° with the helical axis, and in the case of the right-handed 
helix made by the L-residue will be in a direction to offset the moment
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in the backbone chain (Wada, 1962). The total moment of the residue 
then becomes
|moI = hi' hi
where m is the moment of the backbone chain and m is the moment of the m s
side chain.
Dipole moments associated with positively charged side chains of 
the arginyl, histidyl, and lysyl residues, if located in the middle of a 
helical stretch will order themselves to insure the formation of a more 
stable electrostatic system. Thus, the side chains will adopt conforma­
tions that locate the positively charged group far from the amino end of 
the backbone having the effect of decreasing the overall electric dipole.
Hence, the presence and importance of a dipole moment in solution 
depend on its particular location:if exposed to the solvent, like in 
synthetic polypeptides or certain segments of proteins, the dipole 
moment will necessarily be neutralized to some degree, and its effects 
minimized; on the other hand, its importance cannot be neglected if its 
location is in the interior of proteins, in which the occupancy numbers 
of solvent molecules like water are much less than unity, and in which 
hydrophobic side chains are more abundant.
Finally, we would like to propose an experiment that would further 
shed light to the issue concerning the effectiveness of an alpha-helical 
dipole moment in solution. The experiment has specifically as objective 
the determination of any conformational change taking place when non­
polar side chain polyaminoacids that are partially helical in water (and 
thus that generate a helix backbone dipole moment) are transferred from 
aqueous solutions to solutions containing phosphates. The polymer we
have in mind is PHPG, and an inorganic phosphate like phosphoric acid 
could be used. The conformational change could be followed through CD 
techniques in the ultraviolet range, as employed elsewhere in this work.
Ill
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 1 
Structures for some nucleotides
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADt also called dlphosphopyridine 
nucleotide-DPN):aCONH„
0„P0---






PROPAGATION OF HELIX END EFFECTS INTO THE HELIX AND THE 
ROLE OF THE PROLINE RESIDUE AS A HELIX INITIATOR
Introduction
Average configuration-dependent properties (helical content, helix 
probability profile and average number of amino acid residues in a 
helical segment) have been evaluated for unperturbed partially helical 
polypeptides by using several weighting schemes.
Previous treatments have made use of a 2X2 statistical weight 
matrix (Zimm and Bragg, 1959; Miller and Flory, 1966)
c h
as”| (1 )
In this matrix columns index the state of amino acid residue i, 
rows index the state of amino acid residue i - 1 ; the order of indexing 
is coil (c), helix (h). The states of amino acid residue 'i1 are de­
fined as in the Introduction to Chapter 1.
The weighting schemes presented in this chapter, all assign end 
effects in a like manner to amino acid residues at each end of the 
helix.
Let the quantity unity be assigned for every state ' c' that appears 
in the chain, then the factor 's' represents the statistical weight for 
a helical unit fh' situated within a very long helical sequence relative
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to a statistical weight of unity for the random coil state. The quan­
tity os represents the statistical weight factor to be associated with 
every 'h' state that follows a 'c' state, that is, associated with the 
end of a polypeptide helical sequence.
A 3X3 statistical weight matrix has also been defined (Mattice 
et al., 1980; Lifson and Roig, 1961):
he hh
1 0 o^s
= 1 0 0 (2)
0 O S s
where rows index states of amino acid residues i- 1 and i, while columns 
index states of amino acid residues i and i + 1 .
Mattice et al. (1980), showed that average configuration-dependent 
properties calculated for copolypeptides depended on whether the compu­
tation was based on the 2X2 or 3X3 statistical weight matrix. Thus, 
helicities calculated with the 3X3 matrix for an AB copolypeptide con­
taining 50 amino acid residues in each block were the same whether the 
copolypeptide was A,.qB,.q or Instead, the helical content calcu­
lated for BrrtA_. was twice that obtained for AcftBe„ when the 2X2 sta- 50 50 50 50
tistical weight matrix was employed. Also, the helical content based on 
the 3X3 matrix lay intermediate to the helicities of A^qB^^ and B^qA^q 
from the 2X2 matrix.
Results for homopolymers, although not reported by Mattice et al. 
(1980), are expected to be similar whether the 2X2 or the 3X3 matrix is 
used, as will be seen elsewhere in this Dissertation.
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Probability profiles were also computed by Mattice et al. (1980).
When the 2X2 matrix was employed, the highest probability of being 
helical was near the middle of the B segment in A,.qB,.q , while it was at 
the A-B junction in B^qA^^ (Mattice et al., 1980, Fig. 1). In contrast, 
when the 3X3 statistical weight matrix was used, the highest helicity,
0.39, was obtained for the B amino acid residues located at positions 17 
and 18 from the A-B junction. Largest f̂  lay between the two sets of 
results obtained when 2X2 statistical weight matrices were employed.
Thus, average properties calculated for copolypeptides depend on 
the manner in which helix initiation is treated. For the 2X2 treatment, 
the burden of helix initiation is placed solely on the amino acid res­
idue at the start of a helical segment. In the 3X3 treatment, both 
amino acid residues at the start and at the end of a helical segment, 
contribute to end effects. In this manner, the latter treatment always 
gives a statistical weight for a helical segment which is independent of 
whether indexing commences at the amino or carboxyl terminal end of the 
polypeptide chain.
The schemes that will be presented in this chapter differ from 
previous treatments with regard to essentially two aspects: two or
three amino acid residues at each end of the helix are now allowed to 
bear statistical weights thus distributing the end effects in a more 
uniform fashion; and modifications in the statistical weights and sta­
tistical weight matrix based on steric factors allow for the prolyl 
residue to be a good helix initiator at one end only.
Statistical mechanical averages were computed using matrix methods 
described in earlier papers (Flory, 1974).
Application of matrix methods to partially helical peptides is 
achieved by using different statistical weight matrices IL in the dif­
ferent schemes.
Methods
End effects and their statistical weight matrices
In a first approximation let us define a 6 X6  statistical weight 
matrix as follows:
U. ="X
c hb h'b h hf h’f
c 1 O^S 0 0 0 0
hb 0 0 A 0 0 0
h'b 0 0 0 s 0 0
h 0 0 0 s o%s 0
hf 0 0 0 0 0 A
h’f _ 1 0 0 0 0 0
(3)
Columns index the state of amino acid residue i, rows index the 
state of amino acid residue i - 1. The statistical weight for amino 
acid residue i is unity if it is not in a helical state. A helical 
sequence is now initiated by two residues and terminated by two resi' 
dues.
A representative configuration for a polypeptide chain is then
c c c h^ h1̂  h h b hf h'j c c c (4)
If amino acid residue i occupies any of the end positions, then it
j,merits a statistical weight of 'a s'. If it propagates an existing
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helix, its statistical weight is 's'. The configuration partition 
function for a homopolypeptide containing n amino acid residues is:
Z = row (100000) U. U„ ... U col (100001) (5)
~ 1  ~ 2  ~n
If the treatment concerns homopolypeptides the serial product of 
matrices can be replaced by Un. If it concerns copolypeptides and 
proteins, the subscript i for U must be retained. Thus, if Eq. (3) is 
used for U^, a helical segment stretching from amino acid residue i to 
amino acid residue j in a homopolypeptide will have an overall statis­
tical weight of asJ 1+\  but distributed in the following way:
a ."5 s. aV . s. _ s..„ s. _ o%. s. . a s.i l i+l l+l i+2 j-2 j-1 j-1 j j
In this fashion, amino acid residues i, i+l, j-1 and j all contribute to 
end effects.
Eq. (6 ), a 6 X6  statistical weight matrix in which now rows index 
states of amino acid residues i - 1 and i, while columns index states of 
amino acid residues i and i + l  produces the same results and thus is 
equivalent to Eq. (3):
When using this matrix, a statistical weight is assigned for con­
figurations that are made of at least three residues only. That this 
matrix is equivalent to the matrix of Eq. (3) for two residues at a time 
results from restrictions imposed in the order of appearance of confor­
mational states for a given sequence. Thus, we see that, for example 
the state ĥ ' is always predecessed by state h^ and followed by state h 
only:
... h^ ĥ ' h ...
in accordance to the representative configuration of Eq. (4).
If amino acid residues i to i + 2 and j - 2 to j now contribute to 
the end effects, the previous distribution of statistical weights is 
modified as follows:
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Using this latter weighting scheme let us define the corresponding 8 X8  
statistical weight matrix:
c hb V V h hf V V
1 a1'6* 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
„l/ 6  a s 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
„l/ 6  a s 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 s 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 s 1 / 6  o s 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 6  a ' s 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 ' 6
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(7)
Columns (rows) index the state of amino acid residue i (i - 1). The 
order of indexing is as indicated, and an amino acid residue can be in 
any one of seven helical states as follows: h ,̂ ĥ ' and h^ ' 1 if in the
3 left-most positions of the a helical segment; h^, h^ and h^ 1 if in the 
3 right-most positions of the carboxy terminal; h if in the middle of 
the helical stretch. The lower bound for the average length of a helix 
is now 7 residues, i.e., a helix formed by 7 residues is restricted to 
the following configuration:
c c c h^ hb' hb'' h hf hf' hf'' c c c ... (8 )
In general, the exponent for o is 1/x, where x denotes the number 
of residues containing a in their statistical weights.
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A helix with a smaller average number of helical residues per 
segment is possible only for the scheme based on Eq. (3). In such case 
the helix is allowed to be at least 5 residues long, and its configura­
tion is
c c c h^ hb' h hf hf' c c c ... (9)
The two schemes Eq. (3) and Eq. (7) always give statistical weights 
for a helical segment that are independent of whether indexing commences 
at the amino or carboxyl terminal end of the polypeptide chain.
The probability of a helical state at amino acid residue i is
f. = Z.' Z_ 1 (10)
1 1
where Z.' differs from Z only in substitution of U.' for U.. For bothi ~i ~i
schemes I and II, matrix IL' is obtained from IL by zeroing all elements
in the first column of Eq. (3) or Eq. (7) respectively.
Eq. (10) is another instruction for the evaluation of f̂ , which has 
its origin in the expression for Ih 1:
U.' = s. (3U./3s.) , j * i~i 1 ~i is. JJ
U.’ = (3U./31n s.) (11)~i ~i is.J
Thus, the degree of helicity for residue i is:
f. = [s. (3Z/3s.) ]/Z = (3Z/31n s.) /Z (12)X X X b , X o •J J
and the average degree of helicity (or fraction of all amino acid resi­
dues which are helical) is
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1 n
f = - 2 (91nZ/91n s.) (13)•  m X S *n i=l j
The average number of amino acid residues in a helical segment is
n n-m
<v> = 2 Z . 1 / I Z . 11 (14)
i=l 1 i=l 1
where Z . 11 differs from Z only in substitution of U.'' for U.. Forl ~i ~i
scheme I, matrix is obtained from IL by zeroing all elements except
the second element in the first row; analogously, in order to obtain 
for scheme II all elements in IL are zeroed except the second
_1 n-melement in the first row. The term Z 2 Z.1' is equal to the average
i=l x
-1 nnumber of helical segments in the chain, and Z 2 Z.' is equal to the
i=l 1
number of amino acid residues which are helical.
Mention should be made that due to the lower bound in the number of 
amino acid residues allowed per helical segment in the foregoing formu­
lations, the upper limit for the summation of Ẑ '' is not n but n-m. m 
is equal to four (m = 4) if statistical weight matrix Eq. (3) is used; 
it is equal to six (m = 6 ) if matrix Eq. (7) is used instead.
The statistical weight matrix U/ 1 may be expressed in terms of 
derivatives too:
U.” = ab (9 U./9ob) (16)
where denotes the parameter a associated with the first residue of a 
helical sequence. Notice then that an equivalent expression for Jh'' is
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U.” = ac (9U./3ar) ~i f ~i f (17)
where now is associated with the last residue of the helical sequence 
(h^ 1 or h^'', depending on the scheme used).
The probability of an amino acid residue ’i' being helical may be
expressed as a sum of probabilities, each of which designates the loca­
tion of a residue within a helical segment. That is, a helical residue 
may be found at the termini of the helix or at the middle. Then, f̂  
becomes
f. = f. . + f . + f„ . (18)x b,i p,i t,i
f̂ , or the probability of helical state h ,̂ ĥ ' or h^'' at amino 
acid residue i is now
Vi = V2'1 <19>
where Ŷ ' differs from Z/ in that IL' is obtained by zeroing all ele­
ments except the second, third and fourth columns in scheme II, and by 
zeroing all elements except the second and third columns if the scheme 
used is scheme I.
Correspondingly, the calculation of probabilities of amino acid
residue 'i' in states ĥ , ĥ ' or h^ ' 1 i.e., f involves the zeroing of
all elements in the statistical weight matrix IL, except the columns 
labeled h^, ĥ ' or h^1'.
In order to calculate in probability of amino acid residue 'i1 in
state h, f ., in either scheme:P,i
= W. 'Z i
- 1 (20)
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where one obtains Ŵ ' by retaining the column labeled 'hf in either 
scheme.
An application of the foregoing treatment for the prolyl residue is 
presented in a later section.
The Prolyl Residue as a Helix Initiator 
and its Importance in the prediction of 
Helical Regions in Copolypeptides
Up until now the prolyl residue had always been assigned an ’s’ 
value of zero, based on the inability of this residue to appear in the 
middle of helical segments. (Richardson, 1982). In other words, the 
proline ring produces steric hindrance to the straight a-helical con­
formation and has no NH group available for a hydrogen bond. (Later in 
this chapter a more detailed account will be given of the peculiarities 
of proline, as well as of its consequences for a-helix formation). Yet 
there are no reasons to believe that its presence in the first turn of 
helical segments should be neglected.
Take for example myoglobin, a most important protein found in 
vertebrate muscle tissue. Sperm whale myoglobin is 153 residues long; 
it is built up from eight connected segments of a-helix (denoted A to H, 
starting from the amino terminal end) (Dickerson and Geis, 1969). Three 
out of a total of four prolyl residues are located within the three 
first residues of helical segments C, F and G - prolyl residues 37,88 
and 100 (C2, F3, Gl).
NOTE: Analogous modifications are made in the statistical weight
matrix that is associated with the prolyl residue, with understanding 
that all columns labeled h, h^ and ĥ ' in the 6 X6 matrix, or h, ĥ , ĥ ' 
and hj.'* in the 8 X8  matrix will be zeroed.
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Thus, in those instances in which an equivalent of the parameter 
'os' refers to helix initiation, its value should be different from 
zero.
The change in free energy AG associated with the induction of order 
in a polypeptide is a function of the bond rotation angles $ and ij
Of Ofaround the N-C and C -C bonds respectively. The structural geometry of 
an L-prolyl residue isolated within a chain of residues of the kind 
-NH-CHR-CO- is shown in Fig. 1.
OfThe rotation of <|> about the N-C bond of the prolyl residue is 
confined by the pyrrolidine ring (Flory, 1969). The x-ray crystallo- 
graphic analysis of L-leucyl - L-prolyl - glycine yields a <J> = 122° for 
the crystalline state (Leung et al., 1958). A lower value for <|> (102°) 
has been deduced elsewhere for other molecules like poly-L-proline II 
(Sasisekharan, 1959).
In any event, the bond angle $ is restricted to only a small varia­
tion about a fixed value.
In order to obtain an estimate for the value of an equivalent of 0 
of proline, let us assume that only entropic effects are dominant upon 
adoption by the bond angles <{i and ^ of the proper values (<j»,ij»). Thus, 
enthalpic effects being unimportant, the free energy for the event of 
restricting <|> and tji is given only by the TAS term
AG~ - TAS (21)
If correlations between <|> and iji are neglected, then the change in en­
tropy can be separated into a sum of terms, each one associated with 
angles (j> and tji:
Figure 2.1 Portion of an L-polypeptide chain containing 













AS(<|>,i|>) ~ + AS(4j) (22)
Expression (22) implies that bond rotations within a given residue 
are independent of each other. Let us now define p as the initiation 
parameter for proline. Under these circumstances, p can be expressed as 
a product of two terms
P = P ^  (23)
where
-AG(<t>)/RT AS(<J>)/R
= e ~ e (24)
and
-AG(4i)/RT AS(i|j)/R 
Pq, = e ~ e (25)
p^ and p^ represent the change of entropy upon 'freezing in' the 
dihedral angles $ and i[> respectively.
If we consider that the restriction on the value of <|> for the 
prolyl residue (<(i = 1 2 2 °) is not dependent on the conformation adopted 
a-helix, coil- it is reasonable to say that
AS (0 = constant) = 0 (26)
so that p for proline becomes
P ~ Pq, (27)
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For an ordinary amino acid residue like alanine restrictions on the 
angles 0 and i|j are equivalent and less severe than in proline. Thus, 
assuming absence of correlation between <|> and (|i, for alanine:
a ~ V *  ~ %2 (28)
p for proline can now be expressed in terms of the nucleation 
parameter for alanine:
p ~ 0 ^ (29)
Since for the alanyl residue
0 = 8 1 !  1 0 ‘ 4
for the prolyl residue
p ~ 2.8 X 10“ 2
For the calculations involved in this work, a value of
p - 1 X 10' 2
will be adopted.
Observe that p is greater than cr for most amino acid residues.
Thus, the prolyl residue might be among the best helix initiators at the 
amino terminal end.
Finally, let us mention that for all amino acid residues, the
statistical weight matrices described so far require as certain of their
1 /x 1 /xelements statistical weights of the type a s. Accordingly, p q is
the appropriate statistical weight to be used for the prolyl residue
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when it adopts any of the states ĥ , h'^ or h''^. The parameter q is
assumed to be here of magnitude 1 0 °.
The Hydrogen Bonding Pattern in the a-Helix
Many of the special properties of a polypeptide chain arise from
the nature of its backbone chain. Its distinctive feature is the group 
-C0-NH-, called a peptide bond or amide link, that arises by elimination 
of the elements of water from the carboxyl group of one amino acid and 
the a-amino group of the next. The amino acid residues are the building- 
block molecules of proteins and contain at least one carboxyl group and 
one a-amino group but differ from each other in the structure of their R 
groups, or side chains:
H2N - C(R)H - C00H
Twenty different a-amino acids are commonly found as the building blocks 
of proteins (Lehninger, 1977).
In the generally agreed upon model for the a-helix (Pauling et al, 
1951), the -CO group of the ith residue is hydrogen bonded to the -NH 
group of the (i+4)th residue. Thus, the three residues i+l, i+2 and i+3 
must be in the helical conformation before a hydrogen bond is formed.
The upper half of Fig. 2 illustrates the chemical structure of the 
polypeptide backbone, and the interactions from which the a-helical con­
formation derives part of its stability.
A given state of the chain can be completely described in different 
manners. Zimm and Bragg (1959), based the description of the a-helix in 
segments formed by an amide group plus one adjacent carbon. Thus, if 
the oxygen atom of peptide unit 'i' is bonded to the hydrogen of peptide
Figure 2.2 Classification of the amino acid residues of 
the polypeptide chain according to the follow­
ing criteria, 1: Dihedral angles (<}>,̂ ); 2: Hyd 
rogen-bonding pattern; 3: Combined. (See text)
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i - 3 , then peptide i is helical, the oxygen atoms of the first three 
peptide units of a sequence always being unbonded. It should be men­
tioned that this description takes the peptide unit at the carboxyl end 
of the chain to be unit 1 .
Another manner to describe the Of-helix is analogous to Zimm and 
Bragg's hydrogen bonding model, but relies on residues rather than on 
peptide units.
Thus, residues in a segment that are involved only in hydrogen 
bonding and represented by a line connecting residue i and i + 4 are 
helical (Fig. 2, row II). Residue number one is at the amino end of the 
chain. Moreover, since non-bonded residues may reside between bonded 
residues, especially for short chains, chain conformations of the fol­
lowing type are possible:
h. c c c h. l i+4
-F
h c c h h
r  f f i i  ih h h c h h h
Yet another way of defining the states of amino acid residues in a 
polypeptide chain makes use of the rotation angles (<Jk , «|̂ ) about the 
single bonds flanking the a-carbon atom of each residue (Fig. 2, row I). 
Thus, the state of a residue and the values adopted by the pair of 
angles <J>̂, <Jk keep a one-to-one correspondence. If these values are at 
or near 122° and 133° for <|) and ip respectively, the state is declared as 
helical; it is declared non-helical otherwise.
Thus, the first row of Fig. 2 defines the residues according to the 
latter concept. The second row defines states of residues according to 
the hydrogen bonding pattern.
A representation of a more complete nature is obtained when the two 
alternate schemes described above are combined in a single notation.
This is accomplished as follows. Let residue 'i* be designated by one 
of the following states:
State c corresponds to values of <(>, (Jj different from those of the 
or-helix, state h corresponds to those angles 0 , ij appropriate for the 
formation of a-helical structures. Superscripts 'a* and 'b' represent a 
state of hydrogen bonding at residue i; superscript 'a' pertains when 
the hydrogen bond at peptide unit i + 3 originates from a bonded oxygen 
atom at peptide unit i; correspondingly, superscript 'b' pertains when 
the hydrogen bonding at unit i + 3 arises from a bonded hydrogen atom at 
unit i; 'a' and ’b' may be 0 or 1. The digit 0 denotes the absence of a 
bond; conversely, the number 1 implies the presence of a bond originat­
ing from either a hydrogen atom or an oxygen atom. Thus, the states 
accessible to residue i are c^, c ^ , h^*, h**, h*^, c^* (Fig. 2, 
row III).
h^^ describes a residue whose rotation angles conform to those of a 
helical state, but which at the same time lacks any type of bonding. A 
configuration in which the state h ^  could possible appear is:
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For hydrogen bonding to take place between residues i and i + 4, 
the rotation angles <|> and (Jj for each of the three intermediate resi­
dues - i + 1 , i + 2, i + 3 -  must adopt the required values, within 
narrow limits, for the participation of effective hydrogen bonding by 
the corresponding atoms at residues i and i + 4. Thus, construction of 
an a-helix requires the occupation of the small portion of configuration 
space assigned to the a-helix by at least three residues. In the uni­
fied treatment described above then, a long helical stretch in an other­
wise coil chain is represented, along with the hydrogen-bonding pattern 
by the following sequence:
It is in this sequence that the motivation for the weighing scheme 
that distributes end effects over 6 helical residues, 3 at each terminus 
of the helix, can be seen. However, by a close examination of molecular 
models it will be noticed that a single helical stretch can be made into 
smaller helices simply by rearranging the H-bonding pattern. Take for 
example a characteristically long helical segment, whose N terminus is 
at the left:
The lines represent hydrogen bonds.
Then another possible conformation for the same segment of the 
chain is:
1--1-- 1-- 1-I00 01. 01. 01. 01. 11 c c h h h h
* = PTliuio. io. io li. oi. oi. oi. ii .n. io. io. io 10 oo.h .h. h. h c h h h h ...h h h h c. c J I- L
(H)
In this conformation the two helices A and B now are joined through a 
residue c^ that resides at the junction between them. The -NH group of 
this interfacial residue is participating in H-bonding with the helix to 
its left side, (helix A), while the CO group of the same is H-bonded to 
helix B.
eib <lbOnly the unified notation (c , h ) provides a complete descrip­
tion of this state of affairs. Either of the previous considerations
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basing the definition of a helical state on whether the residue is 
H-bonded or whether the values for (<fi, »j() comply with those for the 
a-helix describe the same situation but in different terms. For the 
treatment that uses hydrogen bonds as criterium for helical state, 
configuration (I) would be:
r I I r T I i  I I i—c h h h h h ... h h h h h .  h h h h  ... h h h h h c
(III)
and configuration (II) becomes:
(IV)
Here the subscripts 'b* and 'f1 denote the two classes of terminal 
amino acid residues discussed previously. For the treatment based on
whether (<J), iJj) are appropriate for the a-helix, configuration (I) be­
comes :
r~f 4-E ~  r-FB =ri nc c h h h h h h h h h. & . . . h h h h c cJ
and configuration (II) is represented as:
(V)
( i l l  — 1 I | I (”  I 1  — ic n n h h  ... h h h h c .  h h h h  ... h h h h«- M —I—i11 »“ ‘ I IIc c
(VI)
Thus, a long stretch of helix can be disrupted by accomodating at 
least a single residue whose rotation angles (<(>, i|j) are not those of the 
a-helix, but whose H-bonding is of a combined nature. It was this fact
NOTE: The lines representing H-bonds in configurations (V) and
(VI) are shown here as an aid in identifying the residues. Since these 
residues are not described in terms of the lines, they, the lines, are 
not needed to describe the state of the chain.
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that prompted us to modifications in the statistical weight matrix in
With an aim at keeping the order of the matrix small, an approxima­
tion is made that retains the essential feature of the coexistence of 
two helical segments separated by only one residue. This is accom­
plished by replacing configuration (IV) by configuration (VII):
Please notice now that in this model residues 2 and n - 1 are random 
coils and that the interfacial residue h is not explicity accounted for.
In order to calculate conformational-dependent properties, we 
henceforth adopt for our calculations the definition of helical state as 
described in configurations (III) and (IV), i.e., as a residue involved 
in at least one hydrogen bonding with the residue i + 4 or i - 4.
Thus, matrix element (8 , 2) in Eq. (30) allows for junctions be­
tween helices of the type:
Eq. (7).
(VII)
r ~h' ' h.• • * 11 £  l l ^  t * «
as depicted in configuration (VII).
It should be mentioned too that as far as the calculation of the 
configuration partition function is concerned, the H-bonding pattern is
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irrelevant. All that matters is the configurations to which the chain 
has access. These configurations are based explicitly in the defini~ 
tions for helical and coil states. The number of configurations used 
for the calculation of the configuration partition function of either 
helix IV or helix VII will be different in general.
Formally speaking, a calculation based on the states provided by 
configuration II would be more accurate. The columns of its statistical 
weight matrix would be labeled:
00 01 11 10 ,01 ,01 .01 .11 .10 ,10 ,10c , c , c , c , , h^, h-̂ , h , h^, h^, h^
The prime notation has been deleted for simplicity. Unfortunately, the 
order of the corresponding matrix is 1 1 .
If in addition to allowing for breaks in the helix like the one 
already described, a configuration is possible whose residues are only 
terminal states, like, for example:
... c c c h, h', h’1, h_ h'- h1'- c c c ...b b b i t  i
statistical weight matrix Eq. (7) becomes:
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c h'b h,,b h hf h'f h’ '
c 1 o1'6* 0 0 0 0 0 0
hb 0 0
1 / 6  a s 0 0 0 0 0
h’b 0 0 0
„l/ 6
CT S 0 0 0 0
h” b 0 0 0 0 s
„ ! / 6  0  s 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 s _.l / 6  o s 0 0
hf 0 0 0 0 0 0
„l/ 6
CT S 0
h’f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CT1̂
h''f 1
1 / 6  a ' s 0 0 0 0 0 0
(30)
Notice how element (4,6) of this matrix allows for the formation of 
helical segments comprised of six residues (6 -helices), in addition to 
the 7-helices intrinsic to the formulation of the matrix. Thus, within 
a matrix order that is still amenable to computation, this formulation 
is more realistic since it incorporates into the partition function 
helical segments as short as 1.7 turns.
Tables I and II contain the total fraction helix and average heli­
cal length that result from the schemes of Eq. (7) (PR0T5) and of 
Eq. (30) (PR0T8) for a series of polymers of formula (Residue)^ where 
n = 7-30. CT and s for the residue are unity.
Neither for the calculation based on Eq. (7) or Eq. (30) are f or 
<v> monotonic functions of the number of residues n. For example, in 
Table II f achieves a maximum of 0.714 at n = 8  and then decreases to a 
minimum of 0.663 for n = 13. This effect is due to the increased number 
of coil residues that can be accomodated in a chain of larger size. The 
proportion of coil residues with respect to the total number of helical
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TABLE I
Homopolymer with IL of Eq. (7)
Number of Residues Property
a f <v>




1 0 0.727 8 . 0
1 1 0.710 8.3









o = s = 1 . 0
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TABLE II 
Homopolymer with Ih of Eq. (30)
Number of Residues Property
n f <v>




1 0 0.687 7.3
1 1 0.665 7.7




2 1 0.726 9.6
23 0.733 9.8
25 0.739 1 0 . 0
27 0.743 1 0 . 1
29 0.746 1 0 . 2
a = s = 1 . 0
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residues does not remain constant; it oscillates instead. This effect 
is shown in Fig. 3. In that figure f is plotted as a function of n for 
both of the 8 X8 matrices - Eq. (7) and Eq. (30). Oscillation of the 
helical content ceases when the sample oligomer is about 30 residues 
long, after which monotonicity is achieved.
Unperturbed dimensional properties like mean square radius of 
gyration and mean squared end-to-end distance, when calculated in terms 
of the statistical weight matrix of Eq. (30) are expected to be differ­
ent from those calculated using the more general scheme based on the 
configuration of states [c , h ]. That dimensional properties will be 
affected may be inferred by obtaining the number of configurations 
accessible to a chain under each matrix formulation Eq. (7) and Eq. (30). 
This is achieved by calculating the configuration partition function
when both o and s equal unity. In this fashion the ratio of the config-
Z Zuration partition functions PR0T8/ PR0T5 is taken as a measure. This 
ratio is plotted against the number of residues n in Fig. 4. It can be 
seen that the ratio of the Z's departs considerably from one. Starting 
from a value of two at helical length seven, a minimum of 1.364 is 
obtained for a chain of 12 residues, after which ^PROT8/^PROT5 grows 
steadily as a function of n. Thus, the number of configurations avail­
able to a chain in which flexibility has been introduced through the 
statistical weight matrix of Eq. (30) is much larger, although it is not 
obvious at this stage in what direction will unperturbed dimensional
2properties like the mean squared unperturbed end-to-end distance, <r > ,
change. Nevertheless, it is possible to give an expression for the 
2computation of <r > in terms of an 8 X8 statistical weight matrix U..
Figure 2.3 The dependence of the helical content on the 
chain length n. Curve A based on eq(7); curve 
based on eq(30). For both curves o=s=1.0 .
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Figure 2.4 The ratio of the partition functions Zg (based 
on eq (30)) and Z,. (based on eq (7)) as a function 







The mean-squared unperturbed end-to-end distance is defined by (Flory, 
1974; Mattice et al., 1976):
<r2>o = Z_ 1 0“ (31)
~ 1
The generator matrices are given by:
J. = (U. b E5) ||f . || ; l<i<n (32)
where IUi II is the diagonal array of the 5X5 generator matrices for 
peptide unit ' i' being in the coil and in the corresponding helix 
states:
F , F, , F, , , F, , , , F, , F, , F, , , F, , ,~c ~h, ~h'1_ ~h\_ ~h’ ~hr.’ ~h'J.’ ~hb b f f f
a is the direct product of matrices, E^ is the identity matrix of 
order 5 and 0 represents null matrices of appropriate order. Accord­
ingly, the dimensionality of supermatrix 4̂  is 40X40.
The terminal matrices (i = 1, n) are given by
= [E[i 00---01
=  u ,  ■  r „~l1 ~1 1
and by
$ i = col [F i F ■. ... F , ] nj ~nj ~nj ~nj
<t> , = U | F  , nj ~n ~nj
where F,„ and F ■, are the first row and last column of F, and F respec- 
~ [ 1  ~n] ~ 1  ~n
tively.
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The generator matrix Fc  ̂for the rotational state ' c’ is
“C , 1








F . = ~s,i
21+ T
T~'S (34)
where s = h^ to h’’̂ , corresponds to each of the seven helical states h^ 
to h ’ 1 .
The virtual bond vector 1 and its transpose 1+ have as initial 
element 1, the virtual bond length (3.80A0) (Sasisekharan, 1962), fol­
lowed by two elements of zero. T is the transformation matrix for the 3 ~s
a-helix and <Tc> denotes average transformation matrices for residues in
random coil state. Coil states, clearly defined in terms of bond angles
(0 , 0 ), are then explicitly taken into the calculation of geometrical
2properties like <r>Q described above; since they add greater flexibility 
to the chain, the contribution of worm-like conformations to the con­
figuration partition function is then expected to be larger. Computa­
tions based on Eq. (30) thus would produce results that are in better 
agreement with experiment. The task of obtaining these properties is 
left for posterior work.
The Statistical Weight Matrices for Proline
Matrices assigned to proline depend on the nature of its predeces­
sor residue in the polypeptide chain. Examination of CPK-atomic models
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reveals that if the prolyl residue 'i' is located in the N-terminus of a 
helical segment (h'̂  or h'states), only the glycyl residue at its 
left (i - 1 ), but no other residue may be in the helical state. This is 
due to steric factors involving the CI^ group at position 6  of the 
pyrrolidine ring and the side chain of residue i - 1. See Fig. 4a.
In other words, given that residue i is prolyl, if residue i - 1 is 
any other residue but glycyl, then residue i - 1 is required to be coil. 
Moreover, due to spatial hindrances involving the same atoms, the prolyl 
residue may be found consecutively at positions i - 1 and i, if and only 
if it is disordered at least at position i - 1 .
With these effects in mind, the prolyl residue is associated to 
either of three statistical weight matrices, depending on whether resi­
due i - 1 is glycyl, prolyl or any of the eighteen remaining residues 
commonly found in proteins.
Matrices when residue i is prolyl in each case are then defined in
Eqs. (35), (36) and (37) for Scheme II.
When residue i - 1 is glycyl, then:
c
h b h ’ b h " b h h f
c 1 p  q 0 0
h b
0 0 «l/ 6  p  q 0
h ' b
0 0 0 „ ! / 6  p  q
b ” b
0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0
h f
0 0 0 0
h ’ f
0 0 0 0
h " f
1 p  q 0 0
(35)








-N- C H — IQ -
0  represents a rectangular null matrix whose dimensions are dictated by 
the requirement of conformability for matrix multiplication.
When residue i - 1 is prolyl:
c
c 1 PI / 6
hb 0 0
h’b 0 0




h” f 0 0
h’b h” b h hf h’f hi'f
(36)
When residue i - 1 is anything but prolyl and/or glycyl:
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For proline, p and q are the statistical weight equivalents of a and s.
The matrices depicted above are a direct logical consequence of the 
fact that proline belongs to the class of terminal residues {ĥ } found 
at the N terminus of the helix. This property is due to the disruption 
of the H-bonding pattern caused by the lack of amide hydrogen in pro­
line.
Let us show then in a simple diagram how these two characteristic 
effects of the prolyl residue-steric hindrance and disruption of H- 
bonding pattern - alter standard helix formation and propagation proc­
esses :
steric hindrance
.  1---------- 1— ;— :---- 1res. * res. „ res., res.(pro) res..i-3 i-2
bb h'b h” b h\ /'disruption of H-bonding pattern *
The following is a list of those states accesible to Fro (at resi­
due i) when
a) residue i- 1  is glycine:
c» hb> h’b’ h"b
b) residue i- 1  is proline:
c’hb




One complete turn of the a-helix contains 3.6 residues, but the 
shortest helical segment - that with one H-bond - contains four resi­
dues. This helical length of four can be incorporated in the calcula­
tion by modifying the statistical weight matrix of Eq. (3). The modifi- 
cation consists in replacing 'O' (zero) in element (3,5) by a s  in order 
to allow for the formation of 4-helices (helices made of four residues).
This four-helix would then be h^ h'^ h^ h’̂ . Otherwise, the minimum 
average helix length would be 5.
An analogous modification was performed in Eq. (7) when introducing 
a^^s at position (4,6) to produce part of Eq. (30). This change al­
lowed then for the formation of 6 -helices
... h. h\ h' * h. h' h 1 ’ ...
b  b  b i t  f
in addition to the helical length of 7 inherent to this matrix
... h. h' h", h hr h' h'* ...
b  b  b  i t  i
In this way, a long polypeptide chain with helical content greater 
than zero is now composed of at least 6 - and 7-helices, and not just 
only of 7-helices.
An illustrative configuration which incorporates the effects of 
matrix element (8,2) in Eq. (30) could then be:
\
c h, h* h", h, h* h” , h, h' h'’ h hf h' h", c 
b b  b f f  f  b b  b  i t  t
where helix A is a 6 -helix and helix B is a 7-helix.
Let us now summarize, by means of simple diagrams the tasks that 
element (8,2) and (4,6) perform when introduced in Eq. (7) to yield 
Eq. (30). We would also like to show some of the configuration gener­
ated as a consequence.
was introduced in the last row of the statistical weight 
matrix to account for the following junction of helices
and the introduction of in the fourth row of the same matrix al­
lowed for the existence of conformations including the sequence:
As a consequence, allowed configurations of chains are:
■— — -  —
c c
or h, h', h' ’ h£ h' h", b b b f f f or
h' Inf b
where and h^ states in the parenthesis at each end may belong to 6
or 7-helices.
Lastly, we would like to rewrite the 3X3 statistical weight matrix 
used by Mattice et al. (1980), Eq. (2) of this chapter, in a more gener 
al form, and in the style developed so far.
Recall that in the matrix of Eq. (2), a helix consisting of only 
one amino acid residue is not allowed, since the second element of the 
first row is zero. Allowing residue i to be in states c, ĥ , h and ĥ , 
a matrix bound to assign end effects to terminal residues h^ and h^ is:
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c h
c 1 ( A 0 0
hb 0 0 s 0
h 0 0 s A
hf 1 0 0 0
(35)
Notice that although the minimum helical length allowed by this matrix 
is three:
... c h, h h, c ... b i
this length can be reduced to two by substituting the zero in element 
(2,4) by a s. The sequence thus produced is
... c h. h r c ... b i
With this modification the configuration partition function Z based on 
Eq. (35) is expected to produce the same results as that based in 
Eq. (2). The partition function can now be expressed as
Z = J* U 1 U 2 . U.l . U J n
Where
J* = row (1000),
J = col (1001), 




Computations using statistical weight matrices as in Eq. (3), (7) 
and (30) were executed for several block copolypeptides. The first 
copolypeptide considered is composed of two blocks, 50 amino acid resi­
dues in each block: A,.qB,.q . (Table III contains o and s for the twenty 
amino acids commonly found in proteins as determined from random copoly­
peptides in water by Scheraga and coworkers.) The value of 's' was set
-4to unity for both types of amino acid residues, while cr = 10 for A and 
-310 for B. Computed conformational properties are summarized in 
Table IV and the individual helical contents f^ are depicted as a func­
tion of i in Fig. 5.
Practically same helicities f̂  are calculated for A^qB^q (B,.qA,.q) 
in all weighting schemes presented in this paper.
Furthermore, equivalent results are obtained for A^qB^q and B^qA^q 
as stated at the beginning of this chapter.
Notice that although s = 1 for either residue A or residue B, due 
to the finite number of residues that compose the copolymer (1 0 0 ), f is 
not equal to one-half
f f \ if n is finite
where n: number of amino acid residues. The fraction of amino acid
residues which are helical is ~0.25; this fraction is the same through­
out the several computations. The highest helicity, 0.40-0.41, is 
obtained, as in the 3X3 matrix of Mattice et al. (1980), for the B amino 




used in Water, at 30°C
Amino Acid Residue L10 CT s Ref.
Pro - - *
Ala 8 1.058 Platzer et al. (1972)
Asp 50 0.63 Kobayashi et al. (1977)
Glu 6 0.97 Maxfield et al. (1975)
Phe, His 18 1.069 van Wart et al. (1973)
Gly 0 . 1 0.615 Ananthanarayanan 
et al. (1971)
He 55 1 . 1 1 Fredrickson et al. (1981)
Lys 1 0.947 Dygert et al. (1976)
Leu 33 1.14 Alter et al. (1972)
Met 54 1.15 Hill et al. (1977)
Asn 0 . 1 0.806 Matheson et al. (1977)
Arg 0 . 1 1.017 Kenishi et al. (1977)
Ser, Cys 0 . 8 0.793 Hughes et al. (1972)
Thr 0 . 1 0.836 Hecht et al. (1977)
Val 1 0.970 Chang et al. (1981)
Trp 70 1.06 Nagy et al. (1980)
Tyr 6 6 0.96 Scheule et al. (1976)
Gin 33 0.94 Denton et al. (1982)
1 / 6*Statistical weights for Pro are p and q respectively. Thus, p q
is the weight associated with initiation of a helix when the prolyl
residue occupies states ĥ , h^ or h^1. As stated in the text, p is 
assigned a value of 1 X 10 The parameter q is made equal to unity so




2X2B matrix 3X3B matrix 6 X6 matrix 8 X8 C matrices
property S oB50 B50A50 A50B50 B50A50 A50B50 B50A50 A50B50 B50A50
f 0.17 0.34 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
largest




73 50 67,68 33,34 67,68 33,34 67,68 33,34
V 19 30 25 25 28 28 30 30
BTaken from Mattice et al., (1981).
Cv for the 8 X 8  matrix of Eq. (30) is 29.
Figure 2.5 Helix propagation (fp) an^ helix Initiation
(fprobability profiles for with
-4 -3
0  = 1 0  ,cr = 1 0  and s=s =1 . 0  .A B A B
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The calculated v Increases when going from the 3X3 to the 6 X6  to the 8 X8  
matrix since helices of shorter average length are progressively disal­
lowed in that order. The computation of v when the 8 X8 statistical 
weight matrix of Eq. (30) is used yields a value of 29, lower than that 
when Eq. (7) is used. This is so since the former matrix is allowing 
for 6 -helices in addition to 7-helices. Thus, the overall tendency is 
to reduce V.
f, v and helix probability profiles obtained for block copolypep­
tides are not significantly different whether the statistical weight for
the terminal residue of a helical segment is s. or o^s.. Instead,° 1 1 1 1  ’
the differences are significant when comparing CT̂ ŝ  and to the
Lcase when the terminal residue bears a statistical weight of or s..° 1 1
To see whether the influence of a trans L-prolyl residue in other 
residues of a polypeptide chain is significant, computations were per­
formed for several copolypeptides whose general formula is 
^30-n Pn Y30 ^30‘ ^ residue represents Gly, i.e. a residue whose cr
and s are those of a poor nucleator-propagator; residue Y is assigned an 
s value of unity, and residue Z an s value of 1.15.
Residues Y being neutral propagators our interest lies in seeing if 
proline exerts any extended influence in the sequence of residues Z.
The results of the computations are shown in Table V.
Different helicities are calculated for peptides containing one or 
more prolines. Even though the magnitude for the largest f̂  varies, its 
location lies always between residues 67 and 71. The average helical 
lengths have a tendency to increase with the number of prolines present
TABLE V
Copolymers with pq = 0.01 for Proline
6 X6 Matrix 
(PR0T3)
8 X8  Matrix 
(PR0T5)
8 X8  Matrix 
(PR0T8)
copolymer f. i,max imax f V f. i,max imax f V f. i,max imax f V
X Y 7 30 30 30 0.15 69-71 0.0658 36 0.15 69-71 0.0658 36 .15 69-71 .0658 36
X PY 7 29 30 30 0.17 68-70 0.0825 39 0.16 69,70 0.0765 38 . 1 6 69-70 .0765 38
X P Y 7 28 2 30 30 0.25 67,68 0.1381 44 0 . 2 1 68,69 0.1046 42 .15 69-70 .0692 37
X P Y 7 27 3 30 30 0.25 67,68 0.1381 44 0.27 6 6 - 6 8 0.1525 46 .15 69-70 .0692 37
X26P4Y30Z30 0.25 67,68 0.1381 44 0.27 6 6 - 6 8 0.1525 46 .15 69-70 .0692 37
-5 -2CTx = cty = CTz = 10 » PP = 10
= 0.615; Sy = 1.00; = 1.15; 9p = 1-00
O'O'
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for all but PR0T8, in which case there is a decrease on v of two pro­
lines. All properties calculated become invariant after a given number 
of prolines is reached. This number is two for PR0T3 and PR0T8 and 
three for PR0T5. The difference may be understood by realizing that, 
for example, in the 6 X6  matrix, residues one and two of a germinal helix 
can be occupied successively by a prolyl residue, but additional resi­
dues are simply added sequentally to the X block located to the left of 
the helix.
The helical content of the X block is vanishingly small for s^ < 1. 
Thus, residues in excess of two were added to a random coil segment. 
Assigning a value for greater than unity would not have produced the 
same results.
The same reasoning applies for PR0T5, only here the maximum number 
of prolyl residues allowed in a helix is three. In PR0T8, when one 
prolyl residue is present, res i - 1 (glycyl) becomes part of the 
nascient helix. Since in PR0T8 two or more consecutive prolyl residues 
do not access helical states simultaneously, for the cases of two or 
more prolines in the chain, the helix begins at the prolyl last in a 
sequence of prolyl residues.
Figs. 6 , 7 and 8 depict the helix probability profiles for each of 
the three different schemes.
In Fig. 6 a different profile is obtained for each of three classes 
of polymers: those containing zero, one and two or more prolines as
reflected in the differences between curves 1, 2 and 3. The profiles 
for representative copolymers containing more than two prolines are 
identical, since Eq. (3) allows only two as a maximum number of prolyl 
residues in a helix; any prolyl residue that is sequential to those
Figure 2.6 fp 3nd fb f0t °  ! G30D30C30; A  :G29PD30C30;
4  : ^28P2D30C30* Calculation based on eq(3 )
-4Parameters used are a =an = a =10 , s =0.615(j u L U
- 2sD=1 .0 , s=l.15, Cpq)pro= 10 . In the text,
curves are labeled 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
Only the sequence belonging to curve 3 is 

















00 F R f l C T I  ON M I D D L E  T E S T  M O L E C U L E
siu isc«ass»sssssslilH IIB IH illlllS ll8 iia i2IsI2 liilll8 ill8 iU IIIB 8IE E C E E E E E E E Ia8lg llS 88 l
q PH0T3h FH-0.065B flVE. H/S- 35.92 HRX. VflL.-0.1452 fOH C69
A PR0T3* FH-0.0B2S flVE. H/S- 39.74 HRX. VflL.-0.1695 FOR CG9
+PR0T3* FH-0.1381 RVE. H/S- 44.45 HRX. VflL.-0.2492 FOR C67
F R A C T I O N  B E G I N  T E S T  M O L E C U L Eo
issssssssS sliilflt& IE E ilH llfilliin iH iH laN K IIfifllillM SSS IE cS E K E t& E lS lllllS llS
o PR0T3n FH-0.0650 
A PR0T3* FH-0.0025 
+ PnDT3* FH-0.1301
RVE. H/S- 35..92 HRX
RVE. H/3- 30.,74 HRX
RVE. H/S- UR..45 HRX
VRL.-O.QO00 FOR D32 
VflL.-0.0390 FOR P30 
VflL.-0.1427 FOR P30
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Figure 2.7 fp and ^  for<!>:G30I>30C30; A  ! G29PD30C30;
+ = G28P2D30C30; X; G27P3D30C30* Calculation 
based on eq(7). Parameters as in Fig. 2.6,
In the text, curves are labeled 1, 2, 3 and
A, respectively. Only the sequence belonging
to curve A is shown in the figures.


































iSSssSsssSslillllliE SC slilllSIISiiS iiSSIH ililllK lllilH N B IIE cE E E E E E E E IalllllSIII
q PROTSn FH-0.06S8 
a PH0T5h FH-O.0765 
+ PnOT5n FH-O. 10116 
x PR0T5n FH-O.1525
RVE. H/S- 36.,22 HRX
RVE. H/S- 30.,14 HRX
RVE. H/S- Ml.,93 HRX
RVE. H/S- 45.,97 HRX
VRL.-0.0132 FOR 033 
VflL.-0.0273 FOR P30 
VRL.-0.0793 FOR P30 
VRL.-0.1666 FOR P30
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^ .§U"le  ̂  ̂  ̂p an<̂   ̂b ̂ °r ^  : G30D30C30; A  : G29FD30C30*
Calculation based on eq(30). Parameters as in
Fig, 2.6 . In the text, curves are labeled
1 and 2, respectively. Only the sequence




















00 F R R C T I  ON M I D D L E  T E S T  M O L E C U L E
sMinBiassssssssssliillllSIIEilllllilliiiSHIiUliHIII&lllslSSIISSIEGEEEEEEEEIiSIIIISlll
F R R C T I  ON B E G I N  T E S T  M O L E C U L E
sHitic«Bsss5sss5aBlilllllBIKilllllfclli>22333iiilil8IIIBIilaB8H8SI8£c(l&E£EE£EBalHIKBBI
q PROTBk FH-0.065B RVE. H/S- 36.07 HRX. VRL.-0.0132 FOR 033
a FROIS* FH-0.076S RVE. H/S- 37.99 HRX. VflL.-0.027V FOR P30
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already belonging to the helix in excess of two will simply be accomo­
dated in the stretch of random coil states X.
The difference in helix probability profiles between curves 1 and 2 
of Fig. 6  is easily acknowledged since curve 1 belongs to a copolymer 
whose sequence lacks prolyl residues. The rather detectable change in 
profiles for the copolymers containing one and two prolines (curves 2  
and 3, respectively), is due to the proline added at the beginning of 
the helix: initiation is bolstered this time to a greater extent and
the effect of helix initiation is felt more strongly at the Z block of 
the polymer.
In Fig. 7 curves 3 and 4 have helicities that differ almost twice 
from those of curves 1 and 2. Thus, for PR0T3 and PR0T5 v increases 
with the number of prolines introduced due to the enhanced ability of 
Pro to initiate a helix. This ability of Pro is felt throughout the
rest of the chain as reflected in the increments on v.
Proteins in Aqueous Solutions
Conformational-dependent properties like f, f̂  and V are expected 
to change with the size and kind of statistical weight matrix. It is 
not readily apparent, however, in what manner will these quantities by 
affected. This problem is investigated here in detail for those con­
formations accessible when short-range interactions completely dominate 
the conformational energies.
First, two proteins containing several hundred amino acid residues 
each are investigated. One of the proteins is bovine serum albumin.
This protein contains 582 amino acid residues, 25 of which are prolyl.
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The other protein, tropomyosin is 284 amino acid residues long and 
contains no prolyl residues.
Tropomyosin. First isolated in the crystalline form in the 1940's, 
one of the protein components in the water-insoluble, filamentous ele­
ments of skeletal muscle is tropomyosin (Lehninger, 1977). It makes up 
about 10 to 11 percent of the total contractile protein of muscle. The 
tropomyosin of rabbit muscle has a molecular weight of about 70,000 and 
contains two different kinds of a-helical polypeptide chains of molecu­
lar weight 33,000 and 37,000, which form two-chain twisted coil about 
40nm long. The long, thin tropomyosin molecules are arranged end to end 
in the shallow grooves of the coiled fibrous actin filaments. (F-actin
is a major protein component of skeletal muscle). When a troponin 
2+molecule binds Ca it apparently activates a segment of seven actin 
monomers, through a conformational change of the tropomyosin, so that 
ATP competes successfully with the actin monomers for the binding site 
on the myosin head (Lehninger, 1977).
The tropomyosin dimer has a helical content greater than 90% in the 
native state (Cohen et al., 1957; Holtzer et al., 1965; Edwards and 
Sykes, 1980; Crimmins et al., 1981; Wu et al., 1981). When a single 
chain is considered, a drastic reduction in helical content is found 
(Crimmins et al., 1981).
A theoretical treatment of the helix-coil transition theory 
(Skolnick and Holtzer, 1982) rationalizes these features of the behavior 
of in-register, two-chain, coiled-coil polypeptides (tropomyosin) that 
may or may not be cross-linked.
Conformational properties for tropomyosin using the o and s values 
of Table III are presented in Fig. 9 and Table VI.
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TABLE VI







f 0.16 0.14 0.15
f. l ,max 0.32 0.31 0.31
imax 147 146-147 146-147
V 2 0 2 2 2 1
gProline is absent in the amino acid sequence of tropomyosin.
A higher helical content is calculated when the 6 X6 statistical 
weight matrices are used, but helical segments contain more amino acid 
residues when evaluation is via either of the 8X8 statistical weight 
matrices. As in the calculations with the 2X2 and 3X3 statistical 
weight matrices (Mattice et al., 1980), when a single unperturbed tropo­
myosin chain is considered, the three calculations yield f which lie 
well below the result of unity found with the tropomyosin dimer in the 
native state and in agreement with the lack of evidence that tropomyosin 
monomers are helical in water (Holtzer et al., 1965; Cohen et al., 1957; 
Chao et al., 1975; Holtzer et al., 1982). Properties calculated on the 
basis of Eq. (30) lie intermediate to those of Eq. (3) and Eq. (7).
Behavior of fp and fb is depicted in Fig. 9. All three calcula­
tions find the propagation probability to be highest in the area of 
amino acid residues 146-147, in contrast to amino acid residues 100-115 
as reported by Mattice et al. (1980). The f̂  show an increased
Figure 2.9 f and f, for Tropomyosine monomer usingP b
a and s in water
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smoothness as a function of i over the calculation based on the 2X2 and 
3X3 statistical weight matrices.
Differences over the 2X2 matrices are due largely to the way in 
which a is being used. When helix initiation takes place at a site, 
amino acid residues at that position will tend to occur at either end of 
a helical segment if the matrix used is other than the 2X2 matrix.
Also, helical lengths larger in the average are introduced by the larger 
matrices; these average helical lengths will partition the probability 
profile in subsets that are less in number, thereby producing changes in 
f that are more gradual.
For example, if i is on the range 200-250, the slope of f remains 
near to zero when 6 X6  or 8 X8 statistical weight matrices are used; in 
contrast, it changes sign abruptly when the calculation is based on 2X2 
or 3X3 matrices. In the same segment, f is confined to 0.096-0.136
p
when any of the statistical weight matrices is used, including the 3X3 
matrix of Mattice et al. (1980).
Thus, no significant difference in f among the calculations based 
on the 6 X6 and 8 X8  matrices is found.
The helix initiation probability profile for Tm remains homogeneous 
throughout the sequence, although it reaches a maximum at residues situ­
ated in the middle of the molecule, thus suggesting an increased helicity 
in the second half of the molecule over the first half, residues 1-143.
Bovine Serum Albumin. Plasma proteins make up three fourths of the 
solutes of blood.
Serum albumin is a plasma protein whose function is the transport 
of fatty acids between adipose tissue and other tissues or organs in 
vertebrates via the blood (Lehninger, 1977). Its approximate molecular
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weight is 6 8 , 0 0 0  and its approximate concentration in normal human blood 
plasma is 3,000-4,500 mg/100ml.
Conformational properties for BSA are summarized in Table VII.
TABLE VII









f 0.0386 0.0296 0.0323 0.0269
f. 0.1386 0.1388 0.1194 0.1245i,max
i 25 25 25 25max
V 1 1 1 1 . 1 14 1 2
For this calculation, (P<l)pro = 0-
In all cases, the helical content is less than that computed by
Mattice et al. (1980), with either the 2X2 or 3X3 matrix.
The region of maximum helicity is shifted to the amino end of the
protein, in contrast to the results of Mattice et al. (1980), that
report this region to be located in the middle third of the protein.
Also, when compared to tropomyosin, helical contents for BSA are about
half an order of magnitude smaller. Even though 25 of the 582 amino
-2acid residues of BSA are prolyl, assigning a pq for prolyl of 10 does 
not carry over major consequences in the overall helical content.
Fig. 10 depicts this effect for several proteins. f vs a logarithmic 
function of pq is shown for the 6 X6  matrix, with enhanced statistical
Figure 2.10 Dependence of the helical content on the





- log (pq)P r o
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weights of a = 0.05 and s = 1.7 for the arginyl, histidyl and lysyl
-2residues; for prolyl, pq = 10 . It is seen that over a range of five
magnitudes the helical content does not change by more than 1 0% for 
almost all cases, being largest when log (pq) of proline is zero! For 
BSA, the variation is of about 13%.
As seen in Tables VI and VII, substitution by matrices of larger 
size decreases the calculated value of f for Tropomyosin and Bovine 
Serum Albumin. That these results are not just a consequence of amino 
acid sequences peculiar to Tropomyosin and Bovine Serum Albumin lies in 
the contributions helix ends make to the statistical weight of a helical
isegment. This contribution is (a. a.,, a. cr.) or (a. o.., tJ. . 0 a. „6 i l+l j-1 j v i i+I i+2 j-2
1 / f t(Jj) depending upon whether the matrix size is 6 X6 or 8 X8 . In
the average this contribution is
-L 20 i20 I (o, ct. o ay', , k 1 m nk,l,m,n
or
- A  2 0  l / A
2 0  I (a. a, a a a a ) ',, k l m n o pk,l,m,n,o,p
That the second contribution is smaller is inferred from Eq. (8 ) and 
Eq. (9) of Mattice et al. (1980), and from Fig. 11 of this Chapter. In 





are computed. Results based on the assumption that each kind of amino 
acid residue is distributed in a uniform fashion along the peptide chain 
show that the latter average is smaller than the former. To be consis­
tent, one is to compare the results in the 2nd column of Table VII with 
those of the 2nd column of Table IV of Mattice et al. (1980), since 
proline bears an s of zero in both cases. Part of that column is repro­
duced here.
BSA
Mattice et al. This Work
3X3 Matrix 6 X6 Matrix
f 0.04 0.03
f. i,max 0.13 0.14
imax 347 25
V 8 . 2 1 1 . 1
Table VIII lists the contributions end effects make to the statis­
tical weight of a helical segment with different size matrices and using 
values of o and s as presented on Table III.
The contribution arising from the last term on Table VIII is ex­
tremely laborious to calculate even with the aid of an electronic com­
puter - there are around 6.4 X 10^ terms to calculate. Instead, an 
approximation to its magnitude can be inferred from Fig. 11. In that
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Figure 2.11 Dependence of the quantity
2 0 1 / y=-ln [ 2 0  x k J x] on x.
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figure, each of the contributions end effects could make to the statis­
tical weight of a helical segment is plotted, in a logarithmic form, vs. 
the number of residues that in each case are involved in end effects. A
curve of asymptotic character is obtained; it predicts a value of about 
-48.7 X 10 for the last term of Table VIII. It is interesting to ob­
serve that average contributions from end effects seem to reach a pla-
-4teau at about 8.3 X 10 ; in other words, partitioning of end effects
beyond three residues at each end of the helix does not change the sta­
tistical weight of the corresponding helical segment. Values of the 
same order of magnitude are obtained when statistical weights for Pro­
line are null.
In the average, then, end effects tend to make the statistical 
weight of a helical segment smaller as the size of the statistical 
weight matrix increases and as the influence of end effects extends into 
the helix; however, the magnitude of this effect seems to have a lower 
bound.
Moreover, by extrapolation from the helix-coil transition model in 
homopolypeptides of large n, it is expected that, when dealing with a 
protein, a lower helical content will be obtained when using a smaller 
effective a, that is, if the helical content is less than one half.
When making the analogous comparison, all polypeptides listed in 
this work (see below for a complete list) observed this tendency: 
helical contents based in Eq. (2 )
TABLE VIII
End Effect Distribution Average Magnitude
-1 2 0  -320 1 2 CT. 2.6 X 10 J
k k
-2 2 0  % -3
2 0  2 (a a, K  1.5 X 1 0
k,l K 1
, 2 0  . ,
20 X (a, a, a a K  9.6 X 10'*, , k 1 m nk, 1 ,m,n
- f i  20 i/A
20 2 (a. a, a a a a ) (see text).. k l m n o pk,l,m,n,o,p
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were compared to those of Eq. (3) (with null statistical weights for 
proline). In all cases, f was reduced in going from the 3X3 to the 6 X6  
matrix.
Analogously, when comparing helicities based on Eq. (3) to those of 
Eq. (7), f is lower every time the 8 X6 statistical weight matrix is 
employed (Fig. 12).
Other Proteins. Fig. 12a depicts the relationship of the V calcu­
lated using the 6 X6 (PR0T3) and the 8 X8  matrices (PR0T5).
Proteins used are: (a) myoglobin (sperm whale); (b) hemoglobin
(a-chain, horse), hemoglobin (a-chain, human); (c) histone II B2 
(bovine); (d) lactate dehydrogenase (spiny dogfish); (e) concanavalin A;
(f) p-lactoglobulin (bovine); (g) thermolysin (bacillus thermoproteo- 
lyticus); (h) serum albumin (bovine); (i) Of-lactalbumin (bovine);
(j) a-chimotrypsinogen (bovine); (k) lysozyme (chicken); (1 ) elastase 
(pig); (m) ribonuclease (bovine); (n) subtilisin (bacillus amylolique- 
faciens); (o) papain; (p) glucagon; (q) secretin; (r) vasoactive intes­
tinal peptide; (s) a-endorphin; (t) p-endorphin; (u) p-lipotropin;
(v) dynorphin-(l-l3); (w) myelin basic protein; and (y) tropomyosin.
Table IX contains the number of amino acid residues making up each 
protein as well as the source of their amino acid sequences.
For a particular protein, v is always larger when either of the 8 X8  
matrices is employed, v for the second 8 X8 matrix (PR0T8) always pro­
duces results intermediate to those produced by the 6 X6  matrix and by 
the first 8 X8  matrix (PR0T5).
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Figure 2.12 Relationship between helicities calculated
for the proteins listed in the text, using o and s from 








Figure 2.12a Relationship between average lengths of a 
helical segment, calculated using 6 x6 and 
8 x8 statistical weight matrices, for the 


























































































Dynorphin-(l-l3) 13 Goldstein et al. 
(1979)
Myelin basic protein 
(human)





+a-endorphin is (3-LPH-(61-76) .
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Protein-Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Complexes
Addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate (0.017 M) is known to modify the 
circular dichroism spectra of many of the proteins listed in Table IX 
(Mattice et al., 1976; Yang et al., 1977; Wu et al., 1979; Anthony and 
Moscarello, 1971; Keniry and Smith, 1979; Littlemore and Ledeen, 1979;
Maroun and Mattice, 1981; Robinson et al., 1982). In many cases, like 
for example concanavalin A and histone II B2, the spectral changes are 
drastic, while for certain other proteins (e.g. papain) the changes are 
comparatively minor.
Conformational properties of the complexes formed by these proteins 
with sodium dodecyl sulfate have been rationalized by a model which 
makes, among others, the assumption that helix-forming tendencies for 
cationic amino acid residues are affected by the detergent (Mattice 
et al., 1976). This effect is achieved by increasing the values of CT 
and s for the arginyl, histidyl and lysyl residues. Utilization of an s 
value of 1.7 for the arginyl, histidyl and lysyl residues along with a a 
of 0.05 produces computed helical contents that show a linear correla­
tion with the experimental helicity at 2 2 2  nm ([0 ]2 2 2 '̂ va^ue ^or 0
of 0.05 was originally obtained from an empirical correlation between o 
and s for several residues in water (Eq. (28), Mattice et al., 1980).
New and refined values of a and s from random copolypeptides in water do 
not provide any longer with a linear relationship between these varia­
bles, as shown in Fig. 13. However, the value of 0.05 for a was used 
accordingly, since an increase in the value of a in water is needed in 
order to rationalize experimental data.
The correlation between I®^222 ^rom Fig. 2 of Mattice et al.
(1980), and the helical contents calculated for the various proteins,
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Figure 2.13 Correlation between o and s in water for the 








using ct and s from Table III and the different statistical weight ma­
trices including the 3X3 matrix of £q. (2) is shown in Fig. 14. The 
points in that figure seem to show a tendency to establish a linear 
correlation between helical contents and ellipticities, although the 
scattering around the line is rather large.
The computation based on the 3X3 matrix as done in this work dif­
fers from the previous similar computation of Mattice et al. (I960), in 
the use of the most recently reported values of a and s for the 2 0  amino 
acid residues; yet, the correlation between I® 1222 an(* comPute(*  ̂*s 
much poorer. The same statement holds true for helicities based in the
matrices introduced in this work - the points do not come closer to
2either the line whose y-intercept is around -300 deg-cm /dmol, and which
extrapolates to -36,000 ± 3,000 at f = 1 or to the line whose y-intercept 
2is +1,400 deg-cm /dmol and whose extrapolation is the same as the former 
line. The deviation of the points from the line can be explained ini­
tially on grounds that the larger statistical weight matrices tend to 
reduce the overall helical content of the polypeptide by forbidding the 
formation of extremely small helices and thereby smoothing out the helix 
probability profile. Also, as shown previously, end effects tend to 
make the statistical weight of a helical segment smaller when larger- 
size statistical weight matrices are used.
Although the computations predict that helical content, in some 
cases significant, is induced in all proteins and peptides studied here 
by the anionic detergent SDS, the lack of a more quantitative agreement 
between computation and experiment could be attached to different 
causes. Since the calculations presented in this work are of a more 
realistic nature than previous ones, we believe the causes for the
Figure 2.14 Correlation between experimental ellipticities
at 222 nm and helical content at 30C.
• : 3x3 matrix with (pq)=0; A  : 6 x6 matrix
_2with (pq)=0 ; □  :6 x6 matrix with (pq) = 1 0  ;
O : 8 x8 matrix of eq(7) with (pq)=10 ;
O : 8 x8  matrix of eq(30) with (pq)= 10
Proteins are denoted by the letters used 
in the text. Experimental ellipticities 
for ot-endorphin (s) and the tropomyosin 
monomer (y) have not been determined yet.
I




quantitative discrepancies between theory and experiment should be 
looked for elsewhere. Among the causes that harbor the lack of fine
tuning between model and experiment are the implicit assumptions in­
volved in the assignment of values to o and s.
For example, more experimental work is required to give a detailed
account of the following issues:
Does the free energy of nucleation for amino acid residue i 
change with the nature of amino acid residue i - 1 ?
What variables (e.g. temperature, pH, solvent, etc.) have 
effects in the energies of formation and propagation of the 
helix? What is the nature of this dependence?
What corrections to the free energies of propagation in de­
tergent solutions are required for each of the three posi­
tively charged residues lysine, histidine and arginine?
What additional residues other than the arginyl, histidyl and 
lysyl are being affected by the binding of SDS (Hillquist 
et al., 1982)?
How do the reference values of the ellipticity - random coil 
and a-helical - change with the contributions of nonamide 
chromophores like tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine and 
histidine (Adler et al., 1973).
How do ct and s depend on the length of a helical segment for 
smaller than average and larger than average helical lengths?
NOTE: A more detailed account of the factors that affect confor­
mational analysis may be found in Cantor and Timasheff (1982).
Also, modifications in the expression for the configuration parti­
tion function will eventually require the consideration of a major 
protein conformation - the p-sheet - so that the states contributing to 
the conformational partition function of an amino acid residue will be 
random coil, a-helical and p-sheet. In the calculations presented in 
this work conformations other than the a-helical are all together com­
piled under the random coil state.
To investigate the nature of possible differences in s between the 
lysyl, arginyl and histidyl residues, caculations of f were performed 
for the peptide p-endorphin as a function of s of lysine (Fig. 15).
This peptide is 31 residues long, of which five are lysyl residues.
Fig. 15 shows that only a value of s above 2.5 (i.e. 2.9) would
reproduce the experimentally observed helical content of 0.33 ± 0.03 
((6 ) 2 2 2  = “12,000 ± 1 , 1 0 0  deg-cm2 /dmoi; Vang et al., 1977). Thus, the 
free energy change accompanying the propagation of a helical segment by 
this residue is made ~340 cal/mole more negative than when s was 1.7, 
and ~640 cal/mole more negative by the presence of the detergent. The 
size of the interaction free energy required by experiment is reasonable 
when compared to the increment in free energies of transfer (per-Ctt̂  
group) of pure aliphatic alcohols from aqueous solutions to pure liquid 
alcohol (Tanford, 1973). The values obtained for the increments are 
about 825 cal/mole.
Thus, s of lysine in SDS could differ by as much as 1.2 units from
the enhanced values of s of arginyl and histidyl.
Figure 2.15 Dependence of the helical content on the
parameter s for the lysyl residues in beta- 
endorphin; a of lysyl =0.05.
Marks on the curve indicate the variation 
on the calculated helical content due to 
an uncertainty in the corresponding experim­
ental quantity of ±0.03.
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Peptide-Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Complexes
Since the above observations and computations based on configura­
tion partition functions that provide a semi-quantitative agreement with 
experiment capture the general features of the conformational change 
induced by anionic detergents, we now proceed to extract from those 
partition functions configuration-dependent properties of interest that 
are not accesible through experimentation.
Among properties of interest we count the probability that amino 
acid residue i is in a helical state (f̂ ), the probability that amino
acid residue i initiates (f, .), propagates (f .), or terminates (f .)
0 , 1  P»i t,i
a helical segment. (The probability f̂  is the sum of the three latter 
probabilities).
Profiles that utilize the parameters of dodecyl sulfate depict f  ̂
and f̂  . as a function of i in Figs. 16-22 for a-endorphin, dynorphin- 
(1-13), p-endorphin, myelin basic protein (bovine), glucagon, secretin, 
and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) respectively.
In the following sections we shall discuss, for each of these 
copolypeptides, the profiles produced by the statistical weight matrices 
formulated in equations (3), (7) and (30). Nevertheless, at this point, 
an examination deems necessary concerning the similarities and differ­
ences of the results produced by the statistical weight matrices used 
for the calculation of the helix probability profiles displayed in 
Figs. 16-22.
Through observation of the results produced by Eq. (3) and Eq. (7), 
the effects of higher order end effects can be studied. That is if 
PR0T3 represents the calculation for chain molecules whose terminal 
amino acid residues bear statistical weights proportional to one fourth
and PR0T5 represents the calculation but for terminal amino acid resi­
dues whose statistical weights go as one sixth, then the latter formula­
tion is expected to smoothen out the profile, as well as to eliminate 
the ocurrence of short helices. Alternatively, attention may be paid 
to the probability profiles produced by the 6 X6  matrix when statistical 
weights for proline are null (PR0T3<|>) and when weights are such that 
proline becomes localized at the amino terminus of the helix. In this 
case, the effects of thus treating the prolyl residue will be outlined. 
In contrast, establishing a relation between the 8 X8  matrix formulation 
that treats proline as an initiator residue (PR0T5J and the 8 X8 matrix 
of Eq. (30) (PR0T8) whose matrices for proline depend on whether residue 
i- 1  is proline or glycine is not so evident.
Helix propagation probability profiles (f . vs i) must be viewedP»1
with caution, and carefully differentiated from helix probability pro­
files (f̂  vs i). Whereas probability profiles provide us with total 
helicities for a given region in the molecule, propagation profiles 
provide us information related to the propensity of a residue to be in 
the middle of a helix, whether the helical content of that segment is 
small or large. Thus, when looking at propagation profiles, regions of 
maximum probability do not necessarily correspond to regions of maximum 
total helicity. Put in other words, one must be aware that maximum 
values of probability may differ between probability (fp and propaga­
tion (fp p  profiles.
Peptides in Water
In water helical contents that never exceed 3% are computed for the 
peptides of Figures 16-22. Results of the computations with the
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parameters for water are gathered in Tables X and XI. The corresponding
probability profiles are depicted in Figures 23-25.
fl-Endorphin. Helix probability profiles calculated using
Eq.'s (3), (3) with null statistical weights for proline, (7) and (30),
and the enhanced values of a and s for the arginyl, histidyl, and lysyl
residues, are depicted in Figure 16. Results of the calculations for
water and SDS are collected in Tables X and XII. As denoted, probabili-
- 2ties are expressed as 1 X 10 in Figure 16; it can be seen that regions
of higher helicities are located in the middle portion of the molecule,
but that significant helicities are practically non-existent throughout
the chain: 0.003 ^ f  ̂0.008. These results are the same, independent
of the statistical weight matrix used for the calculation.
Observe that p . is always zero for the first and last residues ofP,i
a polypeptide; however, p^  ̂is zero for residues n and n-1 , but non­
zero for the first residue.
In Fig. 16a only two propagation probability profiles can be dis­
tinguished out of a possible number of four. One of the profiles cor­
responds to the 6 X6  matrix, whether s for the prolyl residue is assigned 
a value of zero or 0.01; the other profile corresponds to the 8 X8 sta­
tistical weight matrix under circumstances where s of proline is or is
not zero. Indifference of the helix probability profiles to the sta­
tistical weight assigned to proline is due to the position of the latter
in a segment of the molecule with negligible probability of being heli­
cal .
The probability f, . ("fraction begin") provides us with a quanti- D , 1
tative estimate for the location of the amino terminus of a helical 
segment. All f̂  diagrams in Fig. 16b coincide in assigning the
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Figure 2,16 and for alpha-endorphin in SDS.
(a, b)
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PR0T3 PR0T3<|> PR0T5 PR0T8
f . 0 0 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1
f .Pt1  ' max
.003 .003 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1
1max 6,7 6 3-6 4-6
V 6.7 6.7 8 . 2 7.5
Dynorphin-(1-13), 1^0 Parameters
f .002 .002 .000 .000
f .n i .003 .002 .000 .001|J 1 1r max
i 6 4 3-5max




PR0T3 PR0T3<t> PR0T5 PR0T8
f .024 .013 .016 . 0 1 2
f .Pj1max
.048 .027 .027 . 0 2 0
imax 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0
V 9.1 8 . 0 1 0 . 8 9.5
Myelin Basic Protein, Water Parameters
f . 0 1 1 .008 .008 .006
f .
max
.028 .025 .019 .018
imax 18 18 17,18 18




PR0T3 PR0T36 PR0T5 PR0T8
f .008 .008 .003 .004
f .P,1max
.015 .015 .004 .004
imax 7 7 7 7
V 6 . 6 6 .6 8 . 1 7.5
Dynorphin- (1-13), SDS Parameters
t=30°C
f .092 .068 .014 .051
f .
^’1max
.123 .133 .024 .098
imax 5 5 3 4
V 5.4 5.5 7.5 6.3
NOTE: The results obtained using t = 5°C are virtually the same as




PR0T3 PR0T3<J> PR0T5 PR0T8
f 0 . 2 2 2 0.179 0.197 0.175
f .
^’1max
0 . 2 0 0 0.232 0.188 0.203
imax 18 18 19 19
V 1 0 . 8 9.7 11.9 10.9
Myelin Basic Protein (Bovine), SDS Parameters
f 0 . 2 2 1 0.178 0.195 0.152
f .Pj1max
0.526 0.520 0.458 0.409
imax 140 140 17 141
V 11.5 11.3 14.6 13.1
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methionyl residue of a-endorphin the role of initiator for the only 
helical segment predicted in this molecule. This probability profile 
(f̂  is particularly important in this work, since it will indicate, 
in the course of the calculations whether the assignment of special 
statistical weight matrices and of non-zero statistical weights to the 
prolyl residue bears any importance in the accurate prediction of the 
location of helical regions in peptides and proteins of interest.
In conclusion, a-endorphin is expected to experience minimal con­
formational changes when transfered from an aqueous solvent in which 
long-range interactions, if any, have been nullified, to a medium that, 
under the same conditions is saturated in SDS.
Dynorphin-(l-13). Helix probability profiles computed for 
dynorphin-(l-13) at 30°C in SDS are shown in Figure 17.
When the calculation is performed with values of s that correspond 
to 5°C, the results are practically the same: helicities do not differ
in most cases by more than 2%. Values of s can be obtained at different 
temperatures due to a set of equations obtained by fitting the tempera­
ture dependence of s for each amino acid residue with an equation of the 
form
s(T) = exp [Aq + Aj / T + A2 / T2];
Aq and A^ are usually negative constants, whereas is usually posi­
tive. The temperature dependences of s for the twenty amino acid resi­
dues are as found in the experimental work of Scheraga and coworkers 
(Denton et al., 1982 and references therein). The set of equations was 
kindly provided by Dr. J. Skolnick.
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Figure 2.17 f and ^  for dynorphin-(l-13) in SDS. 
(a, b)
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The computed profiles show that changes take place in a considera­
ble fashion upon modification of the statistical weight matrix used: 
although the maximum f  ̂belongs to residue 6  or 7 in all cases, a six- 
to seven-fold difference in the magnitudes of f  ̂is found among the 
lines.
As expected, larger statistical weight matrices produce lower 
helical contents, and the differences are drastic for small molecules, 
since for calculations based on the larger matrices, the minimum helix 
length allowed is 6 and 7. Only in the case of one of the 6 X6 matrices 
(PR0T3) does proline have any effects in both the f and f^ probability 
profiles of dynorphin-(1-13); it also increases f by 30% when compared 
to PR0T30. The lowest f belongs to the 8 X8  matrix of Eq. (7), again, 
due to the prohibition of helices shorter than 7 residues.
Table X and XII recollect the pertinent data for dynorphin. The
experimental ellipticity for dynorphin-(1-13) yields a helical content
of 17% in dodecyl sulfate at 5°C, an almost nine fold increase from the
2% helicity found in water, as reported previously by Maroun and Mattice
2 -1(1981), who used +1,400 and -36,000 deg-cm /dmol for the disordered 
and completely helical conformations respectively. The largest computed 
helicity of 9% is provided by the 6 X6  matrix of Eq. (3). The cause for 
the underestimation of the experimental helicity by the computed ones 
is, again, centered on the nature of end effects in the statistical 
weights of a configuration.
P-Endorphin. Utilization of the parameters for dodecyl sulfate at 
30°C yields computed f of 0.18 to 0.22 for p-endorphin. The probability 
profile of Fig. 18a supports the proposal made previously by Mattice 
et al. (1981), that the crucial helical segment of p-endorphin is
Figure 2.18 f and for beta-endorphin in SDS. 
(a, b)
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RVE . H/S- 9.69 HRX
RVE. H/S* 11.91 HRX.
RVE. H/5- 10.92 HRX.
VHL.-0.2000 FOR FIS 
. VRL.-0.232V FOR FIB 
VOL.-0.1878 FOR K19 
VRL.-0.2031 FOR K19
located in the half of the molecule towards the carboxyl end. Here, 
too, overlooking the details arising from the different forms of sta­
tistical weight matrices, the helix propagation probability profile 
shows a region of maximum probability between residues 13 or 15, and 29. 
Restrictions imposed on residue i when it is proline, and on its prede­
cessor, residue i - 1 seem to have only moderate effects as concerns the 
place for initiation of helices. This is best reflected in the helix 
initiation probability profile of Fig. 18b, and in the average helical 
length.
Myelin Basic Protein. The helical content of myelin basic protein 
computed using dodecyl sulfate parameters at 30°C ranges from 0.152 to 
0.221 depending on which of the statistical weight matrices of Equa­
tions (3), (7) or (30) is used. This information is compiled in 
Table XIII.
In accord with experiment, myelin basic protein experiences a 
change in helicity when SDS parameters are used to perform the calcu­
lation. According to Anthony and Moscarello (1971), myelin basic pro­
tein exhibits an increase in mean residue ellipticity at 2 2 2  nm; the
2measured ellipticity at this wavelength is -8 , 0 0 0  deg-cm /dmol.
In Fig. 19a,b the helix propagation and initiation profiles are 
depicted. Within a profile, differences between statistical weight 
matrices are rather noticeable. Whereas for f the segment of the 
peptide encompassed between residues 131 and 170 does not show extreme 
changes between calculations originating from the 6 X6 matrices and the 
8 X8  matrices, almost any other segment in the remaining portion of the 
molecule is affected by the manner in which end effects are assigned, 
especially by the manner in which the prolyl residue is treated. In
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FRACTION MIDDLE MYELIN BASIC PROTEIN (12PR0,BOV) 170R, SDS
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A PR0T30« FH-0.1777 RVE. H/S- 11.33 HRX. VRL.-0.2295 FOR T131 
+PR0T5* FH-0.1951 RVE. H/S- 11.57 HRX. VRL.-0.1297 FOR P7
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o PR0T3h PH-O.2210 
a PR0T30k FH-0.1777 
+PR0T5" FH-0.19S1 
x PR0TSh FH-0.1S1S
RVE. H/S- 11.17 HRX.
RVE. H/S- 11.33 HRX 
RVE. H/S- 11.S7 HRX.
RVE. H/S- 13.07 HRX.
VRL.-0.5257 FOR G U O  
VRL.-0.5198 FOR G110 
VRL.-0.1578 FOR R17 
VRL.-0.1092 FOR L111
some instances, like for example residues 72 to 78, the influence of 
small helices is suppressed for the larger matrices. In other in­
stances, like the two segments made of amino acid residues 7 to 27 and 
51 to 70 respectively, the presence of proline in the former segment 
brings about modifications in the helical probabilities of the latter 
segment. This is realized by observing that probabilities in the second 
segment are higher in PR0T3 than in PR0T3<|>, even in spite of the absence 
of prolyl residues between residues 52 and 70.
As stated before, helix initiation probability profiles are partic­
ularly important in that they provide us with a measure of the impact 
the proline residue produces in determining the regions of the peptide 
where the propensity to initiate order in an otherwise disordered struc­
ture is maximum. Myelin Basic Protein is a good model molecule. Prolyl 
residues count 12 among the total number of residues in Myelin Basic 
Protein. Of these twelve residues, seven are concentrated in the middle 
portion of the molecule, between residues 71 and 102. This region is 
lowest in helical content. In contrast, of the remaining five prolyl 
residues, two of them (res 7 and 123) are localized at the amino termini 
of the regions highest in helical content - residues 7 to 27 and 123 to 
163; two others (res 29 and 51) are localized at the commencement of 
regions of moderate helicity - residues 29 to 49 and 51 to 70.
It is interesting to note also that, as depicted in the initiation 
profiles of Figure 19b the statistical weight matrix of Eq. (3) when 
prolyl is assigned an s of zero (PR0T3<}>), and the statistical weight 
matrix of Eq. (30) produce in general very similar results. This anal­
ogy is due to restrictions imposed under Eq. (30) on a residue located 
at the immediate left of proline in the sequence. In general, this
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residue will occupy the coil state. This restriction is somewhat analo­
gous to assigning proline null statistical weights thus forcing its 
next-neighbor residue to be either in the end of a helix, or in a coil 
stretch of considerable length.
Lastly, it may be noticed that the helix initiation profilrs show 
rather strong differences in mainly two regions of the protein. The 
first and most obvious is at the amino end. In contrast to the ex­
pected, the original 8 X8 matrix formulation of Eq. (7) produces a larger 
thrust for the initiation of order in that region than the original 6 X6  
matrix of Eq. (3). This inversion of effects can be explained in terms
of the magnitude assigned to (pq) of proline. This value, it will be 
_2recalled is 1 X 10 . In the 6 X6  matrix the fourth root of 0.01 is
taken and one obtains 3.1 X 10 instead, for the 8 X8 matrix the sixth 
root of the same number yields 4.6 X 10 By realizing the relative 
isolation of this first segment of the molecule - this segment is pre­
ceded by essentially coil residues - we can understand why the 8 X8  
matrix formulation yields the higher probability of the two.
Glucagon, Secretin and VIP. Among the hormones capable of increas­
ing the concentration of cyclic AMP in specific target cells is glucagon. 
Also called hyperglycemic-glycogenolytic hormone, glucagon is a polypep­
tide hormone of the pancreas (Lehninger, 1977), secreted by the a cells 
of the islets of Langerhans into the blood whenever the blood glucose 
level drops below the normal value of about 80 mg/100 ml. Glucagon so 
released causes the liver to break down glycogen to restore the blood 
glucose to its normal level, thus counterbalancing the action of insu­
lin. Glucagon acts primarily on the liver.
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Modifications of glucagon at the carboxyl end are associated with 
reduced affinity for the glucagon receptor as measured by the inhibition 
of stereospecific binding of opioid antagonists like [3H] - Naloxone and 
[3H] - Etorphine at opiate receptors of guinea pig brain and porcine 
pituitary, whereas modifications at the amino end are associated with a 
loss of binding activity and biological potency as measured by the 
depression of electrically-induced contraction of myenteric-plexis 
muscle of guinea pig ileum and mouse vas deferens and also by the mouse 
tail-flick assay (Pedigo et al., 1975; Portoghese, 1965; Portoghese,
1966; Kosterlitz and Watt, 1968; for reviews in models for opiate recep­
tors, see Lee and Smith, 1980; and Goldstein, 1974).
Secretin, a hormone of the digestive tract, is produced by the 
duodenal mucosa. It stimulates the flow of pancreatic juice with a low 
enzyme concentration and of bile. Although secretin and glucagon are 
structurally related, they have distinctly different biological effects 
and are secreted by two different organs.
Vasoactive intestinal peptide is another glucagon-related hormone.
Like secretin, VIP stimulates the flow of pancreatic juice; like gluca­
gon, VIP stimulates duodenal secretion and inhibits gastric secretion.
Secretin, glucagon and VIP are known to produce their physiological 
effects by stimulating intracellular adenyl cyclase, with resulting 
glycogenolysis in liver cells, lipolysis in fat cells, and other ef­
fects .
Secretin and VIP are bound by one set of membrane receptors, where­
as glucagon is bound by another.
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Helix propagation and initiation probability profiles for glucagon, 
secretin and VIP calculated using Eqs. (3), (7) and (30) are depicted in 
Figs. 20-25. In all three peptides, proline is absent.
The small size of glucagon, as well as the absence of prolyl resi­
dues in its composition, produce essentially two kinds of profiles: the
one calculated in terms of the 6 X6 statistical weight matrix and those 
calculated in terms of the 8 X8 matrices. The regions calculated by the 
6 X6 matrix have always higher probabilities than the regions produced by 
the 8 X8 matrices (Figs. 2 0 a and 23a).
In secretin and VIP, the two kinds of helix propagation probability 
profiles produce basically the same helical regions when the parameters 
used are those of SOS (Figs. 2la and 22a).
In SOS, the regions of highest helix propagation probabilities 
start at approximately amino acid residue 14 for all three peptides.
Highest propagation probability resides in amino acid residues 
15-16, 1 6  and 1 8 for glucagon, secretin and VIP respectively (Figs. 20a,
2 1 a and 2 2 a).
Whereas the SOS induced helical segments in secretin and VIP are 
clearly localized in the area of amino acid residues 14-22 (Figs. 21a 
and 22a), the same cannot be said of glucagon (Fig. 20a); in the latter 
peptide there are two regions of high probability separated by a through 
at residue 18 (arginyl)!
Of the three peptides, VIP shows the highest helix propagation 
probability profile in SDS. Alanine at position 1 8  is the amino acid 
residue with the highest value for the probability in all three schemes 
(0.64, 0.67 and 0.70 for PR0T3, PR0T5, and PR0 T8 , respectively).
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Fig u.r.£ . 2.I-.20 f  an(j f f or  g i ucag0n i n SDS. 
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Figure 2.21 f and for secretin in SDS. 
(a, b)
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FRACTION MIDDLE VASOACTIVE INTESTINAL PEPTIDE 28R, SDS
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In the region of highest helicity, residues whose values of o and s 
have been enhanced are 6 , 5 and 4 for VIP, secretin and glucagon respec­
tively, with the amount of SDS induced helical content decreasing in 
that order (Figs. 2 0 a, 2 1 a and 22a).
The helix propagation probability profiles calculated using the 
matrix formulations of Eqs. (3), (7) and (30) reproduce basically the 
features of the profiles calculated using the 3X3 matrix of Eq. (1)
(Robinson et al., 1982).
The helix propagation probability profiles computed for glucagon, 
secretin and VIP when the parameters used are those appropriate for 
water as the solvent are shown in Figs. 23 to 25.
For glucagon in particular, the propagation profile in water pos­
sesses to a great extent the same features of the propagation probabili­
ty profile when the parameters appropriate for SDS are substituted - 
high probabilities localized in the area of amino acid residues 12-24, 
with a trough in between (Figs. 20a and 23a). Thus, we would like to 
suggest that conformational properties in the native structure of 
glucagon are dominated by short-range interactions.
In the case of secretin and VIP, the regions of high helix propaga­
tion probability profiles in SDS (Figs. 21a and 22a) are more localized 
than those using the parameters appropriate for water (Figs. 24a and 
25a).
Closely associated to the propagation probability profiles are 
initiation probability profiles (Figs. 20b-25b).
Due to the absence of prolyl residues in glucagon, secretin and 
VIP, the initiation probability profiles are essentially of two kinds 
also (Figs. 20b-25b): those produced by the 6 X6  matrix and those by the
Figure 2.23 f and f, for glucagon in water, 
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Figure 2,24 f and ^  for secretin in water, 
(a, b)
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8 X8 matrices. In the profile for glucagon in water and SDS, differences 
between the two kinds are minimized; in analogy to the propagation 
profiles two regions of higher helix initiation probabilities can be 
noticed (Figs. 20b and 23b). In contrast, secretin and VIP show essen­
tially a single region of highest probabilities located at residues 13 
and 13-14 respectively (Figs. 21b and 22b).
Conformational properties for glucagon, secretin and VIP in SDS are 





f 0.169 0.151 0.155
f .Pllmax
0.295 0.214 0.206
^max 16 15 15
V 9.8 11.5 10.9
Secretin , SDS Parameters




imax 16 1 6 16
V 1 0 . 2 1 1 . 6 1 1 . 1
VIP, SDS Parameters




imax 18 18 18
V 1 1 . 0 1 2 . 0 11.7
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2
One- and three-letter code used for amino acid residues
A (Ala) Alanine
C (Cys) Cysteine
D (Asp) Aspartic Acid


















EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
POLY (L-GLU, L-LYS; 1.15:4) CONFORMATIONS 
IN WATER AND IONIC DETERGENT SOLUTIONS
Introduction
The purpose of this study is twofold. Our immediate interests lie, 
first, in the study of the temperature and pH-dependence of the confor­
mational transitions of a glutamic acid-lysine copolymer in water; and 
second, in the investigation of the spectral changes, if any, that 
result when the copolymer is in the presence of ionic detergents and 
lipids in solution.
An aim of studying synthetic polyamino acids has been one of model­
ing the interactions taking place in proteins in solution when dominated 
.by long-range electrostatic interactions. This study is no exception —  
the polyaroino acid under study is rather suitable since it contains both 
positively and negatively charged amino acids in the same moiety. In 
addition, the solubility of the polyamino acid covers a wider range of 
pH than either of the parent homopolyamino acids.
In this fashion, the effects electrostatic interactions have in 






The copolymer, in the form of the hydrobromide, was obtained from 
Miles-Yeda Ltd. A molecular weight of 102,000 and an L-glutamic Acid:L- 
lysine amino acid residue ratio of 1.15:4 were reported (Lot No. GLLY 2). 
Due to absorption of bromide ions in the ultraviolet region it is cus­
tomary to obtain the hydrochloride. For this purpose, the polymer was 
extensively dialyzed against 3M NaCl, and then against water, after 
which lyophilization produced amorphous crystals (crystals in which 
ordered and disordered regions coexist) on a 39% yield.
L-alpha-lysophosphatidyl choline (palmitoyl) and L-alpha- 
phosphatidic acid (dipalmitoyl) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. 
Phosphatidyl glycerol (sodium salt) was obtained from Calbiochem, and 
sodium dodecyl sulfate from Matheson, Coleman and Bell.
Methods
Stock solutions of the copolymer, the detergent and the lipids were 
prepared. In all cases distilled, deionized water was used. Further 
solutions were obtained by dilution of the concentrated stock solutions. 
The concentration of the stock solution of the copolymer, as determined 
by total Kjeldlahl Nitrogen method was of 1.982 ± 0.312 mg/ml. Diges­
tion of the sample was performed using a Technicon BD-20 Block Digester 
and following Technicon Instruments Corp. Industrial Method No. 369- 
75A/B. Nitrogen in the BD acid digests was determined using Technicon 
Auto Analyzer II and by following their Industrial Method No. 334-74W/B. 
Both instruments were kindly provided by Dr. Stanley Biede.
For the digestion, 15 ml aliquots of the stock solutions were 
placed in a digestion tube, followed by addition of 1 0 ml of concen­
trated sulfuric acid, boiling chips and a salt/catalyst mixture. The 
salt/catalyst mixture consisted of (potassium sulfate) and red HgO
(mercuric oxide). The former raises the boiling temperature of the 
digestion mixture, and the latter shortens the digestion time. As 
stated in the Industrial Method, the determination of Nitrogen is based 
on a colorimetric method in which an emerald-green color is formed by 
the reaction of ammonia, sodium salicylate, sodium nitroprusside and 
sodium hypochlorite (chlorine source) in a buffered alkaline medium at a 
pH of 12.8-13.0. The ammonia-salicylate complex is read at 660 nm. 
Concentrations were derived from the heights of the peaks produced on 
the recording unit. A set of standard solutions of concentrations 2, 5, 
10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 ppm of Nitrogen, along with a blank sample (all 
reagents less sample) were prepared. The chemical used for the prepara­
tion of the standard samples was (NH^^SO^ (ammonium sulfate), dried at 
110° overnight in an air-evacuated oven. The standard samples and the 
blank were carried through the entire digestion procedure, along with 
the samples of unknown concentration.
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the copolymer were obtained
using a Durrum-Jasco J-20 recording spectropolarimeter, calibrated to a
2mean molar ellipticity of 291 nm = 7260 deg-cm /dmol for d-10-
camphorsulphonic acid in water at 25°C (Cassim and Yang, 1970). Cell 
temperature was measured before and after each scan, using a Yellow 
Springs Instr. Co. telethermometer, with the thermocouple placed di­
rectly on the cell. A constant temperature water circulator was fit to 
the cell holder. The cell path length was 10 mm in all cases. Baseline
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measurements were made at 5°C to improve the signal-noise ratio, espe­
cially for high values of pH and for wavelengths smaller than 200 nm. 
Measurements of pH were made with a Beckman 3500 digital pH meter 
equipped with a combination electrode. Hydrochloric acid (HC1) and 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) of concentrations 0 . 0 1  M were prepared from 
standard 1.0 M solutions.
Typical uncertainties in the ellipticity measurements at, for
2example, 222 nm and 216 nm are 500 and 500-1200 deg-cm /dmol, respec­
tively.
Sodium error is introduced in the high pH rank by the glass elec­
trode. Thus, the reported pH values have been corrected according to 
Beckman Inst. Co. instruction No. 015-555600. Corrections for combina­
tion pH electrodes are made by use of sodium-ion correction nomograph 
225-N, shown in Fig. 3 of the above mentioned instruction manual. For 
example, for a pH scale reading of 12.35, a temperature of 25°C and a 
sodium-ion concentration of 0.10 mol/lt, the pH correction is 0.22.
Results
Figures 1, 2 and 3 depict the temperature dependence of the CD 
spectra of the (L-glutamic acid, L-lysine) copolymer at different proton 
concentrations (pH).
The CD spectra at low pH values is shown in Fig. 1. An intense 
negative CD band below 200 nm, typical of polypeptides in the random 
coil conformation is prominent at all temperatures. A small positive 
band around 216 nm and characteristic of a random coil also is observa­
ble for the lower temperatures. For the higher temperatures, the promi­
nence at around 2 1 6  nm is still seen, although it now lies below the
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Figure 3.1 Circular dichroism of P(E;K) in water. 
pH=4.85; c=0.0265 mg/ml. P(E;K) is 
poly-(L-glutamic acid :L-lysine; 1.15:4).
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baseline and thus is negative. The lowest wavelength at which measure­
ments were conducted (196 nm) may not correspond to the extreme on the 
CD spectra.
Fig. 2 shows the consequences of a decrease in the concentration of 
protons in solution. The change in pH has yielded CD spectra of a 
different nature for all temperatures but one. These spectra are char­
acterised, first by the development of negative ellipticities above 
2 1 0  nm, centered around 2 2 0  nm, and then by the replacement of the 
strong negative band below 2 0 0  nm by a less intense one whose peak is 
shifted to 200 nm. In contrast, further increase in pH, as shown in 
Fig. 3, results in one-band spectra whose maximum intensities lay mostly 
around 2 2 0  nm.
The pH of aqueous solutions of the (L-lysine, L-glutamic acid) 
copolymer was modified by adding 0.01 M NaOH or 0.01 M HC1 as required.
After each addition, time was given for the pH to stabilize. The CD 
spectra of samples of various pH was then obtained at room temperature 
(Fig. 4).
pH values partition the spectra in two classes: those with pH
below 8.2 and those with pH above 8.2.
In the first class negative ellipticies are present at wavelengths 
less than 200 nm, with small positive bands peaked at around 214 nm.
For the second class, broad negative bands substitute the small positive 
bands of the former class of spectra.
Fig. 5 compares the spectra of aqueous solutions of the polymer in 
the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), L-alpha-lysophosphatidyl 
choline (L-alpha LPCP) and phosphatidyl glycerol (PG). Small changes, 
if any, are brought about by the zwitterionic lipid L-alpha LPCP when





Figure 3.5 Circular dichroism of P(E;K) in SDS 
alphaLPCP, and PG. pH= 5.5-5.9; c=0 
mg/ml ; mean t=31.5C.
L-
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the spectrum is compared to that in water at similar temperature and pH
(Fig. 1). Instead, the spectrum in SDS presents a negative band of
2intensity -7,700 deg-cm /dmol at 214 nm with a shoulder at around 220- 
222 nm. PG produces a more complex specrum, although at least two 
negative bands can be distinguished-one forms below 206 nm, the other is 
centered around 2 2 2  nm.
Discussion
pH and Temperature Effects
The low intensities observed around 222 nm in Fig. 1 suggest a
predominantly disordered structure. Slightly negative temperature
2coefficients dfO^jg/dT of about -59 deg-cm /dmol-K are those charac­
teristic for completely disordered homopolypeptides bearing side chains 
of the -C^R type (Mattice et al., 1972; Mattice and Harrison, 1975), 
and for completely ionized poly (L-glutamic acid) (Mattice and Lo,
1972).
The changes in the spectra of Fig. 2 seem to indicate the formation 
of ordered structures of the alpha-helix type.
In Fig. 3, temperature effects show as gradual changes in the CD 
spectra, and not as abrupt changes which would otherwise indicate the 
occurrence of a temperature-dependent conformational transition. The 
spectra, essentially composed of one band, with a trough at around 
2 2 0  nm or less seem to indicate the formation of some beta-structure.
The exception occurs in the measurement made at room temperature (26°C; 
spectrum not shown in figure). In such instance, the spectrum suggests 
the coexistence of statistical coils.
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This is analogous to the effects observed in one of the parent 
molecules. When heating aqueous solutions of Poly (L-lys) at alkaline 
pH, Sarkar and Doty (1966), and Li and Spector, (1969), observed that 
poly-L-lysine is converted from the alpha-helical form to the beta- 
configuration. In the same fashion, poly-L-lysine and the copolymer 
used in this work exist mainly as alpha-helical conformations at low 
temperatures, although the copolymer is at all time 'contaminated,' to 
a degree, with a percentage of random coils. This is best represented
in the conformational 'phase diagram' of Fig. 6 .
This 'phase diagram' was deduced from the shapes and intensities of 
all the measured spectra. Although incomplete and qualitative fashion, 
the diagram assists in assigning regions of stability for the alpha-, 
beta- or random coil conformations. For cases in which two or more 
conformations coexist, their order of appearance in a label, for example
alpha + beta, is in order of decreasing importance.
The temperature coefficients obtained from Fig. 3, dlO^jg/dT, are 
now positive, suggesting that the ordered structures present are ther­
mally labile.
The wavelength at which the circular dichroism intercepts the zero 
axis could not be measured in many instances due to absorption of light 
in the ultraviolet region by OH ions, whose concentration is much 
larger at alkaline pH's.
Changes in the pH of the solution have profound effects on the 
conformations of poly (L-glu,L-lys) as manifested in the CD spectra 
represented in Fig. 4. The low intensities observed at low pH values 
suggest a predominantly disordered structure. Drastic changes occur
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after the pH is increased above 8 . These changes are those character­
istic when appreciable amounts of ordered structure are induced, al­
though the variation in the location of the minima and the intensities 
of the bands suggest no conformational states of the polymer are visited 
to the exclusion of others.
Quantitatively then, it is evident that the pH shifts the conforma­
tional stability of the polyaminoacid.
Based on the intrinsic pK's for the L-glutamyl and L-lysyl residue,
Fig. 7 shows the states of ionization of the copolymer in a wide range 
of pH values. It will be noticed that the isoelectric point lies some­
where between pH 4.3 and pH 10.8.
Detergent and Lipid Effects
Anionic entities like SDS and phosphatidyl glycerol (PG), produce 
significant changes in copoly (L-lys; L-glu) (Fig. 5); these changes 
include, in the case of PG, the formation of bands, whose negative 
ellipticity around 204 and 2 2 0  nm are those expected of alpha-helix 
formation.
Even though the spectrum for the copolymer in SDS does not lend 
itself unambiguously to interpretation, it is at least clear that it 
originates by the formation of more than one type of ordered structure.
Expectations based on the assumption of an electrostatic interac­
tion between the bipolar head group of the lipid, and the alternating 
positive and negative side chains of the amino acid residues that make 
the polymer would indicate the occurrence of a conformational change 
induced in P(E;K) in a solution containing L-alpha-LPCP. Experiment 
seems to indicate the contrary, as evidenced on the corresponding spec­
trum of Fig. 5. Such spectrum is characteristic of a statistical coil.
Figure3.7 The states of ionization of P(E;K). 
x=l /l.15, 2/1.15, 3/1.15, 4/1.15. 
The glutaminyl residues do not 







43 < pH < 10*8
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As factors capable of explaining the absence of instantaneous 
conformational change we may cite at least two. First, the amino acid 
sequence of the copolymer might not be truly random. In order to see 
the consequences of this factor, let us say that the random probability 
of appearance of a glutamyl residue (1.15/5.15 = 0.22), would produce on 
the average sequences of the following type:
e"k+k+k+k+e "k+k+k+k+e~k+k+k+k+e" (I)
Notice that these sequences are susceptible to interaction with the 
bipolar head of the lipid since when residue 'i1 is Glu residue 'i + 3' 
or 'i + 4’ is Lys (Hamed and Mattice, 1982). If glutamyl residue se­
quences are formed whose average length is more than one, then inter­
residue distances appropiate for complexation of the lipid to the mole­
cule are absent or much less in number. For example, the sequence
k+k+k+k+e"e‘e~e"k+k+k+k+k+k+k+k+ (II)
whose number of glutamyl and lysyl residues is the same as before would 
have only one pair of Glu-Lys residues in positions i and i + 3/i + 4, 
as opposed to three of these pairs on the first sequence presented.
As an alternative reason, we may postulate that even though the 
binding constant for the reaction between the polyamino acid and the 
lipid may be large, the reaction rate may be small.
The latter explanation seems to be supported by the fact that two 
weeks after the addition of the lipid to the solution containing P(E;K), 
a very fine precipitate appeared in the solution containing the phos­
phatidyl lipid. Dichroic bands were absent down to 190 nm.
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Thus, this seems to suggest the formation and association of a 
copolymer-zwitterionic lipid complex whose formation rate is rather 
small.
Attempts to measure the CD spectra of the copolymer in a suspension 
of the anionic lipid L-alpha-phosphatidic acid dipalmitoyl (salt) in 
water were not successful. Even though a precipitate could not be 
noticed, the CD spectrum below 210 nm was composed only of weak bands of 
uncharacteristic shapes and intensities.
Fig. 8 summarizes in the form of an optical titration curve some of 
the results stated earlier for the behaviour of P(E;K) in aqueous solu­
tions. A drastic development of negative intensities takes place within
4 pH units, from pH 8 to pH 12. In this pH interval, ellipticities
2range from 0 to -15,000 deg-cm /dmol.
In concluding we may say that whereas it is clear that detergents 
and lipids bearing negative polar head groups like the ones used in this 
work induce instantaneous conformational changes in random copolyamino 
acids of L-lysine and L-glutamic acid, the nature and characteristics of 
the interactions with bivalent polar head groups like those present in 
zwitterionic lipids are not well defined.
Calculations
Statistical mechanical calculations of the kind described in the 
Introduction of this Dissertation provide the theoretical framework for 
rationalization of the experimental data in the case of helix-coil 
transitions induced by the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate. This is 
achieved by a model that assumes the parameters sigma and s for a par­
ticular amino acid residue are unaffected by the detergent unless the 
amino acid side chain bears a positive charge (Mattice et al., 1976).
Figure 3.3 The optical titration curve of P(E;K) in water. 
Mean t=23C.









Nevertheless, the conformational properties of poly-(L-lysine) and
L-lysine oligomers in SDS as studied by optical rotatory dispersion
-4(ORD) and CD indicate that SDS in low concentrations (around 10 M) 
converts the disordered form of poly (L-lysine) and its oligomers in 
neutral solution to the beta-conformation (Sarkar and Doty, 1966;
Townend et al., 1966; Li and Spector, 1969; Satake and Yang, 1975;
Mattice and Harrison, 1976).
As stated previously, analogies are found between the conforma­
tional phase diagrams of poly-(L-lysine) and the L-lysine-L-glutaraic 
acid copolymer of this work. Since the CD spectra in SDS as shown in 
Fig. 9 does not lend itself easily to an unambiguous interpretation from 
which helical contents could be derived by measuring the ellipticity at 
2 2 2  nm a different technique was used to deduce the average secondary 
structures - alpha-helical, beta-sheet, random coil-from the measured CD 
spectra.
Assuming that the optical activity in the 190 nm to 230 nm is 
dominated by the peptide backbone, we can consider a protein simply as a 
linear combination of energy regions corresponding to the three polypep­
tide backbone structures of interest. Poly-L-lysine is capable of 
assuming more than one conformation when environmental conditions are 
altered. (Davidson and Fasman, 1967). Knowing that at least 77% of the 
copolymer is lysyl residues in composition strongly suggests using 
poly-L-lysine as the stereotype molecule. Poly-L-lysine provides a set 
of basis spectra, i.e., a CD spectrum for each, the pure alpha-helix, 
the pure beta-sheet and the random coils conformation. Under these 
circumstances, the CD at a given wavelength is given by
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Figure 3.9 Circular dichroism of P(E;K) in SDS 
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where 16°)^, [0 °]JJ and [0 °]£C are the measured ellipticities of the 
corresponding pure conformation, and fQ, fp and ffc are the actual 
fractional compositions of each of the secondary structure types.
j* c[0°]^ is a function of temperature. They satisfy the relationship
f + fc +f = 1 . (2 )a p rc
Thus, to obtain f , f„ and f once the intensities of the pure confor- * a* P rc *
mations are known, along with the experimentally determined [0 ], one 
chooses a set of wavelengths Â , and proceeds to solve a simultaneous 
set of linear equations
ioi*. = ye°i“.+ ye°i>!.+ (3)
The system of equations is solved using Cramer’s rule (Sokolnikoff 
and Redheffer, 1958), for the CD spectrum of copoly-(L-lys; L-glu) in 
SDS at 31.5°C and pH 5.5. The chosen wavelengths are Aj = 208 nm;
= 216 nm; A^ = 222 nm. Results are as follows:
f = -4.4 x 1 0 - 2  = -0.044 a
fp = 6.7 x 1 0 1 = 0.67 (4)
f = 8.7 x 101 = 0.87 rc
Naturally, f is approximated by zero.
Even though the precision of the calculation is not maximum due to 
the assumptions and the uncertainties involved in the magnitudes for 
[0 °), it is clear that, to a large extent the alpha-helix is almost
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non-existing under those circumstances. That is, SDS has induced pre­
dominantly beta-structures, rather than alpha-helices, in poly-(L-lys;
L-glu).
Thus, caution should constantly be exercised in the determination 
of f solely in terms of the expression
f = 181 - [B°]rC (5)
[6°]“ - [e°]rc
(where A, is usually 222 nm) since it assumes only alpha helices and
random coils are present. Here [0°]222 = anc* ^®°^222 = “36,000
o± 3,000 deg-cm /dmol (Greenfield and Fasman, 1969). Expression (5)
yields for the present case
f = 0.32! a
When comparing the CD spectrum in SDS of Fig. 5 to the computed CD 
spectra of Greenfield and Fasman (1969), the spectrum of Fig. 5 was 
found to have shapes and intensities very close to their spectra 3 and 4 
of Fig. 8 . These spectra are the results of their computation for 
60-40%, and 40-60% beta-structure-random chain, with no helix present. 
These results are in qualitative agreement with our reported f̂ , fp and 
f , as calculated from the system of linear equations, Eq. (3).
Fig. 2 of Greenfield and Fasman (1969), presents the spectra com­
puted for 0 % beta-sheet and different combinations of alpha-helix and 
random chain. None of these spectra came close neither in intensities 
nor in shapes to our experimentally determined spectrum on SDS.
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CHAPTER 4
SOLUTION CONFORMATIONS OF THE PITUITARY 
OPIOID PEPTIDE DYNORPHIN-O-13)
Introduction
Opiates, like other drugs, are believed to initiate their effects 
in the central nervous system by binding to specific receptors on the 
cell membrane (Lee and Smith, 1980).
Dynorphin is a potent pituitary opioid peptide whose amino terminal 
pentapeptide has the amino acid sequence of leucine-enkephalin 
(Goldstein et al., 1979). The amino terminal tridecapeptide has been 
shown to be Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys 
(Goldstein et al., 1979). A fragment with the amino acid sequence of 
the N-terminal octapeptide has been isolated from porcine hypothalami 
(Kangawa et al., 1981). Dynorphin-(1-13) and dynorphin-(1-8) exhibit 
significant opiate activity, with the longer peptide being the more 
potent. These observations are consistent with the suggestion 
(Goldstein, 1974; Goldstein et al., 1979) that the tail of dynorphin- 
(1-13) is important in receptor binding.
Theoretical studies of the conformational changes expected in 
endogenous opioid peptides when they interact with anionic detergents 
and lipids have been performed in this work (Chapter 2) and elsewhere 
(Mattice and Robinson, 1981). The information used for the studies has 
been described in the Introduction of this dissertation.
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Acidic lipids have been suggested to be active components of the 
brain opiate receptor (Loh et al., 1975; Loh et al., 1977; Loh et al.,
1978).
In their theoretical study, Mattice and Robinson (1981a), examined 
conformational changes induced by acidic lipids in endogenous peptides 
which contain the amino acid sequence of enkephalin. Among the peptides 
studied were dynorphin-(1-8), dynorphin-(1-13), as well as a- and p-neo- 
endorphin. All peptides examined were nearly devoid of helical content 
in water. However, with the exception of the shortest peptides, appre­
ciable helical content could be developed in the presence of acidic 
lipids. The helicity is especially well developed in the potent opioid 
peptide dynorphin-(1-13). The ordering influence in this peptide occurs 
in a region closer to the enkephalin sequence than is the case in p- 
endorphin (Mattice and Robinson, 1981b). The ordering influence is 
stronger in dynorphin-(1-13) than in dynorphin-(1 -8 ).
In this chapter are reported the results of a circular dichroism 
study of dynorphin-(1-13). As will be seen, the results confirm the 
major conclusions from the theoretical work.
Methods
Experimental
The peptide dynorphin-(1-13) (Molecular weight 1604; Lot 40F-0109), 
L-a-lysophosphatidylcholine (palmitoyl), and L-a-phosphatidic acid 
(dipalmitoyl) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company. Phosphatidyl 
glycerol (sodium salt) was obtained from Calbiochem, and sodium dodecyl 
sulfate from Matheson, Coleman and Bell.
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Dynorphin-(1-13) solutions investigated experimentally had concen­
trations in the range 0.0052-0.026 mg/ml. They were prepared by dilu­
tion of a concentrated stock solution. The concentrated stock solution 
was prepared by simply adding deionized, distilled water to the peptide.
The concentration of the stock solution was determined by Dr. E. W.
Blakeney, Jr. by quantitative analysis of the acid hydrolysate using a 
Beckman 119 amino acid analyzer. The stock solution was 0.052 mg/ml in 
dynorphin-(1-13) concentration.
The concentrations of the lysolecithin, phosphatidic acid and
-4 -5phosphatidyl glycerol solutions were 2 x 1 0  M, 8 x 1 0  M and 
-4
1 x 1 0  M respectively. 2  ml aliquots of the lipid stock solutions 
were added to the peptide solutions, after which the pH was adjusted 
using 0.1 M NaOH or HC1 as needed. Then, water was added up to the 
desired volume.
Circular dichroism spectra were measured using a Durrum-Jasco J-20 
recording spectropolarimeter calibrated with d- 1 0  camphorsulfonic acid 
(Cassim and Yang, 1970a; Chapter 2 of this Dissertation). The cell path 
length was 10 mm in all cases. Since the signal-to-noise ratio was 
found to be more favorable (larger) at lower temperatures, the measure­
ments were performed at 5°C. Temperature measurements were as described 
in the Experimental Methods section of Chapter 3.
Baseline measurements were determined by using solutions of similar 
pH and composition as the dynorphin-(1-13) sample solution.
Theoretical
The formulation of configuration partition functions along with the 
results for dynorphin-(1-13) in water and SDS are presented in Figure 17 
and Tables XII and XV of Chapter 2.
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Results
Circular Dichroism in Water
Figure 1 depicts the circular dichroism spectra of dynorphin-(l-13)
in water at 5, 25, and 54°C. Additional spectra (not shown for the sake
of clarity) at 15°C and 35°C demonstrate that the temperature effect is
essentially monotonic. At 5°C the dominant feature is a strong negative
2band near 197 nm with ellipticity of about -26,000 deg-cm /dmol. A much 
weaker, positive band occurs at a higher wavelength - 216 nm - with
[0]2 î  being about +1,400 deg-cm /dmol. Increasing temperature produces 
a loss of intensity for the strong negative band and also causes a 
change in sign for the circular dichroism near 216 nm.
Anionic Detergents and Anionic Lipids
Figure 2 shows that sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) produces a signif­
icant change in the circular dichroism of dynorphin-(1-13). Negative 
ellipticites develop above 208 nm, decreasing in intensity as the 250 nm 
wavelength mark is approached.
Several attempts to measure the CD spectra of dynorphin-(1-13) in 
the presence of anionic lipids were unsuccessful (chemical structures 
shown in Appendix), A suspension or precipitate formed quickly upon 
addition of L-a-phosphatidic acid (dipalmitoyl) or phosphatidyl glycerol 
to dynorphin-(1-13). While the nature of any conformational change 
remains uncharacterized, it is at least clear that dynorphin-(1-13) 
interacts with these anionic lipids.
Zwitterionic Lipids
The CD of dynorphin-(l-13) is affected somewhat by L-a- 
lysophosphatidyl choline (Lysolecithin; Fig. 2). The positive band that
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Figure 4.1 Circular dichroism of dynorphin-(1-13) in 
water at A: 5C; B: 25C; C: 54C. pH=6.7.
210200 2 20 240230
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Figure 4.2 Circular dichroism of dynorphin-(1-13)
-35C in A: water; B: 3.6 x 10 M SDS; C: 

















was present in water at 2 1 6  nra is still there, although it experiences a 
red shift. However, the changes seen cannot arise from an increase in 
helical content, as is immediately apparent from behavior of the CD near 
2 2 2  nm.
Discussion
The temperature effect of dynorphin-(1-13) in water is determined
from a plot of [0] vs. absolute temperature. For a wavelength of
216 nm, the points fit a straight line of slope dlB^-^/dT - -90 deg- 
2cm /dmol K. The temperature effect is then compared with d[0]/dT of 
several synthetic polyaminoacids known to be statistical coils 
(Table I).
The circular dichroism spectra show then that dynorphin-(1-13) has 





PHEGa 215 - 50 Mattice et al. 
(1972)
PLLb 218 - 95 Epand et al. 
(1974)







Development of negative ellipticity above 208 nm is to be expected
if SDS induces Of-helix formation. The helical content can be estimated
from the measured ellipticity at 222 nm. For this purpose we use +1,400 
2and -36,000 deg-cm /dmol, respectively, for the disordered and com­
pletely helical conformations. The former is the experimental result 
for PHEG in water at this temperature (Mattice et al., 1972), and the 
latter is widely used for completely helical polypeptides (Greenfield 
and Fasman, 1969; Cassim and Yang, 1970b). The experimental ellipticity 
for dynorphin-(1-13) then yields a helical content of 17% on SDS, and 2% 
only when the ellipticity used is that measured in water. The results 
calculated using the statistical weight matrices described in Chapter 2 
all yield helical contents of 1% or less in water and of 9 to 19% (6 x 6  
and 3 x 3  matrix respectively) in SDS.
Computed helix probability profiles are depicted in Figure 17 of 
Chapter 2. The profiles are discussed in detail in that chapter.
Zwitterionic Lipids
The spectrum produced by the lysolecithin retains the essential 
features associated with a random coil conformation. Thus, anionic 
lipids are more effective than zwitterionic lipids in producing order in 
dynorphin-(l-13), as must be the case if assumptions vital to the theo­
retical work are correct (see Chapter 2, this work; also Mattice et al., 
1976; Mattice et al., 1980; Mattice and Robinson, 1981b).
Conclusion
The three circular dichroism spectra reported in Figure 2 emphasize 
the importance of the polar head group for the induction of order in
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV
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LOCAL STRESS IN THE a-TROPOMYOSIN DIMER 
CROSSLINKED AT CYSTEINYL RESIDUE 190
Introduction
In the denaturation of a protein, a relatively rigid, highly spe­
cific conformation of the macromolecule is tranformed into a random 
coil, characterized by a great deal of motional freedom about the cova­
lent bonds of the backbone and also the side chain (Chao and Holtzer, 
1975).
The muscle protein tropomyosin (Tm) is important not only biolog­
ically, because it plays a regulatory role in muscle contraction (Ebashi 
and Kodama, 1965; idem, 1966), but also structurally, because it is a 
rod-like molecule of about Mf = 6 8 , 0 0 0  made up of two parallel a-helical 
subunit chains of about equal molecular weight (Holtzer et al., 1965; 
Caspar et al., 1969; Cohen et al., 1973; Hodges et al., 1973). Skeletal 
Tm preparations from different sources differ in ratios of two kinds of 
chains, Of and p. It is possible that these two subunits differ slightly 
in amino acid content (Cummins and Perry, 1973) although their molecular 
weights are rather close. An important difference in amino acid content 
is that the a-chain contains one cysteine located at position 190 (Stone 
et al., 1974) and the p-chain contains two cysteines at positions 36 and 
190. 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoate) (JH^) reacts with these cysteines 
to form disulfide bonds between the two chains of Tm (Lehrer, 1975). 
Since the conversion of SH to S-S by Nbs2  requires close proximity of
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two SH groups, strong evidence for the model of Tm structure in which 
both chains are in register was obtained (Lehrer, 1978). It has been 
shown also that rabbit skeletal Tm is essentially composed of a mixture 
of aa and ap chains (Lehrer, 1978; Eisenberg and Kielley, 1974;
Yamaguchi et al., 1974).
This work will be devoted to the theoretical calculation of the 
fraction helix in crosslinked aa rabbit tropomyosin coiled-coil in­
register dimer, each chain of which comprises 284 residues (Hodges 
et al., 1972; Stone and Smillie, 1978; Mak et al., 1979).
The coiled-coil a-helix, as postulated by Crick (1953), is a clear 
example of a supersecondary structure. In this structure two a-helices 
are wound around each other, forming a left-handed superhelix with a 
repeat distance of about 14oS. Coiled-coil a-helices have been found in 
the fiber proteins a-keratin, paramyosin and light meromyosin as well 
(Schulz and Schirmer, 1979). The coiled-coil a-helix structure can be 
derived by superimposing cylindrical plots of two adjacent a-helices.
The angle between a-helices is around 10°. <|> and »Jj angles deviate
sightly from the values for a straight a-helix. The structurally re­
peating unit in each chain is a heptapeptide: every seventh residue is
at an equivalent position at the superhelix axis (Figure 1). This 7 . 0  
residue repeat is slightly smaller than the 7.2 residues per two turns 
of a straight a-helix. If the amino acid sequence of the chain is 
described by the formula (abcdefg)m all residues 'a' (or b, c, d, e, f, 
g, respectively) are at structurally equivalent positions (figure 1 ).
The known amino acid sequences of tropomyosin (Stone et al., 1975) and 
a-keratin (Parry et al., 1977) show a pattern that allows for the ener­
getically favorable meshing of hydrophobic side chains: positions a and
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Figure 5.1 Cross-section of a parallel coiled-coil alpha- 
helix. Q3lpha pOSitions are labeled alphabetic­
ally along the polypeptide chains, with a and a 1 
at the same height.
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d. Polar residues are usually found interacting with the solvent at the 
outer surface positions: b, c, and f. In tropomyosin, positions e and
g frequently contain charged residues forming salt bridges with their 
counter parts g 1 and e', respectively.
For tropomyosin then chemical data in conjunction with x-ray and 
electron microscope data (Caspar et al., 1969; Stewart, 1975; Stewart 
and McLachlan, 1976) have shown that the a-helices are parallel.
Because of their structural simplicity, two chain, a-helical, 
coiled-coils are natural model systems for developing insights into the 
factors giving rise to conformational stability in proteins.
Methods
In the absence of long-range interactions, helix-coil transition 
theory predicts monomeric a-tropomyosin would have a helical content of 
about 14% in physiological media at low temperatures (Mattice et al., 
1980; Chapter 2 this work). Dimeric a-tropomyosin is observed to be 
over 90% helical under these conditions (Cohen and Szent-Gyorgi, 1957; 
Holtzer et al., 1965; Woods, 1976; Lehrer, 1978; Edwards and Sykes,
1980; Crimmins et al., 1981; Wu et al., 1981). The enhanced helical 
content is observed in a-tropomyosin dimers which are either covalently 
or noncovalently crosslinked. In both cases interchain helix-helix 
interaction, presumably of a hydrophobic and electrostatic nature, is 
the major factor responsible for the high helicity (Hodges et al., 1972; 
McLachlan and Stewart, 1975; Stone and Smillie, 1978; Mak et al., 1979).
Enhanced helicity of the a-tropomyosin dimer can be rationalized by 
an extension of Zimm-Bragg helix-coil transition theory (Zimm and Bragg, 
1959; Introduction, this work) to the case of in-register, two-chain,
coiled-coil polypeptides (Skolnick and Holtzer, 1982). In such paper 
the overall helical content is dependent upon a parameter w related to 
the free energy difference of a helical residue in the isolated single 
chain and in the two-chain, coiled coil. The crosslinked dimer is a 
simple case to treat, since the case of uncrosslinked molecules allows 
for an equilibrium to exist between monomers and dimers.
In order to make the models physically simple and mathematically 
tractable, Skolnick and Holtzer make the following assumptions, which 
preserve the essential physics of the problem:
(1) The theory is developed in terms of isolated; single chain 
Zimm-Bragg parameters a and s appropriate to each type of 
amino acid residue.
(2) The crosslinking has no effect on a and s of the cysteine 
residues.
(3) The statistical weight of a randomly coiled residue is as­
signed a value of unity whether the possiblity of loop forma­
tion exists or not. In other words, loop entropy is ignored.
(4) The possibility of mis-matched association between residues on 
different chains is excluded. This is, out-of-register asso­
ciations in partially helical dimers are ignored.
(5) Any helical residue on a given chain experiences an increased 
stabilization relative to an isolated chain when the corre­
sponding residue on the neighboring chain is also helical.
With these assumptions in mind, let us consider then a two-chain, 
coiled coil, in which each, chain 1 and chain 2 , contains n residues.
Let us denote a randomly coil (or helical) residue on chain j as c(j)
(or h(j)).
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When the i-th residue on both chains is in a helical state, 
h(l)h(2 ), there is assumed to be an enhanced probability w1 of this 
conformation relative to that in the two isolated chains, w1 is assumed 
to be independent of whether helical residues "i" occur in the middle or 
at the beginning of a stretch of h(l)h(2 ) pairs.
The statistical weight matrix Ih for the i-th pair of segments, in 
terms of the helix initiation (ô ) and helix stability (ŝ ) parameters 




i-l-th pair c(l)c(2 ) c(l)h(2 ) h(l)c(2 ) h(l)h(2 )
c(l)c(2 ) 1 CT2 S 2 alSl o1 SjCT2 s2w
c(l)h(2 ) 1
S 2 CT1 S 1 alsls2 W
h(l)c(2 ) 1 a2 S 2 S 1 S1CT2 S2 W
h(l)h(2 ) 1
s 2 S 1
SjS2W
(1)
The statistical weight matrix U. for the i-th pair may be written in the
compact form
U. = u:i 1
0  w
(2)
Where B U« is the direct product matrix formed from and U10; U* is
rwl <*£ ~  J. *v 4. ‘- 'J
the statistical weight matrix for the i-th residue on the isolated chain 






E is the three-dimensional identity matrix, and 0 represents a rectangu­
lar field of zeros.
Then, the partition function for the cross linked, two-chain mole­
cule is (Flory, 1969)
n
Zgd = row(1 ,0,0,0)[ n U.JcolCl,1 ,1 ,1 ) (4)
i=l
If all w1 = 1, the chains do not interact, an Zsd reduces, as it must, 
to the product of the partition functions of the isolated cains. If 
w1 > 1 , the interaction of the chains favors helix formation.
The interacting individual residue model just described brings out 
some essential features of the helix-coil transition in two-chain, 
coiled-coils. However, it cannot be taken literally since it is physi­
cally impossible for every residue to be in contact with its neighbor in 
the opposite chain (see Fig. 1). In Tm, in order to have a net favora­
ble interaction between chains, perhaps as many as seven consecutive 
helical residues on each strand must occur. Another possibility is that 
the helical sequence of four residues (a,b,c,d) and the helical sequence 
of three residues (e,f,g) may be individually stabilized in a helical 
dimer.
The above requirements led Skolnick and Holtzer to make use of the 
coarse-graining approximation (Crothers and Kallenbach, 1966) in which 
an isolated polymer molecule is conceptually divided into blocks con­
taining m (in this case m = 7 or m = 4,3) residues per block. The 
corresponding statistical weight matrices may be found in Eq. (37) of 
Skolnick and Holtzer's paper.
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Skolnick and Holtzer also formulated a model of the helix-coil 
transition in non-crosslinked dimers, thus taking into account the 
possibility of equilibrium between monomers and dimers. The observed 
stability of non-crosslinked a-tropomyosin dimers, as revealed by tem­
perature-dependent CD spectra (Holtzer et al., 1982) can be reproduced 
if w is about 1.3 for each pair of residues at 30°C. Holtzer et al.
(1982), presented new data for the a-helix content of non-crosslinked 
and crosslinked a-tropomyosin at near neutral pH as a function of tem­
perature (20°C-70°C) and over a thousand-fold range of protein concen­
tration. Helical contents were obtained from CD measurements. Experi­
mental thermal denaturation curves are independent of concentration for 
the crosslinked protein (Fig. 2). By comparison of smoothed experi­
mental points to theoretical curves (generated for the same temperature) 
of f vs. w, the value of w required to obtain from theory the smoothed 
experimental value of f was estimated. This is done for all experi­
mental points, i.e., for a series of temperatures, and the data plotted 
as RT In w(T) vs. T. The data in the temperature range mentioned was 
computer-fit to the equation
RT In w = BT ln(T/TQ) + AQ + A^T/T^ + A2 (T/TQ ) 2 (5)
wherein B, Aq A^ and are constants, T is the corresponding Kelvin 
temperature and Tq is the Kelvin temperature of a hypothetical reference 
state (TQ = 1). The percent helix calculated from the model of Skolnick 
and Holtzer for crosslinked chains is always larger than experiment 
(Fig. 2). This disagreement was ascribed to distortions in local short- 
range [a and s(T)] and/or long-range [w(T)] interactions attendant upon 
formation of the disulfide link, effects not encompassed by the theory
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Figure 5.2 Thermal denaturation profile for crosslinked 
alpha-Tm dimer. Theoretical and experimental 
curves are denoted by 't' and 'e1, respectively. 





or reflected in the parameters used to corroborate it. Also, the pro­
file of the crosslinked material shows the peculiar shape described 
earlier by Lehrer (1978), in his study, and ascribed to a "pre­
transition". In that study Lehrer found that the main transition at 
about 45°C or 2 M-guanidine‘hydrochloride (G*HC1, a denaturant) was 
shifted about +7°C and 0.8 M on G'HCl, respectively, for the crosslinked 
samples as compared to the noncrosslinked samples. In addition, a 
destabilizing pretransition was observed in the 30-45°C region or the
0-2 M G*HC1 region only for the crosslinked samples. Thus, there were 
indications that the chains separate at Cys 190 between 0 and 2 M G'HCl 
before they dissociate. It is then thought that crosslinking destabi­
lizes the molecule in this region of the sequence, while it stabilizes 
the rest. Thus, the CD spectra of Holtzer et al. (1982), demonstrate a 
decrease in the stability of the a-Tm dimer when cysteinyl residues at 
position 190 in each chain are joined via a disulfide bond.
The theoretical formalism can be extended to incorporate the possi­
bilities that the covalent crosslink produces a stress and that certain 
conformations of a flexible crosslink preclude alignment of the two 
helices (Mattice and Skolnick, 1982). Three important features were 
incorporated in Mattice and Skolnick's formulation of the configuration 
partition function: (1) Conformational flexibility is allowed in the
cross-linking unit, with certain of the cross-link configurations giving 
rise to nonalignment of helices propagating away from the cross-link 
site. (2) Cross-linking of the helices may be accompanied by deforma­
tion of the helices near the crosslink site (or may induce stress in the 
crosslinking unit). (3) Loops are a priori excluded. This formulation 
is based on the 3 x 3  version of the Zimm-Bragg statistical weight
matrix (U?x )̂ (Mattice et al., 1980; Chapter 2, Eq. (2) this work). The
two chains are labeled A and B, and a crosslink is present between
residues and Bx- The required statistical weight matrices for the
A.B. pair are of dimensions 10 x 10 and are of a different formulation i x r
depending upon whether i < x, i - x, or i > x. Rows are indexed by
states for residues i - 1 and i in chains A and B, while columns are
indexed by states of residues i and i + 1. Each residue can be c or h.
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Here a denotes the direct product, 0 denotes a rectangular matrix com­
posed of zeros, and w is a factor that arises from orienting the cross­
link so that helix propagation will result in helix alignment. Indexing 
of rows and columns for the matrix in Eq. (6 ) is [c(c or h)]^[c(c or 
h)]fi, (hc)A(c(c or h)]g, (hh)A[c(c or h)]g, [c(c or h)]A(hc)B, [(h or 
h*)c]A((h or h*)c]g, [ (h or h*)h]A[(h or h*)c]g, [c(c or h)]A(hh)g, [ (h 
or h*)c]A[(h or h*)h]g, (hh)A(hh)g, (h*h*)A(h*h*)g, while for the matrix 
in Eq. (8 ) the indexing is [c(c or h or h*)]A(c(c or h or h*)]g, 
(hc)A[c(c or h)]g, [h(h or h*)]AIc(c or h or h*)]g> [c(c or h)]A(hc)g, 
(hc)A(hc)g, (hh)A(hc)g, [c(c or h or h*)]A[h(h or h*)]g, (hc)A(hh)g, 
(hh)A(hh)g, (h*h*)A(h*h*)g. Rows in Ux are indexed as in Eq. (8 ), but 
columns are indexed in the manner of Eq. (6 ).
The configuration partition function, Z, is obtained as
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where
J* = row(l,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (10)
and
J = col(l,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0). (1 1)
The parameter ui is (1) infinitely large if the configuration at the 
crosslink site is always conducive to interchain helix-helix interac­
tion. If, on the other hand, (2) alignment of the two helices produces 
a stress at the crosslink, or if the crosslink can adopt configurations 
which are incompatible with interchain helix-helix interaction, w be­
comes small. (3) It becomes zero if covalent crosslink formation is 
completely incompatible with interchain helix-helix interaction.
Features (1) and (2), which are indistinguishable in this formula­
tion of the configuration partition function, are found to have a pro­
found impact on the high-temperature portion of the thermal denaturation 
of the cross-linked dimer (Fig. 3). Feature 3 has two important conse­
quences for the helix probability profile in the middle of the thermal 
denaturation: local detail, seen at low helicity, is obscured, and the
maximum in the helix probability profile is shifted to the residue at 
the crosslink site.
The objective of the work presented in this Chapter is to report 
and analyze values of U) required to produce agreement between the theo­
retical formalism of Mattice and Skolnick (1982), and the measured CD 
(Holtzer et al., 1982), for the a-tropomyosin dimer crosslinked at Cys 
190.
Figure 5.3 Helical content as a function of 1/lnw 
for a crosslinked alpha-tropomyosine dimer 
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Calculations were performed using the matrix formalism of Mattice 
and Skolnick (1982), as described above. Consider a two chain, coiled 
coil in which polypeptide chains are in register and of identical amino 
acid sequence (aa chains for example). The helical content of chain A,
ph,A i s
ph,A = n " 1 ph,A,i’ (12)
where n denotes the number of residues in this polypeptide chain and
p. . . denotes the probability that residue i in chain A is in a helical hjA,i
state. This probability is calculated as
p. . . = Z-1J*U.U0 ... U. ,U'.U.., ... 1) J (13)h,A,i  ̂ <vi“ 1 «vî-1 + 1
where J* and J are as defined in Eq.'s (10) and (11). The IL are the 
statistical weight matrices of Eq.'s (6 )—(8 ) formulated using a, s, w 
and u). The only nonzero elements in U! are those including s for the
i-th amino acid residue in chain A. The configuration partition func­
tion is that of Eq. (9). The helical content of the a-Tm dimer is equal 
to p^ ^ because the two chains are identical. In other words, the 
helical content is an intensive property. Each chain contains 284 amino 
acid residues arranged in the amino acid sequence for rabbit a-Tm. The 
chains are assumed to be crosslinked at Cys 190.
Temperature-dependent Zimm-Bragg parameters a and s are taken from 
the experimental work of Scheraga and coworkers (Denton et al., 1982 and 
references therein; or, this work, Table V, Chapter 2) or estimated from
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their work. In absence of pertinent experimental data, the statistical
weights for Cys are assumed to be identical to those of Ser. The poten­
tial consequences of this assumption are explored in another section by 
varying the statistical weights assigned to Cys. Values of w are those 
obtained from analysis of noncrosslinked a-Tm dimers (Holtzer et al.,
1982), modified for use with a block size of one residue. These values 
are 1.295, 1.267, 1.267, 1.291 and 1.338, respectively, for temperatures 
of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70°C.
Results and Discussion
Limiting Behavior at Extremes of U)
Fig. 4 depicts dependence of computed helical content on the value 
assigned to U). Five different combinations of a, s, and w were used, 
corresponding to temperatures of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70°C. Each curve 
attains limiting values for the helical content at extremes of w. When 
the a-Tm dimer is in a configuration in which residues i in both poly­
peptide chains adopt helical states, these residues contribute a factor 
2 2of ŝ  or s^w to the statistical weight of that configuration. The
2 2 contribution is s. if the residues do not interact, but it is s.w if the
i ’ l
configuration of the a-Tm dimer permits participation of the two resi­
dues in helix-helix interaction. A value of w greater than unity arises 
if helix-helix interaction is attractive, as is the case here. At 
sufficiently small values of U) helix-helix interaction is prohibited and 
the helical content of the dimer is low and thus independent of w.
Since in this case the helicity is determined solely by o and s, the 
result is identical to that calculated for monomeric Tm at the same 
temperature. This helical content, which is always small, decreases as
Figure 5.4 Computed helicities as a function of u 
for the crosslinked alpha-Tm dimer. Filled 





temperature increases. The reason for this is that although the temper­
ature change of s is not monotonic for all amino acid residues, the 
overall trend is for s to decrease when the temperature raises from 30 
to 70°C.
Regions where the crosslink site begins to adopt configurations 
which permit interchain helix-helix interaction (increase in helicity) 
are found as ui increases from zero (or In ui •> -°°). At the limit of 
infinite u j such crosslink configurations are populated to the exclusion 
of others since helical content is high. At this limit, helicity de­
pends on w as well as on a and s. Since w > 1, the limiting helicity at 
large u> is greater than that at small U) (Fig. 4).
As seen from Eq. (5), the change of w with temperature is not 
monotonic - the smallest w is obtained in the middle of the temperature 
range covered. In contrast, a monotonic temperature dependence is seen 
for the limiting helicities at high U) (Fig. 4). These helicities de­
crease with an increase in temperature, as was also the case for the 
limiting helicities at low u). That is, at both extremes of U), the 
temperature dependence of the limiting helicities is due to the tempera­
ture dependence of s.
Behavior of the Crosslinked a-Tm Dimer
The helical content determined experimentally for the crosslinked 
tropomyosin dimer (Holtzer et al., 1982) is denoted by a dot on each 
curve in Fig. 4. Two features are immediately apparent: to reproduce
experimental helicities u> < 1 , and u) deviates from unity more at lower 
temperatures. A small value of u> is expected if the partially helical 
crosslinked Cf-Tm dimer is less stable than the noncrosslinked dimer.
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Before discussing the significance of the U) deduced from Fig. 4, 
let us examine the schematic dimers depicted in Fig. 5. Individual Cf-Tm 
chains represent helices (thin rectangles) and random coils (wavy 
lines). Although mixed configurations are allowed in the configuration 
partition function, they are not depicted in Fig. 5. The covalent
crosslink is depicted as a straight line (Fig. 5A, B) if the crosslink
configuration is conducive to interchain helix-helix interaction by 
residues remote from the crosslink site. The zigzag for the covalent 
crosslink (Fig. 5C, D) denotes a crosslink configuration incompatible 
with such interchain helix-helix interaction. While the dashed line in 
Fig. 5A joins a pair of interacting amino acid residues, that interac­
tion is absent in Fig. 5C because the crosslink has adopted a configura­
tion in which the helices are out of alignment. Helix-helix interaction 
is also lost if individual chians are not helical, even though the 
crosslink maintains the configuration compatible with such interaction 
(Fig. 5B).
The statistical weight U) weights the contribution of the crosslink 
itself to the statistical weight of configurations of the type depicted
in Fig. 5. U) can be represented as
u> = 2 exp(-Ec/RT)/ 1 exp(-Ej/RT) (14)
config config
where Ê , and Ej are the energies of the crosslink when it adopts states 
compatible and incompatible, respectively, with interchain helix-helix 
interaction. If the only dimer configurations were those depicted in 
Fig. 5, and identical energies were obtained for "straight" and "zigzag" 
crosslink, U) would be one.
Figure 5.5 Schematic crosslink alpha-Tm dimers.
B
CONTAIN w NO <■>
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An isolated cystinyl residue has access to more than two configura­
tions (Mattice, 1977). Assuming that this configurational freedom is 
retained in the crosslinked a-Tm dimer, then additional dimer configura­
tions incompatible with interchain helix-helix interaction will contrib­
ute to the configuration partition function. These extra configurations 
will increase the denominator in Eq. (14), thus decreasing u). In addi­
tion, if there is stress in the crosslink configuration required for 
alignment of the helices, Ê, is large, and the numerator of Eq. (14) is 
reduced, thereby making ui become small.
The results of Fig. 4 clearly show that u> becomes larger with 
temperature in the range 30-70C. Even at 70C, u) is less than one. It
is difficult to understand why w would increase strongly with tempera­
ture if the existence of competing crosslink configurations, as ex­
pressed in Eq. (14), were the primary factor influencing its size. 
Crosslink configurations competing with the one which aligns the helices 
at 30C (for example Fig. 5A) should continue to compete at higher tem­
peratures .
If, instead, u) is responding to the presence of a local stress at 
the crosslink site, ui should increase with temperature because stress is 
alleviated by a raise in temperature. The qualitative trends then can 
only be rationalized if the dominant contribution to U) arises because 
the crosslinking of cysteinyl residues produces a local stress when both 
peptide chains are helical.
Consequences of Uncertainties in a and s for Cys
Since Zimm-Bragg parameters for the cysteinyl residue in water are
not yet available from the host-guest technique of Scheraga and co­
workers (Denton et al., 1982), in the preceeding calculations, a and s
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for the cysteinyl residue have been taken to be identical to those found 
for the seryl residue at the same temperature (Hughes et al., 1972). In 
order to obtain an indication of the potential error arising from the 
previous assignment, let us examine the consequences that a variation in 
s has in the statistical weight w. Fig. 6 repeats from Fig. 4 the curve 
at 50C. Thus the middle curve uses s = 0.763 for Cys, which is the 
observed value for Ser at 50C (Hughes et al., 1972). The two additional 
curves are obtained by varying s at 50C by ±0.2. The true value for s 
can be expected to lie within this range. Since amino acid residues 
with heteroatoms bonded to are helix breakers (Hughes et al., 1972;
Alter et al., 1972), s for Cys must be less than unity.
As expected from helix-coil transition theory, helicity is most 
sensitive to s in the middle of the transition. At midpoint, the 
changes in s alter In U) by 0.5. Larger values of s for Cys shift the 
transition to smaller values of ui, i.e., if Cys has a sufficiently high 
tendency to be helical, that tendency can overcome a stress imposed by 
crosslinking the helical dimer. Comparison of Figures 4 and 6  demon­
strates that the uncertainty in s for Cys has relatively minor effects 
on the values of ui.
The results depicted in Fig. 4 indicate a much stronger temperature 
dependence below 50C than between 50C and 70C. Caution must be exer­
cised because a large potential uncertainty exists in U) at 30C. That 
is, the experimental helicity at 30C is nearly as large as the asymp­
totic limit obtained at large w (Fig. 4). Thus either a small under­
estimation in the measured helical content or a small overestimation of 
the asymptotic limit, could lead to an enormous increase in U). As other 
important contributions to the uncertainty in f at 30C we have the
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Figure 5.6 Transition curves for alpha-Tm dimer t
Curve A: s_ =0.563; B: =0.763;Cys Cys ’









uncertainty in the CD measurement itself and also the choice of the 
ellipticity of the completely helical a-Tm dimer. The theoretical 
estimate of the asymptotic limit of w is most sensitive to w and less 
sensitive to CT and s for the individual amino acid residues.
Thus, let us conclude by saying that, whereas further quantitative 
analysis of the temperature dependence of w should proceed with caution, 
the theoretical formulation devised for crosslinked, in-register a-Tm 
dimers (Mattice and Skolnick, 1982) can account for the experimental 
results. Also, the values of u) that account for experiment are sig­
nificantly smaller than one, and they increase with temperature in the 
range 30-70C. Finally, a plausible interpretation is that the small tu 
arise from the imposition of stress at Cys 190 when the helical a-Tm 
dimer is crosslinked.
NOTE: At the time of publication of this dissertation a more
plausible interpretation for the role of the parameters w and u) was 
arrived at. In this interpretation the parameters w and ui are associ­
ated to higher degrees of conformational order of the a-tropomyosin 
dimer. Thus, analogous to the "first-degree" conformational order 
associated with a and s, the appearance of w in the statistical weight 
of a conformation goes always accompanied by uu. u> is understood here to 
be a "2 nĉ degree of order" helix nucleation parameter and w a "2 nt* 
degree of order" helix propagation parameter. In such instance, expres­
sion (14) for u) would no longer be appropriate, since its numerator 
would be the sum of configurations whose statitical weights include u> as 
a factor. In other words, Eq. (14) is giving an expression for w in 
terms of w itself.
As an aid in visualizing the successive degrees of order accessible 
to the a-tropomyosin dimer, as well as their associations with the 
different statistical weights involved, let us reexamine the schematic 
dimers of fig. 5 in the context of a coil to helix transition. Again, 
individual a-Tm chains represent helices (thin rectangles) and random 
coils (wavy lines); the covalent crosslink is depicted as straight or 
zigzag line as described before.
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Degree of order O^ 1 degree 1 st degree 2 n(* degree
of order of order of order
In state A two disordered tropomyosin chains are joined through a 
crosslink whose geometry is incompatible for chain-chain interaction. 
State B represents the transition of each individual chain to the heli­
cal conformation, even though the crosslink remains incompatible for 
helix-helix interaction. Finally, state C depicts the highest state of 
order attainable by the dimer once the crosslink has adopted the appro­
priate configurations that align the helices. The helical content of 
conformation B is thus expected to be less than that of conformation C.
Ui is still expected to be less than unity.
As stated before, the calculations presented in the main body of 
this chapter have a priori excluded the effects that consideration of 
internal loop formation may have in the formulation of the configura­
tional partition function, and especially in the temperature dependence 
of w and ui. Once the loop formation effect is taken into consideration 
(jf. Skolnick, private communication) w, as obtained from analysis of the
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ncm-crosslinked dimer, becomes a monotonic increasing function of the 
temperature. Values of w are thus modified as follows: 1.269, 1.277,
1.292, 1.312, 1.338, respectively for temperatures of 30, 40, 50, 60, 
and 70C. The values of U) thus deduced for the crosslinked a-tropomyosin 
dimer become an increasing exponential function of the temperature:
In U)(T) = aT + b, with a = 0.417 K \  b = -144-953, correlation 
coefficient = 0.9961. However, conclusions derived from the analogous f 
vs In tu curves do not differ qualitatively from those in which statis­
tical weights for random coil segments in the interior of a chain are 
identical to those of randomly coiled segments at the end of the chains; 
in other words, the large potential uncertainty in ui at 30C remains even 
with inclusion of loop entropy effects as prescribed by J. Skolnick.
A more detailed account of the modifications just described will be 
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